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Sossi Khachadourian(1985)
 
Hi I'm a &quot; Syrian Armenian&quot; , i grew up away from my hometown
&quot; Armenia&quot; , but my hometown since my childhood till the day exists
here inside deepest place in my heart and 's the most beautiful place at the
world.
I have born and grew up in Syria you know it's something strang depending to
several places my grandfathers came from Turkey to Syria....As I said it's very
strang feeling. being an Armenian and living in an Arabic country..
Because of that I do use 4 languages during my daily life, (Armenian, Arabic,
Turkish, English) ,
It's a little bit hard to keep the balance between many languages,
I studied and graduated from Karen Jeppe Armenian College,
 
About poetry I begun writing. since I was just 9 years old
At first for sure i begun to write in 'Armenian' language my 'mother language'
then in 'Arabic' and 'English',
 
I guess it's something  not always about education,
For sure that the education is very important for everybody, but what I want to
say that writing is more about having  especial ability
and inspiration because of that I think that it's about being gifted from God,
i do believe in God and Love, and I know that the God is  love and I  trust him.
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A Bit Of The Light
 
I'm not perfect i'm a human
 
Who sometimes feels strong and says i can
 
While the judging eyes embrace my strength
 
At my weakness sometimes i feel a pain
 
I'm not glad to say that i lie
 
But i confess that's not nice
 
 
But i'm not perfect i'm a human..
....
 
 
I'm not perfect i'm a human
 
 
The perfection no one has ever got
 
 
The perfection means the God
 
 
It's one of the eternal beauties of my God
 
 
But as long as l survive l know that i'll try to do
 
And i'll give my best sacrifice 
 
 
May i can be a candle to light other's dark
 
 
 
That makes me feel satisfied
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What a lucky is that who can leave footprints when he's gone
 
 
The one who can make a change
 
To make the world a better place for my fellow man
....
 
 
What a precious and a lucky is the one  who can sacrifice his time for the
hospitality of the humanity
 
 
Those noble heroes never die
 
Those who give never die
 
Eternally  their names at the sky bright shines
....
 
The poverty and the wars are surrounded all the world
 
May the justice and love of God guides all the humanity to the road of light
 
 
May never earthly things enslaved your minds
 
 
With the love and forgiveness may you seek freedom and the peaceful delights
 
 
No one ever will find the freedom and the peace
 
 
While snatching away  other's right to survive
 
That's not fair for the sake of God..
 
I'm not a perfect one i'm not a beast
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I'm just the one who's heart beats
 
While looking to those crying kids
 
No one can ban me writing about innocent tears
 
May I can be a bit of the light among all these darknesses and fears 
 
 
I'm not a preacher
 
 
Not a crown angel with white wings
 
 
Just i'm the one who cannot bear to see
 
The crying doves among the beasts
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Candle In Dark
 
Just in whiles
You may return to the same place
Where you've begun
So don't be so proud
What makes you man
Isn't your money
Neither your fame
Nor your coloured eyes
What makes you a real man
Is your kindness
Your pure spirit
It should be your pity
Noting in this world is immortal
Nothing going to last forever
No one's going to stay alive till the end of time
We all are passengers here
Today is your's
So you may  begin to make a change
To make someone smile
To wipe away someone's cry
To bring back a poor child's glowing eyes
Be the candle that lights other's dark
Don't be savage for what you possess now
They're today  your's
Tomorrows are always hidden gestures
unknown!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Cave Like A Grave
 
I've put your love in a cage
I've  held your love and your pain
With both of  my hands with my regrets
I've  dumped your love and my regrets in the cage
 
Since the day that you've gone
Journey  for me has begun
I've hidden your love and It's pain
I've dug the cave like a grave
 
I've held the memories with my hand
I've  touched the pain, Ah  I cried vain
One by one I've added them to the  cave
All your promises were undone
You've gone.
                                                               
I've put the cave like a grave
Upon my shoulders I held your ache  unaware
Years long years you were there
Inside my heart never went 
 
I've held you with me in rough
I cried, I suffered pain, oh in vain
I held you with me all these years.
                  Never could leaving the past years
                                     I've held them like a bag
filled with fires and with pain
Si
nce the day that you've gone
                  The misery  of love for me was begun
                    Today I want you to know 
I've thrown  away the cage including all 
your aches
I left my soul free, out of the grave of your love
The journey for me has found an end.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Cloudy Night
 
Oh night take my soul away
 
Let me with those fantastic clouds sway
 
The world became harshest place to stay
 
Take me with you away
 
Behind those clouds with glittery lights and ray
 
I'll build a home to stray
 
Gloomy past years I'll trow them away
 
go away delay
 
I want to disappear
escaping saddest tear
 
Forget to feel
 
Escape free of fear
 
Behind the distances of happiness even if I haven't yet a year!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Cry
 
Cry my heart cry
And who'll wipe away your cry
Strangers are your tears
Melted with woes and fears
When'll your poor dreams
Find a way to happiness and love
When poor people's heart Desires
Will get wings to fly and sigh?
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Crying Child
 
Inside my heart there's a crying child
Still remains the pain of the past
Still is there aline in pain
O, Child don't you know that?
There are truths in life won't be ever changed
All the time they stay the same
All the time they remain the pain
Over and over they revive the ache
O, Child those lost childhood days
O, Child and who can bring back the past
They are unknown inside of your heart
The longing to the unknown
Unlived
Deprived
Strange
O, Lost childhood days
O, Child Cry Cry
May your innocent tears brings back the time
O, Child may a magic take you over there
May the time stops once again right there
May the time washes away your pain
O, Child still there are tears uncried
O, Child still the happiness is lost inside your eyes.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A December Day
 
The fourteenth of December every year
Every year like this day the memory  knocks the doors of my bleeding pain 
A grief melted with craving nostalgic.
        Memories come together for mourning
They all hug each other every year
Just to tear
For the longing of those past years
For the yelling of a crying child's heart tear
Ah what a heart breaking day
The memorial of a chilly day
The celebration of the  first storyline continued with bleeding heart tear
The fourteenth was not lived yet
The beginning and the end
Of a sweet childhood days
Yet before that day were not lived
After that day  were deprived
Ah sweet childhood days
Before beginning found an end
No memories left behind
Just the memory of a crying child
Always alone shy in fear
Alas for a childhood melted with tear
Ah the fourteenth spring was not came yet
A child was wearing white dress
Unaware of becoming an adult yet
She was in white bridal dress.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Glassy Home For Us
 
Did you know my love?
I've built a home there inside my heart
Though I know my love
Never again you'll come
But the heart is lost in love
How can I tell him not to love,
How can I snatch out of my breast this poor heart of mine
For your love my heart beats
Than  ill  die
Tell me  may you can heal  the pain of my heart
Without you my life is alone
Tell me my love would you come once again home?
It has been  centuries since you've gone  I'm lost in love alone
 
If I've had the chance just to see your face again
Even though you're away
It would be enough believe me I swear
Since you've gone my love for you still the same, it never changed
The  one who leaves and forgets about the love
It would not change or ease the love for the  one who stays there alone broken in
love
The lover heart cries  there alone among the flames of love
You were always there In my dreams  near the seaside I've built a  glassy home
for you and me
Beside the seaside surrounded with white desires
I've arranged our  home like you would like it to be
I've bared it from  the lies  like  paradise
And have hid you inside inside the home of my heart
So no one can see your  eyes  just me and my eyes
There in paradise
My eyes
Do you remember my love those days when we were crazy in love
How many times we've  built a home with our purple desires
But the next day you've gone away for what and where I never knew for what
and you've forgotten about our purple desire
But I'm still there yet the love never deserted my heart 
Do you know my love I have you inside my heart
My. Purple dreams are still in love
Oh with those green charming  eyes
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Sossi Khachadourian
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A Gloomy Autumn Time
 
When It's crowded outside
When It's clouded the sky
When It's crowded with woes
Ah with bloody sorrows
When its gloomy autumn time
When everything's not like it always used to be at the past
Things changed  the wind took away all the  beauties of the past
With falling leaves they have gone away
With the miserable storms they've gone behind the distances of the time
Surrounded with millions of ugly faces
Where can I go I'm just lost in history of fakeness
I'm not a coward soul to run away
Here's where I belong, my soul depends here
I can't leave and desert my worlds here
Here I can breath the smells of places I've been
I can't hold them to take them with me
The beast haters who's hearts are filled with the revenge are trying to make a
change
For who's sake they're not aware
Destroyed are everywhere
The pitiful hearts are crying at the dark
They are victims of nothingness Ah Alas what's else,
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Grace Of Oblivion
 
Broken old songs are murmuring their selves  there inside my mind
Since centuries they exist there
Inside my soul are rendering woes of love and their longings are there
Ah old songs you're  like my heart you keep memories inside no matter how old
they are 
Still old old friends and their memories eternally  exist there
They are so honorable my precious antique temples
Since long  long centuries are existing  there
With them I used to live because when I love I believe
I believe and I give bunches of love without thinking that human beings love is
treacherous in whiles forgets deserts hearts
But I'm the one who does not has the grace of oblivion 
May deliberately I never wanted to lose them
Every friendship has a place and its value with nothing would be  compared or
changed
Though they forget and walk away but their memories are hidden tight there
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Guardian Angle
 
Alas, How hard its the lose of  the feeling of being safe!
Who  knows how it feels                                                                       Hard to
describe      !
Just its like it  have been centuries
Since I've lost the feeling of having a guardian angle upon my head 
To have someone to know that he always cares
Whenever you go his heart will chase your steps
Near or far he always will protect your ways
Everytime You cry he will come to wipe away your aches
To be sure that he never cheats
Just because he cares
The one who believes in honesty of love sense.
      Whenever you knock the doors of loneliness
He will be the safety shelter to Chase away the devil of loneliness
Whenever you are he will be always   there
The feeling of having a shelter how I missed being there
The feeling of being home with the tenderful hug full of care 
A wide opened wings when it's stormy raining days
Alas, how much I missed to be there!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Home Of My Own
 
Sitting here alone
I have a world just my own
Here's the only place where I belong
Here I have memories
Ah their values are inestimable
As much as they are old
But they never have got odd
 
Here i have a world
Here's my safety home
Here's my shelter when I'm tired on my knees
I have the keys
I run in
This broken soul to heal
Here I gather
Here I put together
Broken parts of mine
To continue my journey
 
Here is my sweet home
It doesn't has a door
Even doesn't has walls
Neither furniture
Yet its in open sometimes the sky I can touch
But it protects me the most
 
Here I have my lover ones
Every memory I adore
I've gathered them all by myself
I've traveled back in time and I've searched for them and I've found
Every single memory of mine
And I've brought them with me back to  home
 
Here is my world
The shelter of my wounds
The tempest of my memories
Precious moments still I keep
They never deserted my  world
Precious ones though they're gone
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But their souls here with me survive
With every sunrise I can feel their breathes
I touch their smiles
I kiss those eyes
Once again I rise
I stand on my feet
I continue running.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Homeland
 
My beautiful  Armenia
that since the day
i never saw
Though It was my
dream since my
chidhood days
The longing and the
love of a mother land
Melted with ache     and passion
always were there
At the deepest
corner in my childish
heart
The love and the
ache of being away
from the home
gave me the
inspiration to write  
The first poem i've wrote was about my motherland
Yet all that I knew
about my home 
i've learn it  from
the history books
I've watched the
beauty of my home
with the eyes of my soul
I figured it in my mind
I saw it with the eyes
of my soul and i
admired
Every time a friend 
asks me
'what do you want from
homeland'?
I answer
'.A bottele of an air
and a piece of
stone'
From the grounds of
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my home.
To kiss the ground
of my grandfather's land
To smell and breath 
the pure air
The  memorial lands
rich in history  
Where my
grandfather's
memories lie.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Little Bit
 
A Reason to smile
May stay alive
A Reason to say
That l'm still who i am
A smile is the best _To prove
that the Life goes on
A Reason to confess
All my Sufferings and pains
To blow away those hidden tears inside
Couldn't, take my smile away
A Reason to stray awful moments away
A moment to sway may steel them away
A Reason to say that i still who i am
Despite  all those sufferings and aches
They couldn't take my soul away
Still i can laugh a Little bit Louder,
A Smile a Little bit Brighter.
All though the Life was
A Little bit Better.......!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Meeting With Past
 
While trying to ignore the past
While running out of aches
People were dear I confess
They are and always will stay
I thought that I have to run out of the past
To avoid meeting those aches
But when suddenly I met friends who were came from my past
But never ever they went away
In my imagination and memories always have had the best place
But when suddenly i met them 
I found out that they were best things I ever have had.
Adorable memories are out of aches.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Message To Humanity
 
How an amazing is the one who's pleasure in life is giving
How peaceful would be our lives
If everyone of us had the sensitivity against  of the responsibilities  as a human
being
 
How beautiful is the soul who lives to give
How admiring is the one who puts the seeds of the love
All around with every steps that he takes surrounds the seeds of love Every
where
 
Everyone of us will born and will die
How blissful is the one who's pleasure in the life is  the hospitality for his brother
man
 
Still I have things to do before I go my way
How pity is to waist a lifetime for nothingness
Our lives must be more meaningful than to be wasted for suffer and pain
For fake joys Whice steal away our years and more
 
Be aware of your steps let's their prints leave behind a valuable messages
The life should be lived for goodness and charity
How its meaningless the life that we do waist
For invaluable life games
 
The meaning of happiness is not hidden behind the trunks of diamond
Neither in selfishness and the love of posessing
Those who love to take for me their lives are all fake
 
The life should be precious  than to be lived  for nothingness
How its pity  the life which is  wasted without real love
Without understanding  the meaning of the humanity's love
And what a noble message it  holds inside
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A New Day!
 
Tomorrow is an another day
Ill try to forgive myself once again
 
Wrecked shoreless in howling aches
 
Tomorrow is an another day
 
Unfathomable world Im back onto my way
 
Treachery soul is back to its  way
 
Ill try to throw away thus  misty veils
 
An angel's existence  brightened my ways
 
Sky is blue
birds above flew
 
MY dreams are still shy shivery  blue
 
My soul is flying reviving clue
 
Tomorrow is an another day
 
A new beginning is just a breath away
 
Tomorrow is an another day
 
The sun above will shine brightly my way
 
Ill try to forgive myself one more time again
 
A brand new starting
Just a new born dreamer is in her way!
 
As  fresh and innocent as the old melodies of love
 
They will guide my steps to heavenly starts
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Away from heart aches
 
No man even silly love heartache  can dim my sun again
 
Im back to my way
 
Im tired of heart pain
 
Got hurt a lots
 
Weakened somehow throughout my woes
 
Once upon the time
This fool head of mine
 
Believed  once again about existence of love 
 
Forgetting about  falsehoodness which   ebbed my heart with its miserable  acts
 
 
And my heart again cried lots in vein
 
Im back to my way
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A New Year's Eve
 
It's New Year's Eve
Just a bit and new year will be here
Finally last year is passing away filled with tear
Ah passing year
We can't feel the joy of entering a new year
We can't sing happy songs welcoming the new year
Our songs are filled with fear
Nothing just horrible moments memories are left  here
The woes of crying mothers heart breaking tears
Tell me, tell me, can you hear?
 
Ah passing year you've took with you people were dear
Every second have passed with you was  miserable lived in bloody fear
What else can you take away by your near  Please tell me, tell me passing year?
The hearts are crying snowy tear
Poor children forgot about living in peace
What else can you take it away from here
Tell me, tell me passing year?
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Pain
 
Inside deeper in my heart
There's a pain
That can't be told
Can't be sold
silently stands there all alone
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Patience Stone
 
Live the life as it should to be lived
Or let it go away when you believe you don't deserve it
While you're unable to hold on to your dreams
You have to chose one path to go on in
There's no middle way between glowing lightened path and the darkest path of
life
Your faith and strength of existence the difficulties of life will guide you to the
light
Catch it with all your faith and never leave a day to slip away among of your
fingertips
Live this life like it should be lived
Or let go away there's no place for weakness here
There's no life across the roadside
There's no middle place between death and life
When happiness deserts your ways
When the patience of your heart overcomes the limitations of forbearance
When difficulties of your life become impossible to bear on
When the hope of your heart fades away somehow
The patience of stone that you always depend on
Falls down and breaks out to millions of parts
Don't forget that the satisfaction is humanity's most valuable treasure
When you feel weak hold on to your dreams
When the lamplight of hop shatters down your roads
The darkest of night covers your heart
Which  always used to be the guidance to light up your ways
Avoid falling apart from path of right
Before your soul wears mourning blues
Escape away from dark caves of life
Our lives deserve to hold on so tight.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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'A Peaceful New Year'
 
Not motivated to write as I used to, today nothing can inspire my soul to fly
again
 
About a city missed up through fires and dusts
 
Evaporated rights even the simplest humen right is stolen from us
 
The life  has became hard to bear through this pain ah in vain
 
 
It's almost already the end of the year
 
What's else is waiting us to survive as Syrians
 
Since four years we are tired of praying for peace
 
Our wishes and prayers are confined  in demands of very simple things
 
Not materialized in materiality nor about religionism or any earthly  requirements
nor any discriminations
 
We are not  asking  for our loses we are strong enough to hope and rebuild up
and recover once again  our pains and distractions
 
Syrian heroes, children and martyrs
 
Broken hearted  fathers after losing all their hard workimg years
 
A lifetime had flown away in vain
 
But still they have the faith with smiling  eyes filled with bloody tears
 
Their first and last demands of hearts is
 
Not the returning of the past years
 
Or miracles to build Syrians  ruins
 
Precious martyrs  mother's tears are asking you world
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Its the fourth year, of Syrian war
 
Just asking you God above for
 
'A New Peaceful Year'.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Peaceful Song
 
Sing the song of love
Peaceful days will come
Every new day
Will bring you fun
Sing the song of solitude
When hearts are bared of truth
In this April day say  peaceful prayer
May God brings you a safe shelter
When hearts became harder than stone
OH joyful heart of mine
Keep singing your song
Even though world became a gloomy forest
You never surrender in the  darkness
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Real Love
 
Real love once again come home
Knock the doors of my heart
Make my heart lost
Let me build a home
Across kingdom's of happiness just my own
Let me forever stay 
Make my soul sway
Make my eyes smile
This time for a long long whiles
Make all my senses cry
Come and inside of my heart lie
Once laugh
Once cry
Just for the sake of love
Everything else is lie
My senses are lost
When love floats
Oh my majesty
Oh love
My life is meaningless
Come and coerce
That you're real
Come and tell me that you're here
Glory days are nearer than near
Just empty spaces all that I have here
Shadows of people around at once disappear
All faces became strangers they're not dear
While you're not here
Emptiness is surrounded my heart like a leer
I lost my dreams through moments of fear
Love desires are in fear
Oh my majesty
Once again come and make me sway
Forever stay
Forbidden my soul let it stray
To greenland's  thirsty my emotions let them among  your arms gladly lay
Sentimental love come my way
With all my senses I'm here to stay
I'll hug you tighten
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I'll get wondered
There's a place burden
I'll fly to get lost beyond those hills where  land of love is hidden
Beyond the states of nought's
There where no one survives
Just you and I
Behind those transparent distances of far skies.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Real Man
 
He thinks he looks great
When he acts like an extraordinary man
He seems like he never ever cares
Just because he has those two rough hands
He has extremely serious glance
The smile runs away of his face
He puts on his fake mask on face
To act the strong man
He thinks the real man never suffers
Never feels
never gets hurt
While his heart is filled with sorrows
He acts like he is the last super hero
For him the real gentleman never cries
While the tears are jailed inside his eyes
If those tears could ever shout out
They would beg him to let them out
O, Man don't you know that
The real man is the one who knows
the meaning of cry
Don't you know that the real man
is the one who has storms of feelings inside his heart
Because he believes the real ones always counts.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Reason To Fly
 
Nothing is  mine
 
Everyone has gone
 
Calling unknown  names
 
Echoes answering  'Oh those  have gone'
 
Nothing  has meaning
 
Even the passing time
 
Flying away agreeing that the love has died
 
Distanced alone filled with hard tears
 
No one, no tears
 
Would bring back  again lost things
 
But still i have the faith
 
While  I have this will and courage to live
 
I'll will survive till finding again reason to fly
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Reason To Hold Onto Life!
 
Like a crying child
In the darkness of the night
Is my soul tonight
Alone and afraid
While hope has gone away
How to find again
tenderness  and stillness of  the love
Charming glances of real lovers
There where real love exists
needless are the words
There only eyes does talk
 
How I'm thirsty to be there even in dreans I don't care indeed
The tendency will take me there
Moments of love ill cary inside  will be enough     
Easing down the hunger of the love
 
Back out of my dreams
Not sad nor afraid
I'll cary the memories sheltered there inside
Cherished  and admired
The warmth of real love
Will keep it safe adored
 
Real love the companion of the soul
A home just my own
You will come home
Upon  the wings of crown Angeles you may come home
Solitude snatched away my strength
Real love come my way
Come and say
Let my soul sway
Singing pecious songs of love
Cherished blissful love
Convince me again love worths living for!
A reason to hold onto life.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Reason To Smile
 
Life is precious  hold on to life so  tight
 
The happiness is right there hold on so tight
 
Don't say I can't you will find a way
 
Do not wait someone or a reason to make you smile
 
The happiness lies right there within your heart
 
No one will care if you are happy or not
 
Just keep smile and you will  find out
 
The shining light through the dark
 
Just believe  in the strength of your faith
 
So soon you'll find out that there are millions of   ways
 
To turn the small point of  the light  largest then the dark to light up your chilly
nights
 
Just smile to life and it will return back the smile
 
Don't wait for a  reason or   someone to come to your life  may make you smile
 
 
I've  found my way to happiness through my way to the god
 
When I found out being alive  itself is   enough  to hold on to life
 
The happiness lies there inside everyone of us
 
Say I'm happy and you will find the out
That you don't need a reason to make you smile
 
Can't you see that your life is a gift from god above
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Try to celebrate your life
 
And praise the god
 
Build a big home within your  heart  just for the love
 
Just trust the god and every new day you will find a new reason  that makes you
smile
 
The life is precious enough to make you smile
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Secret Place
 
Between life and death
There's another path
Some of us choose to live there
Away from life there's another place for broken hearts
A secret place that helps tired souls to find the peace within their selves
Thoughts and regrets all meet there
The place where I open the gate to meet the present with  past
Away from crowd near to the God not dead or alive
The secret place its the loneliness to meet ourselves
Away from lovers aches
But with the memories no way to disregard to escape free 
The secret place there I open my hidden aches
Away from blamers glance
My bloody wounds  there take a bit rest
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Smile
 
How blessed is the man
He who despite of his tears
Inspite of his broken dreams
Still has the noblest heart
 
He who wears the smile upon the face
Who hides his heart ache
Though they are like a lake
He who smiles no matters if It's fake
 
He who sacrifices  his freedom  for others  sake
Because he believes emotions never were  for sale
Covers his wounds with his prided veil
He who's cherished with grace of patience till his vein
 
Just to make others happy
Puts on face a fake smiley
Hides his worry
Laughs  not to make others feel for him sorry
No mean of being the hero of bad story.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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A Smiling Face
 
Smiling face
It's God's grace
Having that face
Filled with trace
Glances allure moments get craze
There time gets freeze
Heartbeat once runs
Once comes to cease
What  a magic face
Just got crown angels peace
Within hearts takes the best place
Just a look to that angelic face
Ambition of tired heart flies away
There at blue skies gladly  to sway 
How heart desires a lifetime there to stay
Just a look to that angelic face
Magic plays
The words are tired of fitting its  beauty in a phrase
Smiling face
Hearts are amazed
The soul who meets that smile burns up  within flames
To another world takes a trance
What an alluring face
For its sake hearts are in race
It's God's grace
Having that face
It's Heaven's bless.
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A Song Of Love
 
There's a music in my heart forever will keep singing a love song
and with its tenderness will keep shivering this heart of mine
 
There's an inscrutable music in my heart
with it's secure companion revives my heart
 
The only safe constancy of this insane world
and it will keep playing the same love song
 
Evaporates woes of my heart even for whiles
as long as it keeps playing the love song
 
My soul with it always will revive and sigh every while and while
yes it's the tenderful voice of the violin that i adore the most
 
Cherished with romance and sense of my goddess love
yet it embed with blessing of peace that's the only guidance of those all
 
There's a music in my heart that keeps reminding me to go on
keeps encouraging me to stand up again every time i fall down
 
When the ugly devil knocks destiny's doors
when those miserable regrets spread their dark wings all around
 
Disappointments surround my soul rending me to solitude
when i depressed on my knees
 
How admirable are all its deeds
always and always lifts my soul to higher skies 
 
There's a music in my heart no one ever is able to shut it down
no man no devil will ever steel away the existence of a love song
 
As long as it inspires me to fly
nothing ever will have the allowance to drug me down
 
As long as i am who i am.
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A Trunks Of Pain
 
Under different masks their faces are hidden
With different colors their faces are drawn
As my dearest ones they're known
Ah dearest ones still my heart with your love is drawn
 
While I forgive
While I forget
I deny to see the facts
Though I know colored are their faces
Yet they are as precious as my pride
 
Those who were like my breathe
Took away my heart beat
They were most savage
Most unfair
 
They made me learn what's the meaning of the pain
How it hurts
How long it lasts
Sometimes never ends
 
Even when the wounds are healed
The pain overcomes again and again
The memory of pain
Always hurts the same
 
With the changing of the seasons memories come my way
They gave me trunks of pain
And told me hold on to your pain
 
That's your destiny
You don't have the right to suffer of your pain
You don't have the right to  complain
Hold on to your pain.
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Aberakhdeyin!
 
Aravodyan yerp arekage patsvets shad payloun
Yerp arevi shogherneyin ter manoug 
Tou ter hoseyir
Tou im modneyir
Tou  harazadeyir
Ah tou ter im kouyrneyir
 
Irignamoudin yerp dzeroug areve  kakhtets
Yerp takhidze norits badets im hokin
Tou ourish megneyir
Gardzes mer dan antsiali tratsineyir
Barzabes tou mer dan houyrneyir
 
Yev arten hima yerp khavare badets 
Sdvernern antsyali indz g haladzen
Layn jbidnerov dzaghraganoren indz g hartsnen
Anonk oveyin vor hos gabreyin
Kloukhes hegadz amotkhadz artsoukneres amour seghmadz goberous dag
bahadz ge badaskhanem
Mite odaraganeyin
Janabarhen antsnogh antsanot houyrereyin 
Akh barzabes ays ashkhari mech amen pani neman Aberakhdeyin Aberakhdeyin!
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Absoluteness Of Every Doubt	
 
Absoluteness of every doubt
Will be there bared with all its facts
In front of your eyes accurately seen acts
Just during the war you'll die twice
Masks shameless there fall down
A bit of hope flies in the air and suicides
Glittering faces with their fake smiles
Performing the roll of inhumanity at the stage of life
Here is the world of war here's the world of facts
Hey you who are named human beings you're unfairness itself
Your precious thousands dollars worthy skin creams or 'Chanel' 'Burberry' bags
are worthless here
Ah Alas  never wanted touching all these facts
Never knew before people can be as cruel as they can be
As clear as shining sun, is their hurtful ignorance for others aches
They've took away a bit of safe feelings still I had inside
In spite of everything I've passed through still they somehow were survived
And how much I would love to stay and live in the world of doubt and never
touch heart aching facts.
I would prefer to be cheated and never realised  how ugly people become.
Regardless who they are when you're weak all are strangers!
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Adelou Degh Yette Sirenk!
 
Adelou degh yette sirenk
Mite inch g venasenk
Inchou ches aner ko polor jike
Bahelou neroghotyan arjanike
Badme inz inche ko shahe
Yerp g mares siro chahe
Inche mart araradz ko arjeke
Yerp ko serdoumes bahoum polor ashkharis charike
Inchou adeloutyamp vadnenk ays gianke
Yerp arten ounenk sirelou shnorke
Harts douazes tu yerpek
Yete mer serdere  arderou neman hergenk
Hon amparvadz adeloutounere mer hokineren tours nedenk
Adelouyan degh siro dzarer tsanenk
Verejkhntroutyunere hergelov neroghoutyan goudere tsanenk
Mite  inch g venasenk
Ashkharne meg or  Nouyn janabarhin engernerenk menk plor
Shoudov gespari  karounne meg or
Tsourd kamin yerp tagen ternere molor
Anbadrasd jamportner g tarnank chounenk or
Norits pokhelou mer varkn ou park
Chounenk letsoun bayousagner
Ashkhar mergenk yegadz  mergal gertank 
Haverjoutyoune arjanikne diroch
Yerp jamportoutyan jame ganche
Poloresenk anbadrasd kaghtaganer
Counenk hedernis danelou araganer
Haverj gabri ayn marte vor g tske ir yedin lav kordzere tangakin.
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Again I'M Alone
 
Again i'm alone
 
 
Again destroyed
 
Again my heart crying blood
 
My love got tired
 
Don't tell me words of lovers
 
Don't
chain my heart at the world of liars
 
The words of love never
 
makes you a real lover
 
The love sense now is cradling  on flames of fire
 
And my heart is woeful trembling  feeble
 
What a mortal reality that the love was again just misty liar...
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Ah My Sweet Sweet Heart
 
Wherever you are please stay like you always were
Ah that beauty smile may always shines throughout your world
As long as your memories are here ill never want more
Those lovely eyes will always guide my roads to God's roads 
Ah my beloved I would never blame you  yet if I could give you my eyes I won't
say no
may the distances nor the time make you forget about my love
As long as I have even a little bit place there in your heart
As long as the memories of your and mine
When you and I were crazy in love
As long as those memories are respected 
As long as my memories are there
There in your sweet sweet heart that I still adore
I can survive all the difficulties of life.
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Ah Those Melodies Of Love
 
Ah those melodies of love
How they are alike
 
With stories of love
 
How sweet they are
 
Even when they hurt
 
Though always have an end
 
They keep living there
 
Somehow, somewhere 
 
Deeper so deeper of hearts
To remain and sigh
 
Every while and while
 
With every beat of pain
 
They revive and sigh
 
Ah those melodies of love
With them my insane soul shivers and flies
 
Ah those melodies of love always take my breath away
 
With them old memories flies 
 
To those places where the love was.
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Ah, Lover's Goodbye!
 
Ah lover's goodbye!
 
How hard to discribe! .
 
With every separation the love vibrates in the memory of time
 
With them shivers lifeless tears of the hearts.
 
Oh shoreless hearts,
 
Your delights have taken flight
 
With them fled away youth's gently maden desires.
 
Your sweet kisses fled with pale constancy of love,
 
While the hands of lovers get apart
 
The angels of heaven begin to cry above
Moaing vainy dirges
 
Sweet memories soon turn onto frown fire flames   
 
With every mention of past to burn up woeful lovers hearts
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Alas, All Are Strangers
 
Alone in this world
 
Don't have a golden dove
 
Poor is the world of mine 
 
Bared off fortune of life
 
My soul is tired Humbling alone
 
My life is like Dark empty deserts
 
ALAS, Alone im
Alone
My world is Alone Though all the crowd Surrounded all around
All are strangers Foreigners or not Relatives are but! 
 
Long ago the smile deserted my world
 
Sorrows of the life surrounded my soul
 
Betrayers came always to my road
 
Love has left my soul alone and unknown
 
My love ones destroyed 
 
My soul and has gone
 
The path of love has been
 
For me dark and misrable 
 
Alas, that only stony hearts
 
I have met at life's stormy roads
 
Though my love always was so sincere and boundless for all
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But, the love was always a traitor full of lies 
 
I never wanted to have golden clothes
 
But my life was such a miserable stormy winter 
 
Hard to pass The sincere love was my heart's only desire
 
But the path of love always has been for me
 
Full of lies and pain
 
Alars, Alone im Alone
My world is Alone Though
all the crowd Surrounded all around
All are strangers Foreigners or not Relatives are but!
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Alas, Love, Alas
 
And now i'm dismissed
 
 
I don't know what the love is
 
 
If there always will be tears
 
 
And the souls never will find the peace
 
 
Why the lovers had became so cruel and  insensible
 
 
Who can bear all these
 
 
Are these the new rules of the love?
 
 
Even the love changed it's face
 
 
Alas, love, Alas
 
 
If the humanity's cruelty 
 
 
 
Even changed your face
 
 
Nothing in this world will stay the same
 
 
Alas, world, Alas
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Step back my soul
 
 
let's live in peace alone
 
 
 
While the meaning of real love is missed
 
 
 
How the world can be so unreal
 
 
 
Even the love changed it's face
 
 
 
Alas, Love, Alas
 
 
 
If the Humanity's cruelty
 
 
 
Even changed your face
 
 
 
Alas, world, Alas
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Aleppo
 
The past has gone
The devilish fight
Still surrounding around
Aleppo we survived
What you've got tell me what
What we have got from faith
What we have got from death
What we have got when they said
One day this fight  will find  end
Missiles  have stopped  nowadays
After six years of extermination
People lost their sight
Their sons
Their families
The noise of the fight
Still remains all the night
We lost battle
We lost the soul of humor
Reason for living
Despite  the fight
We had the faith
This disaster one day we'll find an end
All that left behind
a lifetime  perdition
A ruined city
That  huge city
Aleppo for you my beloved
We survived
Our tears have dried
But all that we've got a destroyed future and bleeding hearts
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Aleppo You're My Love
 
Aleppo you're my love
Through  the darkness
Through the fight
We've never lost the faith
Never  gave up praying for light
Years have gone
Since fight begun
People left us here
Relatives in real
Neighbours moved  to safety life
Emptiness surrounded our lives
Strangers we became in our country
Suffering souls
Searching for those
Those sincere glances
All that they've left behind
Indifferent world strange faces
Where have gone those  days of past?
Did they distinguished with those miserable woes
With the storm of cruelty of those
Those who took away our souls
Strangers we  became in our homes
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All For Love
 
Its all about love
The reason to go on
The tender touch of love
The glance worths the worlds  Even sadest soul takes wings to fly
A reason to hold on life so tight
While rough storm of life shouts out  higher
There should be someone that's eases down the fire
Someone dares calling him 'my lover'-
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All My Dreams Left In Past
 
How the years have passed so fast
 
All those beauties have gone with the past
 
I remember all my dreams
 
Purple they were and blue
 
Oh, my god how much i'm in need to
 
To believe once again to the pover of my dreams!
 
While at the past I never was afraid to dream
 
And now even the wish of dream, Is lost
 
And I came here alone
 
All the beauties that oneday I've had
 
I've left them at the past and
i'm all alone
 
Even the wish of smlle
 
All those people that I loved
 
Those were more precious than my eyes
 
My grandmother and her angelic smile
 
She was my shelter where I've always run
 
Everytime that l've got mad
 
I went there and I cried
 
Even my shelter I've lost
with the past
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The sun above and the blue sky
 
How much I felt happy at the past
 
When every morning through my road to school
 
The sun chased
my childish spirit and always how I felt glad
 
Through my road to school
 
And every evening in return I always prayed to find him in my road
 
Oh, everything and everyone
All those that I loved
Lost them with the past!
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All That I Can
 
I can shoot the moon,
 
I can hug  the sun,
 
I can touch the stars,
 
I can chase the clouds upon on the sky,    
 
I can build a home,
 
Among those clouds, 
 
Up there on the sky 
 
May I can meet you one time,
 
I can run long years till my heart stops,
 
I can cry bloody tears till the end of life,
 
Just to catch one moment with you again,
 
I can give you my life..
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Alone
 
Open your heart for those
 
Their heart are sweetened with love
 
Pour them to your heart
 
Let them there to fill your heart With hop
 
and sweet desires
 
Nothing but love can take away your lone
 
Summer days once again came,
 
Alas, in vain full of pain
 
Unfortunately through vainly dirges
 
Summer days have passed alone
 
Leaving here all their pain
 
The loneliness still surrounded my heart
 
Every time when my best friend night
 
comes out He takes away my loneliness
 
even for a whiles
 
What stays there when the love is gone
 
The loneliness the shadows of smiles
 
The memories are gazing around
 
One by one are chasing each other
 
With woeful laughter and cry Cradling
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upon the fire of my heart
 
Those heart desires with smiling faces
 
Mockingly are shaking their hands Ending
 
up there somewhat somewhere
 
The days are long when you're alone
 
Nothingness became the miserable
 
empire here and there, everywhere
 
Emptiness is the handsome prince of my
 
soul.
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An Advice
 
An Advice for you my friend
I do not want you to get a heartache
Just because I do care
Keep the doors of your heart always opened for whole
Be generous and love the people as much as you can
Without putting any discriminations or differences between them
Because we all are the same     
One thing I want you to be aware of my dear
While you open the doors of your heart
Do not give them 'a sit' at the 'first stage' in your heart
While there is the doubt
May you'll be given
The 'last sit' at their heart's 'back stage'.
Till you prove if they really deserve it or not.
Do not give anyone  a 'sit' at the 'first stage' in your  heart.
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An Advice To A Father
 
You may try to be the friend of your daughter
You may treat her as a friend with peaceful laughter
Give her the freedom to get wings and fly higher
Don't become her abject prisoner
My advice to you my fellow man father
Your daughter needs your tender care your advises with hands of care and
laughter
Don't forget that her future depends on your actions the most
It's your choice to harvest good seeds
Or to weed the bad seeds
Teach her the value of the love 
The necessity to love and to beloved in return
Kids grow young so soon
But with them grows the seeds of love and fear
What you plant you'll harvest
Whice decides their future plans
What they earn from life grows up with them.
May they become successful heroes
Or harmful sick people for community at the first hand
Unsuccessful  sad people for their own sakes
And it'll hurt and will afflict your heart the most
Their successes or their failures
So my fellow man you can build your daughter life or destroy its your choice.
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An Advice To My Little Sister
 
My advice for you my little Sis!
 
Be the one with strong character my little angel
 
Be kind and polite with all the people,
 
Even treat them better then they treat you
 
Always keep your head high and trust yourself that you deserve the best
 
Do your best and be kind and always help the people no matter who they are
 
Never harm anyone even your enemy
 
Forgive and don't keep a revange or hate in your sweet heart my little one
 
Even try to help your enemy when they are in need to your help
 
But never ever give your trust to anyone
 
Be nice but strong and never knee for anything
 
Nothing at this world is more precious than your dignity,
 
Never trust the love words,
 
Love words are fake always forgotten
and undone promises
My little angel 
 
When the real love comes, it will find the true gath to your heart my sweet angel!
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An Angelic Smile
 
Time is flying far
Years are running fast
And my Lover ones disappeared at once
Those for them my soul always danced and has laughed
Even when my eyes were shading tears
Amongst hardest days of life
An angelic smile took away my cry
My soul inspired and wrote best poems of love
Love deserted my world
While their glances still here survive
In my mind and heart
Every word of love
Yet their pure smile
How they were loved
If they could hear my voice now
I would shout out their name
May the tenderness of a lover heart
Would be heard passing all the barriers
Beyond's  the distances of time
The sentiment of a woeful heart
Since the day alone cries 
What dares living when the love is gone
There's no peace for lonely hearts
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An Appreciation
 
You may begin today
 
Just decide and you'll be there
 
Its never too late to change your path
 
There will be  millions of new gates
 
Waiting. your ways
 
Its never never too late
 
While u still have a time just run
 
just decide and you're already there
 
Appreciate  as well as celebrate  your life and all goodnesses  You're surrounded
by.
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An Attitude
 
The life never ment to be the same for all of us
It's just destines game  
I don't have someone to blame
And I've always believed everything that  happens to us has a  reason beyond
Just we always come out of the darkest ways holding lights within hearts
Everything is there for a good reason I believe
 
Some of us with laughter was came to the life
Some of us with tears since their first breath are friends
Just this is how the life always used to be unfair
But something I've got never sufferings and tears would change the realities
Only thing they can do to bring more sadness more tears
It's all about patience
If you have nothing to change for what are your  sufferings
They have nothing to do just to make things worse and harder to bear
The life is a school some of us graduates holding in their hands hearts filled with
patience and charity
Some go to wrong ways it always depends to our attitudes and good seeds inside
us.
 
I've  chosen my path to God
I can see clearly the way that guides me to God
My attitude the positively look to the life
I can't turn the blacks to the whites
I don't have a magic stakes
To change impossibility's
I try to do my best to go ahead
With wright steps
But if there are things can't be changed in life
I'll never chose the darkened ways to make my  changes
Just to feed my own interests
There are things are therefore to stay 
You have to believe
It's about your attitudes.
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An Attractive Game
 
From your past I have came
I'm your destiny I'm your name
I'm truer than your vain
I'm the unknown future name
I'm the unknown
Because of that I attract them all
Yet my face is un-drawn
I'm the first and the last letter of your name
I'm destiny's game
I'm the past
I'm the present
I'm the future
I'm a gesture
I'm your cry
I'm your laughter
Among my hands your days I gather
Soon or later
For me does no matter
Within my heart desires your tears and laughter exist
With the time my furthers you'll gain
Within my flames are hidden people's fame
I'm the attractive destiny's game
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An Episode
 
Opened are my doors
Embrace my thoughts
This time you don't need knocking my doors
Apologies are destroyed
So come in to my life
Tell me  your lies
Tell me once again
Stories of your lies
Once again try to cry
For your broken heart
Tell me your lies
Unfairness of the love
Put your head here
Tell me that you'll stay near
Let me call you dear
And again begin to tear
So let's the show begins
Stand up there's a stage
Choose your best script to play
Put on your colorful masks
Turn on all theater's lights
Open those red curtains
Let's the show takes start
Begin acting your favorite role
Once again try to destroy
But this time I won't believe your lies
Just I've got the episode.
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An Ignorance
 
Ignorance of my fellow men.
 
A friend they are or a nearest then
myself I've always put them there.
 
In the bottoms of my heart burden friends.
 
Lovers. relatives or even a stranger one day was passed my way.
 
But always and  always they are remembered with respect.
 
Even if they're gone yet their memories survives near and always stood dear.
 
Bunches of love.a friendly care and a heart full hug are most previously given
gift.
 
That everyone of us is in need.
 
Yet the feeling of being as transparent as there's  no existence of myself.
 
Kills me inside ah in vain. my soul cries bunches of pain.
 
And I would say one sentence.
 
The feeling of being ignored.
 
Is the one of the most cruelly used actions that hurts  someone's soul to kill.
 
One of the most efficient crimes that kills without weapons without  bombs your
fellow man
 
So be aware,
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An Old Friend
 
After all these years here we are again
At the stage of life we have met again
This time our roles are different
Long years have passed us by
Nothing stood the same my friend
We both fail apart
Time changed everything
Ah its destinies game
People are gone
Kids are grown young
Places are changed
Situations are changed
As much as they were similar at past
At the station of life our roads are  changed
Our journeys are not through the same train like the past 
There's distances between us
Different are the roads of life
But here we are again
Somehow we forgot growing  old my friend
We are still those pretty little girls
After all these years here we are again
We were close friends
Neighbours and mates
Ah how we played games
We were almost two kid brides
Somehow we have met there
Almost we were taken similar roles at the same stage
At the stage of life
Scripts are always written by the destination
Ready to be played
And who are  the actors
Victims or fighters
And there the destiny plays its favorite game.
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An Old Saying
 
It's all about one time
An old saying I used to hear
Do not take it in granted
The old sayings have lot to say
 
Be aware of your steps
Sometimes guides us to the light
Sometimes to the darkness of the nights
But they always take us somewhere else
 
So be aware
The old sayings are precious
The experiences of real lives
So keep them in your mind
 
My grandmother used to say
once you begin never ends
It begins with just one step
So try to think before taking every single step
 
The good road or the bad one
It all begins with first step
One step can guide your way to shattered caves
So be aware
 
Try following the lightness and it'll  guide your steps to brightest path.
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And I Loved You!
 
They've gone with the wind of the life
They weregiven me a reason to smile
Curving my soul
Instead of home
That one day you've build it with lights and hope
With white flowers surrounded home
The destruction took my sweet home
Painful are facts no soul alone
Wants to survive while the wind arrive!
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And The Love Has Passed Me By
 
With or without you the life is going on
There's no doubt
I can't get it till the moment and maybe never I'll 
How could you go so far, why?
How the life keeps running by
While the ones that we adore leave us alone
And pass us by
But I don't know how or why
Still the world going on
Why I'm stll breathing
Still the birds there singing
The people out there are walking down the streets
Why I'm the only one here can't bear on
Strangers are everyone and everything around me
If I could ban the world  my love not to run around me and by
Without you I can't imagine I'm still alive
Believe me my love I won't think even a while
If I could beg you to stay here
While in your dreams you've passed away and left me here
Alone all by myself my heart is crying out regrets bloody tears
How could you desert the life leaving me here
If i could shout out and let you hear
If you have to go take me your near
I'm sure it won't hurt my heart so deep
How could you go so far tell me dear
If you could hear my voice although you're not here
But Somehow I can feel  you're near
Over there mum told me once
There's a place where the souls of those whom we love exist
And our voices they can Hear
I just want you to hear
I love you still
Can you hear?
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And You'Ll Cry
 
Come and ask me what is love
How it hurts
What it does
 
Come and look look at me
To see your art, may you'll cry
How  much hurt I've got
After the day that you've gone
 
Come and ask me if I'm still alive or with you  the soul within chased your love
Since the day that you've gone
I'm not alive not even dead!
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And You'Ll Never Hear!
 
I have screamed from the pain of your love
 
But you couldn't hear the voice of my heart
 
And you will never hear
 
I begged you
all those
years
May just for once your honesty wake up
 
To ease my heartache
But you will never feel
 
After the day that you have gone you are always the same
 
You are not the  man that I was in love with before
 
Cruel and savage more then a stranger
 
As hard as I have tried to make you hear
 
But you never will
 
I were just a misty
 
Even never had the right to have a memory figured in your mind
 
For the sake of your love I have trew away my dignity
 
To follow the steps of your crazy heart
 
But unfortunately
my steps got tired
 
And my feelings are foist
 
And out of all desires
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And You'Re Loved
 
The smell of the love is in the air
The smell of the love covered everywhere
How It's alike with smell of the colorful  magnificent flowers at the spring time
When the green covers everywhere
Even the souls wears green peace
Inspite of all  the wars and the fights
Inspite of  the cruelly of the humanity's
Still the angels of the  love  soaring at the sky  promising  to those with sweet
hearts A joyful life
Alas what a shame my brother man
While you're given the chance to love, to forgive, and to give
How can you beat destroy and kill your brother man
Alas my fellow man how can you cause all these pain to your brother man Alas
what a shame
Choose the love wherefore  you'll arrive with the fight
The love appears to those who have the pure spirit innocence of desires
Those who has the ability to forgive can find the real love
Yet the ability to love is an art
It's a gift from the God
Your world is surrounded with love  all around
Catch it as long as you've the chance
God above has gave you the life full of love
It's your choice to keep the love of the people your around
And build for them a home in your heart
It's just your choice to choose to hate or to love
Choose the forgiveness and you'll find the the rest, the peace  of the soul
You'll be able to hug the real Love
To love means to forgive
Oh how much you are strange and unfair my fellow man
How do  you want the God above  to forgive all your sin
When you as the creation of the God are unable  to forgive
The little bit fault of your friend
Love and forgive and desire the best to  your fellow man
Without the mercy of the love 
No one  will ever find the  peace and joyful life
Only thing that has the ability to complete the emptiness that Stearns within us
is the love and just the love
When you  can love boundless  your fellow man disregarding all the differences
and discrimination 
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When you're ready to love  people like the God loves us
When  you still can feel the others ache as it's  yours
When you can give all the wealth you possess to save someone's life
When with  honesty is  purified your words
And your steps are strong and your roads are straight
You  deserve the paradise of the skies
That's it  my friend you are already loved and beloved..
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Angels Are Crying Pain
 
Why all these tears, sufferings and pains!
Today I saw the angels were crying pain,
How a human being can be so blind
To put an end
To the life of his brother man!
How can you beat, destroy and hate!
Where is your faith?
You are the God's creation at the end,
Don't you know that what the God gives, only God can take.
So why the man is killing his brother man!
For what all these hurt!
How the world can bear all this pain and fear,
What can be worth to kill and beat and hate?
When the world will find the peace and all the pain will find an end?
Don't you know that nothing worths to destroy and hurt this beautiful world,
Even the hating words can wound feelings and hearts can get lost.
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Antsrevnou Sere
 
ANTSREVE KALIS MOUTNE DARADZVOUM.
 
LROUTYOUNE LOUR ZIRENKE TIDOUM.
 
PAYTZ NOKKA INCHOU LOUR OU MOUNCH GANKNADZ.
 
ARTIOK SIRADZEN YEV CHEN HACHOGHADZ.
 
 
 
AHA SHIGAHER MI POKRIG AGCHIG.
 
KROUZ MZERNER OUSERIN TAPADZ.
 
TAKHTZOD ACHEROV NAYOUMER ARACH.
 
IR SERNER PNDROUM HEROUN GORSEVADZ.
 
 
 
DEGHANER SIROUN ACHEROVE NAYOUM.
 
IR SIRADZNER AN TER VORONOUM.
 
GANKNADZER TESHVAR OU KHEHGJOUG TSEVOV.
 
OUZOUMER VERATARTSN IR DEKHOUR SIRO.
 
 
 
ANTSREVE ZAYRATZVETS OU PECHETZ KAMIN.
 
AMBERE OUJKIN ZARGIN TEV TEVI.
 
PAYTS TER GANKNADZEN YERGOU SIRADZNER.
 
NAYOUMEN IRAR ANEGH OU ANVERCH.
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Armenians Genocide!
 
The meaning of being an Armenian
To get apart a thousands oftimes
To build a home in strangers lands
To get them destroyed to build them back
Again and again with theirhonesty they'vebuildhuge hills
in spite of their chills
Hills of pride
Wining thehonesty
Not with words with theiracts
Never begged to survive
Being an Armenian
To be deprived to have a motherland
laceratedsouls
In spite of all
The hardships of life
Never eased Armenians determination to begin again
With their honesty amd the hardworking
However getting up again
Fighting with faith
Wining delights
In spite of fights
Hardships of destination
Never stoppedthemdreaming with an inspiration
Bumbled around the world
Genocides of Turkey deprived our peaceful lives
Children women were killed
Savage Turkey with
His bloody hands
Have beenbumbled them from their own homes
Thousands of Armenians were killed homeless with bare feetdisposed of their
lands to different countries who hospitalized Armenians woeful wounds and gave
them a home to survive
Where's the justice
Where's Armenians rights?
One century wasn't enough to arise thepity of world?
To recognize the The crime of Armenians genocide?
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As Long As
 
As long as the sun shines bright above, Nothing, yet no one will be able to hide
the light,
As the darkest  stormy night does,
As long as I can laugh no one will be able to make my eyes cry,
As long as I have the sight to look to the light,
No one can ban my eyes enjoying the beauty of the light,
As long as I believe in greatness of my God,
I'll always get a white wings to fly high,
Nothing yet no one can take away my pride,
As long as I can talk and have the strength and the courage  to say not, and
don't and stop,
The hands of cruelty can not make me stop praying,
As long as I have the mercy of the God in my heart,
Never will come the time yet no one ever can convince me to look down on
someone,
Rich he is or a beggar, an old one or a  young,
The black or the white one,
There's no differences among us
Just the beauty of the souls, and purity of desires
Should be the reasons to bring us together
We all are one,
We are the creation of the God.
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Ashes Of Your Love
 
I have nothing left from you
 
Just the ashes of your love
 
The memories are all around
 
To remind me The pain of your love
 
Your love that has gone
With the wind of my stormy life
 
Were are you love 
Is that true  while i was asleep
you have gone?
 
Empty spaces are all that I have now
 
There are distances between me and between love
 
I have lost my way for the sake of your unfair love
 
Do not ask me to trust again
 
Cause the pain of your love wounds
 
Still bleeding in my heart
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Autumn
 
Autumn days are here
Autumn Days filled with fear
Woeful shadows of the war
Took away the peace out  of the souls
Nothingness is all that we own
The souls are bared of patience
Yet the poverty ebbed the spirits are pale howeling surges
Cradling upon altars  covered with white veil
Autumn time used to be always sad
But this time it came in blues
This time the awesome  colors of leaves are lost
Ah Alas, , this time autumn came wearing sullen, sorrowful  came wearing blacks
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Because I'M A Real Woman
 
Lie and try to build a home,
 
Among the kingdome of your lies,
 
But im the woman with millions of senses,
 
And never fears, to walk away and make your heart tear,
 
Cause when ill walk the ground under my feet,
 
Will shake and cry.
 
Lie but soon you will discover,
 
That your soul is covered,
 
With the fire of your lies,
 
But the woman in me ever sacrifices,
 
Her pride to make you feel satisfied.
 
Lie and laugh with all your heart,
 
And your silly ego let it feel proud,
 
But the woman on me does not exist,
 
There where all your lies lie,
 
Because when I will walk with my steps millions of man's hearts will shiver and
fly..
 
Lie and enjoy the sense of greatness..
 
But that makes no sense,
 
Because your glory soon will fade,
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The one who lies one time,
 
Will never feel shy,
 
To lie millions of times,
 
Once you has betrayed
 
someone's trust, Nothing could help you to gain it back,
 
Lie and enjoy the pleasure of being a perfect liear,
 
The man inside you lets fly higher,
 
But im the woman with honest soul,
 
And when ill walk,
 
Never again ill talk,
 
Even if my heart will cry,
 
But ill never turn back and try,
 
Once again to live your lie,
 
Its better for me to die.
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Because Of You
 
Because of you I have threw away all my rights
 
Because of you I have walked through the fires with bare feet
 
Because of you the sun has shine again in my life
 
But faded away the day that you have gone
 
Because of you I laughed when I was dieing inside
 
Because of you  I forgot to live
with you have gone my years and the shine of my eyes.
 
Because of you I could not live I could not die
 
Because of you I am not  even died
 
Because of you I have cried bloody tears and still I am
 
Because of you I have trew away  all my desires
 
Because of you  I have forgot that the human being love to lie
when i Leaved my Soul bared in Your arms Without doubts
 
And walked to you through the dangerous road of your love
 
Because of you I will never again fall in love
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Because The Real Love Never Dies
 
Because the real love never dies.
I still in love with your eyes
Because nothing can ban even hide
The shining sun above at the sky
Because your love still survives
Here  in mY heart
My glances can not hide your love
Because of you my sky
is full of bright stars
Like your eyes
You're my eyes
Even at my darkest night
I can feel you near
Live you are still here
Your voice I still can hear
My dear
Because of that my love
I never sleep at the nights
I climb to touch the sky
I chase the shining stars
I kiss them one by one
Because they every night
Take me to your eyes
I pour them on my heart
To count and touch  and admire
I put them back to sky
When the sky begins to get mad
Than I return back home and i try
To figure out your charming eyes
i enter with them to magic worlds
Ah my love
My inspiration
Because the real love never dies..
Still im in love with your eyes.
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Because We Are In Love
 
We as human beings always fear of death
Although there are scary times in life
That we do pass through  humbling by
There are times that make us  die while we are still alive
There are aches in life make us die
Yet  every single second thousands and thousands of times
But what is that great  reason that keeps us hung  up  to life so tight
Still makes me admire
Even in our hardest times we never give up trying
We stand up to continue living
Even when we are down in knees
Ah  incredible we are, we human beings
We are in love with life
We are the real heroes
Because even though all these  wars, around
With all these heart aches
We still try to put on a smile
Disregarding our  tearing hearts inside
We keep trying to fix the disasters  surrounded us
Even though we know there's no possibility but we never lose faith
We repute ant gather our broken parts together
We insist to survive just because we are the  real heroes of this life
Yes we are strong enough to survive living
Because we are in love with this life.
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Before The Last Goodbye!
 
Thousands of kisses to the sun above 
 
For those precious moments have passed with the time
 
Memories inside this heart forever survived
 
The sunshine, our love and those green eyes
 
Just as they were before a while
 
Believe me or not no regrets I ever had
 
Loneliness had become my lover my friend
 
May I was born just to love you alone
 
Away this soul sways sings your love songs
 
Just for your sake
alone I'll stay alone in love
 
Till we meet again, if we will meet once again before the last goodbye.
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Between Life And War
 
Stood there alone between life and war
What can more destroy more than the fear of war
The ability of realization is  lost behind the woes of war
Unbearable aches the sounds of guns and else....
Just we were never have been there
The peace was our country's name
What have happened to us
Who did all these deadlines
Lies melted with abject plans
Destroyed our lives
We were happy family before beginning the games of the guns
I can't name those things which are made by the man to kill his fellow man
I don't want to die
I still have dreams
I don't want my fellow man to be killed
I deny to see more and more tears
Happiness deserted our lives
Heart destroying things old man's tears
Children's hunger and their innocent glances filled with fear
The miserable war is running like a devil all around swiftly rending  vows of
death,
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Beyond Our Absency
 
Disregarding the opportunities that we meet/ 
Ignoring our most important responsibilities/ 
Unfortunately
Unwillingly we loose our most valuable years and their chances/
 
As we earn instead  regrets/
The weakness of the will/
The loose of  the faith/
Leads us to concern about our futures/ 
 
As with time we loose self confidant/
Disregarding of others capabilities to bear our immorality/
Our ignorance against other's feelings/
Leads us to disturbance/
 
As well as the loose of  our most important relationships/
The avoidance and the fear to make a change/ 
In rough of importance of our cases to make a change/
Leads our lives as well as other people's lives/
 
Those  who are the most valuable  existence and the essential realities of our
lives/
To never-ending sufferings/
Unfortunately  sometimes unconsciously/ 
We do harm ourselves and people around/
 
We  do care and love them/
Because of  a very silly reasons we do harm them and ourselves/
Absency at the near future while we feel the results of the past faults/
While we suffer we forget that  those are the results of our absence  and
unawareness/
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Blindly In Love!
 
Every time I miss
 
your eyes
 
 
 
I fly up there to
 
touch the skies
 
 
 
My imagination
 
holds me tight.
 
 
Takes me up 
 
there behind the
distances of
 
realization
 
To watch your
 
eyes
 
Don't you know
 
that the love is a
 
magic
 
 
So far away from
 
logic
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Don't you know
 
that  love  emotions never
 
will have an  explanation
 
Oh love never let me alone
 
Hug my soul take
 
me to Neverland
 
Oh love my  Majesty
 
Inspire my soul
 
Keep me blindly
 
inspired in love
 
I'm the silly martyr
 
I'm the savage possessor of Love!
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Bloody Nights
 
It's raining night
What a cruel night 
Came to rain blood
While our world is in fight
Our nights are burning in fires
Through pain are slipping away woeful hours
Nothing's left behind
Just brokenhearted ones
Sleepless eyes filled with horror of fearful nights
What's new my friend
What else you've brought out this night
While we have had became close friends with you night
Even you've changed your face how strange
Shame on you my friend
What's coming next? Tell me lost friend
How many years yet this pain will last?
The stony patience got tired
Souls are crying fires Angels from heavens got fired..
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Blossoms Of The Love!
 
Hold on to the love
And love will be there
forgetting  about its fear
Let go of loneliness
Somehow love will be there
Even through your saddest day
Hold on to your faith
 
Love is hidden inside
Don't search for it in  another place
Just look inside and you'll find
Dozens of love seeds blossomed there
Just the strength of your faith
When you believe love will open it's gate
 
There  will come dark days
Miserable unending nightmares
Sun will never shine again
Cold sneezing winter days
No blue sky
Never birds will fly
This is  what's called loneliness
Just if you have the faith
Love will guide your path
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Broken Heart
 
Broken heart do not cry
 
Broken heart the love will come.
 
Broken heart do not fear
 
Broken heart the love is your near
 
Broken heart the
love is real
 
Soon or late will come your near
 
Broken heart do not lose faith
 
The real love will find your way
 
Broken heart glory days are near
 
And love soon will be here
 
To wipe away all your tears
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Broken Nights
 
on the feeble fleo
 
there's a glittery snow
 
upon on the sky
 
stars have took flights
 
those shinning stars  crown Angeles alike
 
winged somehow disappointed my soul my nights
 
are they hidden behind the darkest night?
 
if I could find them again may I would hide them tight
 
with this frozen hands I'll hide them tight
 
but somehow they've disappeared through my lonely nights
 
ah if I could scream may they would hear the yelling of my heart the yearning to
those nights
 
how I'm mad to those  sights
 
Admirable past nights
 
to look upon and admire for the beauty of stary nights
 
but stars have faded away gloomy are all my nights
 
how i have yen  for my friends
 
if could find them once again
 
the stars and the nights my friends!
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Broken Trust
 
Forgive me for hurting you my dear
 
While we were good friends and our heart's beats were so near
 
Just I can't imagine how the time,
 
with bad magic 
changes things
 
Everything becomes how hard to heal
 
Ah, time without warnings you turn things against  us
 
Without whys or whats
 
People we love hurt us somehow
 
And when we lose the trust
 
Trunks of love wouldn't be able to  cure the broken trust
 
Believe me you still so dear
 
And for my heart your heart's beats still so dear
 
How I would be  thankful my friend
 
If once again I can heal the broken trust between you and me!
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Broken Wings Of Love
 
I Know that my love is gone
 
I know that it never will come
 
But broken
Heart of mine
 
Still singing the love songs
 
And how admiring that  
 
Broken wings of love
 
Still trying to fly
 
Dough they know you will never come back
 
How great is the love! 
 
I know that my heart will never stop singing
Your song
 
I know that my soul will never
stop trying to fly
 
Dough you have broken the wings of love thousands of times
 
How admiring that they still alive and survive
 
And still trying to fly
 
How great is the Love...
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Brutality And Our Woes
 
Sitting  here alone 
 
Darkened all the walls
 
Feelings and the mind
 
Took flight in while
 
Body's  got tired 
 
From  ugliness  of liar
Scary Satan's authority turned the woes to chaos
 
Sitting here alone in the middle of throes
 
Praying for light
 
Breathing fire
 
Dreaming of peace
 
Brutalized  revenges
may disappear  at once?
 
With  miracle's of the God
 
I still believe impossibles can be done 
 
Savageness has stole away our lights
 
Our laughter
 
Our rights
 
Unexpected disaster damaged  our worlds at once
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Chase Up Your Love
 
Chase up your love when you fall apart
For silly reasons do not  neglect your love
Both of you'll wait for love to rerun back
But love never again will come
Don't you know that love gets tired
Don't you know that the love is like a fire
Once it burns higher
Once it slows down turns to ashes
Once it comes out the darkness to light up  our world
When the fear and greed takes away lovers peace
Love fades away
Love survives at the souls who are purified  with silence of  the peace
Love is like the sun that shines at the winter time
And somehow fades away in a while
Some's love fades away just in whiles
Some's love lasts a lifetime
No matter together or apart real love never dies
The real love is hard to be found
Chase it while you can
Hug it so tight and that moment you'll fine out how much you're suffering
without
Lovers are not honest even with their selves  to confess their love
For some to be in love is a shame or sigh of weakness
Those who don't have the courage to confess their love
For me they don't have the ability as well as they don't deserve to walk at the
roads of love
The Love emotions are the greatest ones  that we've ever got
The most adorable feeling that leads us to journey of sacrifice
Those who scare to love they never can take a part at the journey of sacrifice
The journey of love is for brave hearts
To be in love needs a big heart
Filled with greatness of love
Purified with forgiveness
Enriched with patience and the mercy of God
Do not act like coward hold on to the love
In love there's no place for pride  when two  hearts  becomes one
Nor for hate neither for revenge
The love emotions are pure, dear and rare
Once the love is gone its too hard to be found
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There are things in life meets us just  once as the love does
Once it enters our lives like a insect  covers with its strings everywhere
And when its gone to deserted places turn our lives.
There the life stops.
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Che Menats Im Giankoum Yeraz
 
CHE MENATS IM GIANKOUM YERAZ.
 
VOR YERAZEM MOUT KISHERIN.
 
CHE MENATS IM GIANKOUM MI HOUYS.
 
VOR SAVARNEM MECHN HOUYSERIS.
 
 
 
IM GIANKI YERAZNER NA.
 
PAKHAV KENATS MOUT KISHERIN.
 
IM GIANKI HOUYSNER NA.
 
MENAG TOGHETS MECHN ANDARIN.
 
 
 
YETE TENEN INDZ MECH PANDIN.
 
YEV GASHKANTEN SHEGHTANEROV.
 
BIDI TARNAM POKRIG TERCHNIG.
 
YEV MODED KAM SAVARNELOV.
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Children Of My Home!
 
While the love is gone home
Nothing can shut down  lightning torn
Since long long years  inside my heart was born
Once entered my soul without any worn
Nothing since that day could turn off lover's torn
For nothing but the love is able to make my heart in it's flame burn
Every morning takes life with folks of my town
With my town's blue sky and its glittering sun's and son's
With the hope that glows inside children's eyes of my home
How they are lovely how they are warm
Oh children of my home
Every smile of their wonderful eyes despite of all awful facts
They insist to shin inspiring lights despite  of all sadness  of their life's
If all the world is down  children of my town
Every day once again  with the dawn Will once again born and shin
Those talking eyes filled with promises of better tomorrow's
Oh my sweetened ones even though they're filled with sorrows 
Happiness endlessly will make it's return
Back to those beautiful eyes of the children of my home
How they're adorable how they're worm
While in the  depth's of my heart I've built for them both
How a lovely home
Ah poor children of my home
Tomorrow will be better while the peace turn back home
To return back snatched smiles of those lovely ones
For the love and the peace were born twined in my heart
for love is the goddess and with it lovers make their all  returns
Oh love my majesty  return back home
To light up all roads
To wake up dead souls
To whisper love words
To awaken those dead pities
May once again crown angels make their return back to my home
O love come back to wipe away all  those bloody tears of my town
Can't you see my poor crying doves
Take off those criminal  hands out of  my home
Fire off  the devil with it's bloody hands out of my home
Whatever happens no one ever will be able to  snatch away our heart's hop
As well as the voice of the truth and its horn
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Lover's lightening torn
They'll forever survive to  save up those lovely children of my home!
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Chilly Winter  Day
 
What a chilly winter day
The wind outside is moaing pale
Winter is wearing mourning blues
Winter is in pain
If I could take off all my heart pains
I would take a deep deep breathe
To shout out and cry with and under  tears of rain
Days are so long while winter is in mourn
Yet poor winter days born and die before growing young!
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Choose The Happiness
 
What the happiness is all about
 
Choices that comes across your life
 
Catch the right one and be aware
 
When your turn comes not to lose your way
 
Don't let it pass you by
 
Catch the happiness while it's around
 
This is what the happiness is all about
 
Choosing your path to the love
 
Dough it's ways are narrow and hard
 
This is what the love is all about
 
Choosing The way to happiness and faith
 
Or walking through the saddest path
 
Even in your darkest day
 
Smile and you'll find your way
 
To the light
 
This is what the life is all about
 
What the life is all about
 
Choosing the happiness or not
 
Regardless what your reason is
 
Just walk ahead and forget your fears
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God is there at the end of the path
 
It depends how long you can survive
Sacrificing blindly for the love
 
This is what the love is all about
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Colder Then The Snow
 
How do you want me feel
 
All your heart's fear
 
While the stars upon
 
Could feel and show some kindly glow
 
Although they are in pain
 
But still they have the shame
 
How they can feel and  you don't
 
I ask you as you're called human being in vain
 
How can't you feel other's pain
 
How can you be colder then the snow?
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Colored Masks
 
You the people with million character and face
 
Absolutely in every story you find for yourself a place
 
Your colored characters even the best actors may find it hard to play
 
You're the best one in every situation and place
 
Your selfishness kept your soul slave 
 
To win the glory of being the most appreciative you can make any mistake
 
The world is suffering but there absolutely you can't find for yourself a place
 
Only the world's bright side and its shining colors attracts your imagination for
whom is your hard race
 
Hard to control your ego to convice you that all the people at this world are and
deserve the same
 
But your selfishness has made you the hero for your cheep rat race
 
And every while you put on a different mask to play your new piece
 
And at every new script you choose a new role and face
 
But everywhere and always you take the best characters and place
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Dancing Under The Rain
 
Dancing under the rain
When your heart is filled with pain
Dancing under the rain
When love's ache are hurting in vain
No one can get the story
Some doesn't has the time to worry
How pity they  are
Those who never fell in love
Really i feel for them sorry
While the meaning of love means for them so silly
Only those who had the glory
The glory of living a love story
The glory of loving some body
Love burns us with its sweet tendency
Nothing is logic for love stories 
There the world stops it's seriousness
Taking away that huge loneliness
Love emotions are away  from humanity's  selfishness
Love amazes us like colorful butterflies
With its  pureness captivates  our hearts
Three days
Than it flies
Just  for whiles
Than it always  flies
There it  dies
But it's memory forever survives
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Desirable Death
 
Desirable death
Come to my way
Letting go of life
Yelling to ground
 
My body will find rest
My souls expectations dead
Hop of my heart's fade
How I can have faith
 
Loving  life again
Love was a lossy game
Impossible reverie vain
Everything around
are empty
even in crowd
 
Yelling to ground
Im tired of fight
No desire I can find
To hold on to the life
There ill find the rest
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Disappeared
 
Your love my love disappeard
 
With it your love and your tears
 
How they were like a real
 
While at the past I always had the fear
 
Not once again to believe
 
Lovers game always have been my fear
 
Just now I can feel
 
Oh how stupid my heart became to believe
 
Those words still I can hear 
 
But You never knew that they gave me the world
 
For you they were just some words
 
Not from your heart they were came
 
Out of your heart but in my heart they  built a home 
 
And my heart now is crying blood and flame
 
Oh what a pain that I can't bear
 
Please my god you may help me to ease
 
My pain may I can again find the peace
 
Second time I have found the love
 
There's nothing  left just it's pain
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Do It Now
 
Once upon the time there was a girl/
 
 
She used to say tomorrow i can do/
 
 
But somehow her tomorrow's never came true/
 
 
Every tomorrow drugged with it another one/
 
 
And the poor girl never found the right time to do/
 
 
What she decided doing/
 
 
 
Once upon the time there was a pretty girl/
 
 
 
One day the pretty girl fell  in love/
 
 
 
Every time she decided to describe her emotions  she was shy/ 
 
 
 
She always delayed expressing her love to the  next time/
 
 
 
And for her the right next Time never came around/
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She lost her chance somehow and lost her love/
 
 
 
Once upon the time there was a man/
 
 
 
He was known with his  anger and cruelty even with his little boy/
 
 
 
But every night the father went to his little kid's room   with  crying eyes
watched him sleeping/
 
 
 
And every night he decided to apologies and  never again to beat his little boy
but his decision never came true/
 
 
 
 
The poor kid  was the victim of having a father like him/
 
 
 
One day the poor boy had an accident and died/
 
 
Unfortunately the right time for  the cruel father never came true to change his
atitude/
 
 
 
So if you want to do something do it right now tomorrow may never comes/
 
 
 
If you want to confess your love do it right now the life is so short shout out/
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Those words are there burden in your heart when still you have the time/
 
 
 
 
And when you find out that you have to change your atitude/
 
 
Change it while you still have the chance/
 
 
Never think twice to do your apologies  when you really have done wrongs/
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Do Not Cry When I Die!
 
Do not cry when I die.
 
Do not wear gloomy blacks
 
Do not cry for the one that never deserved the care of your hearts
 
Do not feel sorry when i'm already gone!
 
Do not force yourself, even do not cry!
 
Just leave my bare body there
 
Alone like it always was
 
No crowd
No people to act
Sad!
 
Don't cry for nothing
 
Don't crowd my tomb
 
No flowers
 
No tears
 
Just bury me there
 
And leave my body there alone
 
Like you always did
 
Unless the death will keep my tired soul in peace
 
And there all my pains will find an end!
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Do Not Run Away
 
When you meet the love
On the roads of life
When you are alone
Love emotions  however
Are tired and destroyed
Don't run away so far
Keep the love around
Indestructible is the love, You will find out the lncredible fact
The thing that  destroyed your heart
Is the  same thing that can revive it back.
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Do You Remember My Beloved?
 
Do You remember my  beloved!
 
Once you nocked my doors,
 
Holding the sun gift for me,
 
Ah if you Again come
 
I don't need gifts
Even don't bring me the sun
 
Just let it there above to guide your way to my home.
 
Come to Revive on my sky. 
 
Make my heart Shiver and fly..
 
Do not fade away again even for a while.
 
May the spring days too, return home soon.
 
When you've gone my soul
 
became feeble alone.
 
Stay near since im here..
 
Soon Life's goodbye comes
 
And nockes the doors and everything
becomes just past. 
 
And the past is already lost.
 
But you come...
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Endless Solitude
 
My cruel luck, filled with ruined desires
 
Where are you taking us
 
Wherefore gazing thus sick eyes
 
Are you taking us to sweet delights
 
Or to shattered deep caves?
 
There where is unknown even
 
The lie path of light!
 
There the howling dirges 
 
Are mingled with
mortal pain
 
To burn up my years to ashes
 
There where will whistle the rough wind of the life
 
To pierce my soul with endless solitude
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Eternal Love Lands
 
There are another place
 
Out of human race
 
It's called lovers land
 
Lovers promises are as valuable as their prides
 
Love songs angels of heavens clasping always praise
 
There lovers exist in each others house
 
Their hearts are their eternal house
 
The love is their thesaurus paradise
 
Lovers words don't have place
 
They understand each other with one glance
 
There the world stops souls interact
 
There no one lovers honesty underestimates
 
Because the love is their addiction
 
No heart falls in love for an expectation
 
Love is composed with pure emotions.
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Even If I'M Not There!
 
Tell him.... tell him that I'm still here
I've waited for his return thousand year
I've got tired of waiting all these years
I'm going my way broken hearted eyes in tear
Soul filled with his yearn
Ask him.... ask him if one day he will rerun  back in strain!
Feeling sorry telling excuses
When may even my memory disappears
Yet his love will forever survive even if I'm gone
Will he cry... will he feel sad for my lost years
For a life was lived deprived of  happiness because of him
Will he come there standing by my grave
Telling me that at least he's here oh how near my dear
In vain I won't be there but I swear my soul will feel!
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Everything Else Is Lie!
 
All our dreams oneday will fade away and fly
 
And the hearts within us
 
Strays away and cries
 
When the dreams are gone
Soul inside us dies
 
Love words so soon become lies
 
When the love is gone all heart desires fly
 
Friends turn strangers,
 
While we ask whys and cry
 
People respect your money   
 
And everything else is lie.
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Excuses
 
We give excuses
to the one for whom are all our heart's causes
 
Tolerances we give instead we gain
Heart pain
 
We create excuses for lovers  ignorances 
 
Though that hurts us but we insist to do the same faulses
 
Love uses our emotions with the time  respect of the self honest lover loses  
 
Lover heart gives generously  the real love
 
While forgets when Separation time comes how hurts will get
 
We forget to care about the heart pain that the love causes.
 
While we create excuses for the lovers ignorances
 
And with the time our self respect we lose.
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Face Your Pain
 
My advice for you my friend
While tryrng to run out of your pain
Avoid hugging another pain
Like They used to say at the past
When a man is sinking at the sea
Tries To hug anything
Just to survive living
At the real life we do the same
 
While looking for a shelter 
While running out of our pains
We hold on to wrong things!
Be brave and face
Your your pain
May the safe shelter you never find again
You will hold on to the things
Which gives you the pain
More then the death can 
Be brave my friend and face your pain..
Believe that you can!
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Falling Stars
 
The bright stars are fading away one by one
My shining stars are falling down of the sky
So precious my glittering stars still so young
Are fading away of my nights
If there could be a way for helping hem not to fall
If I could hold them and join them in my hands
I would tightly hold them and hide them in my lap
Till the storm slows down
To put them back to the sky
Ah my beauties are falling down one by one
Cry my heart cry!
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February One
 
February One!
 
When love is gone
Nothing can give you fun
To die or servive
The sun never again will shine
Everything that you have is a lost desire
Siting there alone
And thinking why he's gone
Shadows and the walls
Will listen to you more
More than ofthose for whom someday you have gave
Evenyour soul
 
Took away the light i can't fight
Emptiness around
Happiness is gone
Love and it's desire
Will never give me fun
flame inside i can't even suicide
Today is February one
I wanted to be fine
But long time ago they took away the wormth of sunny day's fun!
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Flew Again Away
 
Today underthe moonlight I've saw your eyes shining delights
They were not sad like mine
They didn't took me back to life
As they've used to do at past
They refused givingme a reason to survive
Promiseto arrive
Every time I would be in need to that magic smile
Yesterday at night we were not lovers soul of mine
You turned me your back and flew again away
As you did at past.
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For The Humanity's Peace
 
Who knows how do we feel
We are the art lovers  we breath feelings
Our strength is  the love of the humanity
Our most valuable possession are our emotions
The honesty of the feelings are our wealth
 
We pour down our feelings upon white  papers
We try to draw down  our s pain with  colors of our  emotions
An expression of a happiness or a love  and the  most the time about others
broken smile
Because we are the most people who really  care for others pain
 
We are the  artists the  peace and humanity  lovers
we pour down our emotions to an empty white papers
To write down a poem
To protect others rights we forget our's
Our feelings are our values
And for humanity's peace we do care the most.
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For The Sake Of The Love
 
Do not feel sad for the sake of the love
 
The love has gone like it always does
 
Only thing that it leaves behind 
 
The painful memories
 
Do not cry for the sake of the love
 
The love is a game that alway ends
 
Only thing that you have the ashes of the memories
 
And they have nothing to do to return back your love
 
Just they make us die when we are still alive 
 
Day by the day and who will cares?
 
So do not cry for the love
 
The love is already gone
 
To find a new game to satisfy his pride
 
Hold on to the memories unless you have them
 
No one can take them away
 
Agree that the love ends
 
You can not survive
 
living with all this pain
 
The time is running by
 
Nobody deserves to be a slave for his sake
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You can not keep crying till the end of the life
 
So do not cry for the sake of the love
 
Because the love is a lie
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Forgive But Never Forget
 
After thousands  times of forgiveness
 
One more time I forgave
 
Dozens of love i gave
 
While the God above has the mercy of forgiveness
 
I always thought it would be unfairness
 
We as an human beings not to forgive
 
And after all their deeds one more chance I gave
 
Because Inside of my heart i can't keep a hate
 
While forgiveness doesn't heal heart ache
 
But still i believe forgiveness never meets my regrets
 
For the God sake I always used to give one more chance
 
For me the goodness in life is a main
 
Although still my wounds in vain
 
But there are things in life never get to change
 
While we forgive those who hurt us
 
Yet we disregard and forget their faults
 
But he who harms once
 
Never will lose a chance
 
To harm you one more time
 
I've learnd this truth upon my skin
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'Forgive them but never forget their deeds'.
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Forgive Yourself First!
 
Advices for what
While the poor head got
Revange full mind
For an unreasonable fight
Somehow has got 
The talent to easily find
Some reason to fight
Someone to hate
Anything  for nothing
There's  always  something
To hung on the blame
Fades away in awhile
The hope of the heart
Runs away on awhile  hardly fitted on smile
I want to shout out and say
No one of us is perfect
Just because we are not Gods
Perfection is something that  we humanity can't touch
We give tries to reach out good jobs
Just keep in mind imperfection is the stairway 
Once you begin claiming always you'll find your way to success
We are imperfect beings and we've no one to blame
Everyone of us is the only responsible
For every single decision  that he makes
You have no one to blame even yourself
Just if you learn how to forgive yourself first
Just if you could learn how to love yourself first
Then all  problems will be solved
Then you'll learn how to forgive and love others
And then all happiness will be yours!
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Forgotten Real Love
 
once upon the time
 
Thousands and thousands years are gone
 
There was an emotion called a real love
 
When people's souls were pure
 
Honesty and prid were lovers guide
 
What's left here  behind
Just memories of real love
 
as the old movies they'rejust survived in stories of love
 
People's  modernisation   graved senses of love
 
Pure  emotions there has suicide
 
Relationships became fake
 
They're almost  broken into pieces 
 
while  the wind of life blows shrowd 
 
They are waek and pale as they fall apart
 
Through storms of life
 
They'll  fall apart as they're punches of dusts disappearing  at once
 
I'm the one who believes in lifetime survived love
 
Black or its white  Being or not
 
Immortal crowned angel in whites is the real love,
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Freedom!
 
to be who i am
to breathe freedom
no masks are  required
as long as I decide
ignoring those who'll make my eyes cry
snatching away
freedom to stay
alive or died
I'm not other's dirty theories slave
what's the deference when
emotions are chained
deprived  being myself
I want to breathe free
to shout
to cry
to laugh
to admire
to love
to get angry
to be who I am
to live my rights
neglecting if it's other's wrong
this is who i am
I'm the first and the last believer of pure love
dirty souls have changed the meaning real love
I'm the one who'll preach the love
I'm not a perfect one
I'm a human being
who's failed millions of times
but every tie stood again and fought again 
for the sake of my rights
tired of
people's ugly games
their love is fake
stolen away pure meaning of love
on the stages of life
shameless people proud
rolls and scripts are all alike
rat race has became their lives
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I'm out of fakers grounds.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Fruits Of Your Words
 
Everything in this world has an end
 
Even the sugar
 
Even the pain
 
Will find an end
 
Soon or late,
 
Nothing lasts
 
Forever
 
Even the pain
 
So be nice to others and you will gain
 
Be aware of the words that comes out of your thoughts
 
A word can heal another may hurt
 
So try to be kind with your words
 
May you can heai some thoughts
 
Once they come out of your lips
 
Never returns so escape the falts
 
Your words are the mirror of your thoughts
 
And your works are the fruits of your soul's  
 
So keep the kindness inside the soul
 
And speak the kind words
 
Passengers we all are in this world
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Try to keep the good job up
 
If you can't heal
 
Try to not hurt
 
Your words explain your thoughts
 
Take your time before you talk
 
Don't forget that a word can change the world
 
So keep the good work up
 
Try to plant a flower
 
Everywhere you go
 
Soon the world becomes a colorful garden
 
The good we do is eternal
 
Even when we are gone.
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Give And Forgive
 
Give and forgive
 
And never keep a revenge
 
Do not forget that
 
The love is all that we need
 
To give us the courage
 
And the strength to forget
 
IT lights our souls
 
It guides us to shore
 
It  frees our soul chains
 
It  gives us the strength
 
To forget and forgive
 
when there is someone
In need to your help
 
Extended his hand
 
Don't turn your back and go
 
Hold his hand and help
 
When you see  painful eyes
 
Are looking to you fo rhelp
 
Try to wipe his tears
 
Don't forget that even with a smile
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You can save a life.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Happiness Is A Place
 
There's a  separated place between me and all my aches
Sometimes to be there its out of my hands
It's just destiny's unfair game
Sometimes  just a smile guides me up there
Oh there my soul revives  and sighs again and again
How an amazing pleasure just being there
Like a bird all my senses take wings to fly
Murmuring delightful songs of love
My heart cradles at blue skies
Happiness is a place.
Full of trace
Away of the aches
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Here We Are Again
 
Here we are again,
 
And i'm still the same,
 
Like the first time that  we have met.
 
Here we are again
 
But you are so far away,
 
Even i don't know
 
Who's holding your hands.
 
Here we are again
 
Me and the loneliness,
 
And the shadows of your love
 
That reminds me your pain.
 
Here we are again
 
But you are so far away,
 
Like never we have met.
 
Here we are again
 
Me and your memories,
 
And you are like a stranger
 
That one day has passed my way.
 
Here we are again
 
But poor heart of mine
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Still calling your name.
 
Here we are again with your painful memories,
 
As hard as i've tried to escape away to forget your love.
 
But i never forgot those alluring eyes.
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Here's Not Paradise
 
Doesn't  enough to have a golden heart
Everything hurts
While everyone got a slice
away from this heart
In the end embarrassing facts slaps your face
Taking away those sweet dreams
A peace of mind that tells you why
Makes  you realize here's not the paradise
Not  matter how much you you've given
How hard you've worked to please everyone
In the end you'll realize
That's not enough
Rough is fellow man
Those angelic glances were all fake
Honestly
time tells you wake up
Here's the real life
Here's not paradise
Ugly facts and harsh
Lovers are hypocrites
Fly my heart away
Forget about love
Here's not paradise
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Hold You Once Again
 
Hold you once again.
 
To be in your arms.
 
To listen again the beats of your heart.
 
To return back the clock,
 
To return back my love.
 
Just for few minutes
 
To live in your arms.
 
Then whatever if i'll pay my life.
 
Being with you again
 
Even if will cost my life.
 
Who have said that i'm alive
 
Without you my love.
 
To be at the same place
 
To return to those days.
 
That have gone with the storms of my life.
 
There where our love was born.
 
There where first time you whispered on my ears confessing me your love.
 
To be there again may needs a miracle.
 
But who can refuse that whole the life is not a miracle.
 
So please my God return back the time,
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Return back my love.
 
Only for few minutes with him
I can pay my life.
 
Just to hear his voice,
 
To see him smile.
 
To tell me again that our love still survive.
 
Then you can take my life,
 
Who cares?
 
Nobody will survive till the end of life.
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Honesty Of The Souls
 
Lost in memory of time
Poor hearts at the corners of life
There they  left all alone
No one can feel their pain inside
Lost in memory of time
The life for them used to be always but  always lost desires
Once upon the time they had the opportunity to describe
What they want in life
One day everything was just a breath away
So easy that if just they could extend their hands
They would touch their heart desires
But the spirit who's pride is precious then anything else in this life always refused
to be a beggar
They stood there all alone
They preferred to be just a memory in sprite of time
Because they've had noble and honest thoughts.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Honesty!
 
Tell me something about us
 
Do you remember the colores of my eyes!
 
Do you remember the love that we have shared
 
Before the destiny separate us
 
The first time I felt the paradise in your arms
 
Tell me?
Why you have gone!
 
You that oneday promised me to stay endlessly
 
To love me till your last breath
 
And as much as I know you are still alive
 
Tell me you that i've gave you my eyes
 
Tell me, let me learn how the love ends at once!
 
Tell me you that oneday were everything that I have ever own!
 
How the great love ends
 
How the passion of love at once suicides
 
Have you ever felt how it hurts
 
How it hurts to love and trust a lie
 
How it hurts to believe someone and give him the light of your eyes
 
How it hurts to adore someone that without  goodbye deserts your love!
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How Can I Love Again
 
How can I love again
 
When the darkness is holding my heart beats
 
How can I feel happy again
 
When the tears are washing my face
 
Through the years
 
How can I smile again  
 
When the
sadness is stirring
 
Within my soul for long years
 
How can my heart beat for love again
 
When it stopped beating before long years
 
The meaning of love 
 
Since the day on Is so dirty
 
The love that at  the past
 
Used to have the meaning of pure emotions
 
Is now so nasty
 
The love that I have found in your heart
 
It's just  reminding me how silly I was
 
When I felt in your love
 
You were my hero
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That I have figured him in my imagination
 
And disappeared at once
 
The love has no meaning for me now
 
Has no place in my heart
 
No one can convice me
 
To believe again
 
No one can make me trust in love once again
 
The loneliness is my only lover
 
Till forever
 
Dying alone at the hell of loneliness
 
Is much better than living at the heaven of the lie.
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How Do I Love You My Beloved
 
How do I love you my beloved
 
Since the day My eyes met with your's
                                They never stopped watching your roads
                           
How do I love you if you ever knew! 
                                                                
                                                                                          How do I love your
pure sense, .
                                The touch of your hand how a beautiful sense..  
               
                   Your voice my sweetness full of care
                                              
                                                                                                    While you
talk my soul arise to air
                                  The thougts of wise man and attic
                                  
             I love all those and byond
                                                                   
                                                                                                     I love you
with eternal love
                                That will never die
                                                           
                                                                                                         Till the
heart gets apart the body
                        Promise that you'll stay the only soul in the body
                       
          But stay there till the soul leaves the world
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How Strange?
 
May you earn the faith
As well as the strength
To not keep inside
The poisoning feelings of hate
As well as the revenge
 
Never build a home
Upon other's pain
Whatever you'll gain
With the stormy rain
In whiles will fade again
 
Those who used to heal
Never can make others tear
Those who used to destroy
For others pain they'll always enjoy
 
Those who never feel sorry
Even a bit of worry
They put on face a fake smile
They wear on mask of liar
 
While trampling  over their dearest ones dead bodies
They never feel sorry
Even a bit of worry
Their pities are already evaporated
How strange?
 
They friendly shake each others hands
With smiling faces
While turning their backs they begin harming each other
 
They treason their nearest  friends without regrets
Paralyzed are their sensitivities
Poor people they can't feel shame or pain. 
 
They put an excuses for their reactions
They're  always in need to victims
To Hung on their sins and regrets
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But they forget that everyone's the only Responsible for their  own actions in this
life
 
I do believe that nothing is able to change people's believes
No reason is able to turn  the goodness to Badness
Or an angel to devil.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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How To Disregard The Emotions Of Love
 
when there are angels around
 
how to not admit and disregard
 
the emotion of love,
 
that makes us admire
 
when the angels with smiling faces are flying around,
 
oh, my god i can say and confess
 
my chest got wings
 
how a wonderful feeling is
 
once again i can breath like past
 
out of the world of dark,
 
i can once again smile,
 
my heart revives and sighs
 
oh thanks the heavens once again I've found
 
Even for just a while!
 
turned me the goddess of the love  
 
i entered the legend history of love,
 
and became the queen of the love
 
how can i disregard the feeling that i just has got,
 
inside of my heart.
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Humanity Have Got Lost
 
Mosques are ruined
Churches destroyed
Castles, thousands and thousands years lasting a huge culture ruined destroyed
Ah for the sake of human being greed
Alas for what are all these harmful deeds
When the humanity will find a little bit peace
As long as within hearts the brutality for the sake of stillness will survive
As long as the insensibly of human being will  allow him to harm his fellow man
for a bit of bread
As long as the pities are frozen to kill innocent children
Ah those innocent kids their hunger and their poor tears never will find an end
Ah those bloody tears  of poor mothers  when will find an end
Alas my fellow man as long as you don't have a pity
As long as the brutally of your heart allows you to kill your fellow man
The peace is lost
Alas humanity have got lost.
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Humanity's Home
 
When its hard to repair you have to be aware
Your deeds will make a change
so think a lot
And use the both
Your heart and your brain
Do your best
To make this world a better place
Don't forget that this world is not your own
Here's all humanity's home
There can be differences between your and your neighbor's thoughts
Your not living here alone
Therefore you've to be concerned
For your responsibity against all
So step back my fellow man and take a deep breath
Before taking a step look to the sky and try to see the beautiful face of God
And be aware don't forget that your wrongs can be your neighbors best thought
No one will survive to the end of the world
We all are travelers here
Today we are here
Tomorrow already is unseen,
so be aware of your deeds
Some can destroy some can build
Some cannot be rebuilt.
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Hurts
 
Forgetting all their pain
 
I will walk away
 
To revive and mend
 
Grooming soul in vain
 
Across deserted lands
 
Adorable becomes the solitude
 
While you've got wounds
 
Away from existence of human brutality
 
May i escape the pain
 
Burning heart  flame
 
How can i find a place
 
Behind those distances there's a cloudy space
 
Oh magic take me up there
 
Even for a whiles save my bleeding heart
 
Forgetting everything I want to born again
 
I have a dream
 
I have a desire
 
Breathing the pure air
 
I'm breathless
 
I'm tired
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tursty to purity and safetiness
 
To take a deep deep breath
 
Forgetting everything else
 
All  hurts by my fellow man was caused
 
Somehow
To revive
To cure
 
Those aches are the art of my fellow man
 
Broken emotions into thousands of pieces causes unreasonable
 
No reason to treason
 
I always thought never things should work this way
 
A listing of  meaningless words I've lost through my aches
 
'Love'
'trustworthy'
'safetiness'
 
listed words I've  lost their meanings
 
Ah my fellow man your greed has blinded your own eyes
 
Unfortunately  you're able to do anything without any regrets
 
Just for the sake of your own interests
 
 
Alas to this world
Love emotions and friendships  are lost
 
Honesty and  pities are out there for sale!
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Hurts!
 
Soul needs to trust
Soul needs to inspire and fly high
Lets rise above
To wash away all the dust
Far away beyond the wounds of adults
Soul needs to fly
Ah inspiration take me high
Higher than mountains of Alps
Far than distances of love
No truth would be expected when it hurts
Would prefer to run away
To hid this soul  Maybe beyond the moon
Maybe thereby those stars to make love at the middle of the nights
Imagination lets go so far
Lets hide ourselves  like innocent child
The moon still like it always used to be as beautiful as the past
Nights are magnificent yet charming as they always were
Millions of love stories still are  hidden there!
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I Am The Love
 
Glory of the peace
Lover's succeed
Love can never
Enriched and winged
Out of the peace
 
Love exists here inside my heart
Who makes me able to forgive
Even he who aches me to tear
 
But the existence of the love
Washes away my bleeding heart
That means I am the love
 
Existence of love makes my world brightening whites
That means I am the love
 
While poorly smiles are able to shake my heart to cry
That means I am the love
 
When i am ready to give
All my own to make someone smile
For the sake of the love
That means I am the love
 
I am the peace
I am the smile
I am the love
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I Cry
 
For those whom i love
When they're gone
Never again they'll come
Never again I'll meet their eyes
Never again I'll hug them tight
When they're gone to nevertheless lands
I cry
For poor people
And their tearful eyes
I cry
For forbidden rights
For unjustly fights
I cry
For lonely people
And their hungers to love
I cry
For hopeless heart's
For children's cry
For stolen lives
I cry
For lost loves
Aches of heart's
I cry
For the longing of soul desires
Who always stays undone
I cry
For a mother'
For her lost child
I cry
For shuttered smiles
For the losing of a friendship
For the sharp  slaps of untrustworthy ones
For lie promises of better tomorrow's
Those who never come in life
For all paralyzed abilities
I cry the most
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I Fall I Cry But Again And Again I Try!
 
The life goes on 
Things finds an end
Soon or late
 
Everything will end
Nothing and no one lasts to the end
 
Life never waits there
Till you ease your pain
 
Days run so fast
At once you'll find out the years have passed
And every dream of your just became a past
 
Today is your's somehow you have to find your way home
Tomorrow where and how you will be
No one can know
 
So live it the best
No one deserves to cry for them till the end
 
The one who hurts, destroys and goes
Never deserves your tears
Don't let them to take away your years
 
The life is more precious than the love
We live just once  
 
How silly I was at the past
The life never stops there for someone's sake.
The life goes on and things change
 
The life is valuable so I have to change
I can once again find my way
 
No one is unforgettable i've learned it
No one is unresistable now I know it.
 
The life is more precious than you love.
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I fall I cry but again and again I try!
And I walk to find my way once again!
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I Had A Dream
 
Sorrowful heart Whatever you've got
You can't  get  those wings again to fly
To win destinies
fight
This is the life Unfair like fire
I've had a deal
I've had a dream
To build a home
The kingdom of heaven
Cherished with love
To build the kingdom of happiness
Designed with thousand of magnificent  white roses
 
I'll live the moment forgetting the past
Letting go of my dreams
Yet nothing will last
No one will live forever
Nothing has meaning time is running fast
Tomorrow's are unknown
The moment is mine
The most precious my own
I've got nothing else is lie
Nothing will last forever we all are visitors of this life
So go on my life let me see what  is hidden the next moment
Unknown if it will last
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I Have The God Inside
 
I have the God by my side
I'm not alone anymore
I have the God inside my heart
No one can harm me anymore
I deticated my life to you my God
Only to him I can give my absolute trust
When I'm in pain he is always there
With opened arms he hugs me and cares
Everytime I call his name  I can feel him by my side
Never denies or ignores to care
He is the honest lover and my best friend
Only he gives me the pure care without exchanges
Only he can forgive my faults
Because he never can keep hate or revange
Only he can see inside my heart.
God only you can protect the broken hearts..
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I Know You Will Return Back One Day
 
I know you will return back one day
 
With the touch of your hands you will heal my wounds
 
Those hands that at the past were companions of my road
 
With their tender touch how long they wiped away my tears
 
I will tell you about my days after the day that you have gone
 
I will throw my poor body in your arms and i'll cry
 
I know you will come and knock my door one day
 
And if I was not alive my spirit will be there
 
I will throw my tired soul in your shoulders and i'll cry
 
And then all my tears will disappear
 
In your arms my heart will born once again
 
To fly free at the sky and will sing your pure love song
 
And my heart will get free from the prison of my chest.
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I Loved You
 
I loved you when the sky was blue
Everything around me were giving me the flue
Happiness never had been that much true
Summer days were charming glue
 
I loved you when your love was blue
Expected nothing but loving you
Never regretted forloving you
Charming eyes shining desires have gone with you
But i loved you and still I do!
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I Still Have Their Smells Here
 
No one stood here
Everyone somehow has gone in fear
Just their shadows they've  left near
Those who were dear
I can figure out their faces and tear
The minute is passing as long as a year
Through the balcony I can see their shadows and  yearn
They're passing one by one like they never were here
Like they never were one day my dear
Just as a stranger they're passing by here 
Without telling a word their laughter  I can hear 
Without saying the last goodbye they're fading  away like a lear
They've hurt me twice my soul is singing dreary songs in fear
While they have walked away from here
Forgot taking with them their smells
The warmth of their hugs
Their smiles
Every adorable memory they have left here
All that I have my loneliness
The horror of the war
And their memories will always stay near just in my heart  here.
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I Swear
 
We'll meet once again one day
When I don't know even where,
Yet believe me after today I don't care
Just I do believe that the God survives up there
And only he knows how much u've gave me pain and heartache
And my faith is strong enough to trust God's fair
Trust me this  woman will make you learn how to care
How much hurts the broken promises you will feel it on yourself
The respect of other's feelings i'll make you learn it I swear
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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I Wish If I Were
 
I wish if I had a magic stick
To become the Peace
To enter all the hearts
To stop all the  fights.
 
 
To Light up the roads
To arouse the dead pities
To bring back all stolen rights
 
To become the Happiness
To take away all the saddnesses of the hearts
To make all people smile
To spread the kindness all over the world
 
To become the Hope
To fly over the world
To spread blessings For the hopless hearts
 
To become the Honesty
To ban all the iies
To enter every soul To make them learn
The value of the right
 
To become the Healthiness
To jump among the people
To cure every wound
To revive all the sufferings
All over the world
 
To become the Wisdom
To light the minds
To spread the light
And ban the dark.
 
To become the Love song
With every mention the word of love
To wipe away the tears
Of hungry and the poor kids
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To make them  smile
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I'D Never Think Twice
 
This is who I am 
I'm not a perfect one
It sounds strange
But i'm still  who I were before centuries
Still I'm the same shy little girl
Still my cheeks wears the same red veil
The hardships of life couldn't take away my spirit
They culdn't change how I always used to feel inside
It's funny but still I'm a child
 
As all people do
I admit that I've mistaken a lot
I have mistakes but not regrets
I know from mistakes we learn the rights
I've chosen the hardest way to walk in every single start
I've preferred to climb the highest mountains to protect my principles
As well as what I always believed were and are my rights 
Denied having the happiest life under the shadow's  of the dark
 
Refused to lie and say its black when its snowy white
Sometimes I've got hurt yet I preferred  the path of silence not to harm someone
 
Disregarding who they are closest friend or a passenger through my path
Because never did something just to feed up my own interests through my
lifetime
For me all humanity have the same value
No matter black or white when they have a white heart
All will have enough place inside  heart
Refused building my happiness that makes others cry
 
Although suffered a lot
Yet I'm sure I still have a lot
But I have the peace  of soul and mind
This means for me a lot
I have a honored pity inside my soul that sings peaceful songs
Although I know I'll never have an easy life
But at the  nights when my tired head touches the rough pillow of mine
I think for a while and I ask myself why
But at the end I smile and I thank the God above for who I'm
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And I'm sure if I'd born twice
If I'd come to life one more time
I'd never think twice
Without any doubts
I'll walk the same path that I've walked twice!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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If
 
If I could climb the sky
 
If I could touch those bright stars
 
If I could see your eyes
 
Even when there are distances between us
 
If I could touch your smiling eyes
 
Like there was nothing that could ever ban us
 
Like if you were just breath away oh my love
 
If I could scream with all strength of your love
 
If I could say still I love
and cry high
 
If I could shout may my voice could pass through all the bounderies to enter
your heart
 
If you could hear the voice of my love among all the noise of the life
 
If you could know how long for your sake I have fought
 
If once again under the rain  we could hug each other pain
 
To laugh and cry
 
Like we never were even for a while  apart.
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If I Have Had!
 
If I  had another chance my beloved
To fall with you once again in love
Believe me my precious one
I would never deny
I would never think twice
I would choose to love you
again one more time
 
If I have had another life my beloved
I would love to live it just to be with you
If I have had the chance my love
To see once again your smiling  eyes
And thousands and thousands  times again to fall in love with them
I would never regret
I would never deny
I would never think twice
 
Ah those alluring eyes
I would give everything I ever have had back to life
And beg the God above to give me enough time
To look as long as I still have days left
And enjoy the look of those eyes
 
If I ever had the chance  to go back in time
And across every moment
While you and I were crazy in love
I would stop the clock to live every moment
However it would last to last
How many years it could be lived to be lived
Maybe thousands years
Maybe till my last breathe
Even my last heart beat
 
With you my beloved already every moment worthy thousands lives
To love you more
I would beg the God to take me back there to you
To let me stay there long years
Till my last breath
But you are not here
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Yet my days are poor
Even  I don't have years!
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If Its The Last Goodnight
 
If its the last night
If its the last time that'll say good night
Let it last all the night
With the destiny no one can fight
 
If tomorrow for us never will come
Let it ends with laughter
We got tired of the tears
Many years
Let tonight lasts forever
 
Let me say all I have inside
Let me pray and shout
Let it be the best goodbye
To my friends and all those I love
 
Still I have the faith
What God decides will be done
What will be will be
There's nothing to do when the time of goodbye comes
There's nothing to do with gone's and done's!
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If...
 
If there will come a day when the people whom i love the most
Will leave me alone and lost
When the ones whom i trust the most
Will fade away and leave my way with their choice
Alone and lost
Ill cry the most
 
 
If there will come the day that
All my dear ones whom i loved the most
Become strangers and all the love that we have once shared
Fly away and get lost
Then ill lose my way beck to home
My heart will weep bloody tears
For those whom we love the most
When they hurt, , it hurts the most
 
 
If there will come the day when you my love return home
Then ill cry
And ill try
To not admire
And get lost
If.....
 
 
If you and i
Some day
One day
Half way
Meet once again
Oh no way
Ill look to your eyes
Just once again
Ill knee to kiss the ground
If some day if...
Then i can die...
If...
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I'M A Syrian And I'M Proud!
 
I am a Syrian and i'm proud
In this country people still have a heart.
Still their values are their guides
Although all the world have unreasonable hateful reaction against us
Without reason without whys
 
But after storms sun alway shins
RealIties no one can ever hide.
Through  darkness light will come
I know that God is watching over us
 
I am a syrian and I will survive
No one can ever shake my pride
Although all the world with pointing fingers are accusing us
For those haters harmful acts
We are the victims of humanities  unfairly madden cruelest
crims
Their hands are filled
with my brothers blood
 
Bloodthirsty hands who used to change masks  
accused us with their acted crimes
While their Poisoned swords still cuting our hearts
A thousands years worthy culture is destroyed
Churches
Mosques
After a lifetime hard work people have lost all that they own
Returning back to begining poin but this time they are tired and old
 
Syrian matyrs
Suffering mothers woes
Homeless poor kids tears
Are asking you to leave
Leave Syria in peace as it always was
As I know even  animals have more pity and mercy!
But you don't have a bit.
You kill innocent people for your nasty greed!
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I'M An Old Tree
 
Here is my beloved home
I'm an old tree
I grew up here
Here's where I belong
Here's the only place
Where I can face
In rough human race
Inspite of all difficulties and aches
Still I'm standing here
Here I've planted love seeds
I'm like an old trees
Don't take me off my root
My branches revive and sigh here
Since thousands and thousands of years
I'm an old tree that's living here
Inside these fields I've  grew old
My branches and my leaves
Once they've born here
The only place they've been
How can I leave
I have memories here
All my childhood years
My desires and all my dreams
Are planted right here within
These fields I've born and ill live in
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I'm Here To Stay
 
I cannot sleep tonight
 
Outside it's snowing pain and life
 
You don't know how it feels like
 
Living between death and life
 
Abroad  the lights are turned off
 
The voices of the war are melted with the sneezing snow and sufferings, poverty
and tears
 
Across the darkness the shadows of the past
 
Are slipping one by one
 
My loved ones my friend
 
Those who have run away since the war begun
 
Some separated us the time
 
But all were here tonight
 
Their shadows and their souls
 
I could  feel their breaths
Ah how much I wanted to hold them tied and cry
 
But they've disappeared throughout my night
 
I'm not scared of the war
 
Somehow I used to act the hero of these horrible nights
 
Since the war begun it took from me lots
 
Sincerely i admit it gave me  lots of pain yet a courage to bear it's vain
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So I'm here to stay.
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I'M Not An Angel Nor An Evil
 
I'm not an angel 
Nor an evil
 
I'm who i'm
just little bit different
 
From the people around
 
Just Because I can't put on masks
 
And change them with every character and situation
 
Every while and while
 
Does that make me bad!
 
How they make me admire
 
when every while and while
 
They wear on and off
 
Different face
and face
 
They just make me smile.
 
I can't change colores
 
I can't wear masks.
 
I can't act happy
When i'm sad
 
I Can't laugh when someone is sad
 
Then I'll feel so bad 
 
I'm not perfect
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But I try to do my best
 
Sometimes a nice word 
 
Can give me the world
 
A smile of a child
 
Makes me fly
 
A sad glance can make my heart cry
 
I'm just a human being
 
I laugh 
 
I cry
 
I try
 
I shout
 
I feel
I fear
 
That's the way it is 
 
Even with my faults
 
Still I can feel proud 
 
I judge myself and sometimes even make fun.
 
But never ever want to be like those
 
Who act angel
 
Then they make million faults
 
Yet they never feel shy to judge others
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How they make me admire!
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Im Ser
 
Yereg kisher Yerazis mech yar kez desa
Tegouz kidem im ser te tou shad herou es yerazneres artentsa
Avagh te Kez pendretsi ch keda
Yeraz elalle hasgetsa
Housheris mechen ko negari pendretsi ou keda
Yergar yergar ko negare kergetsi
yev latsi   
Akh te yeraznere touyl dayin
Kishernere tserkerous mech seres krgadz ko mod kayi
Yergar yergar ko acheroun nayeyi  
Ko anmegh jbide mi ankam al desneyi  
Hampoureyi ou layi
 
Yereg kisher im yar tou honeyir
Kez shoshapelou chanatsi payts avagh te tou chegayir
Akh te miayn mi bah im yerazneren tours kayir
Incher incher g badmem kez te miyayn tou leseyir
Hokis e ganchoum ko anoune yete im tsayn leseyir
Kez vorkan vorkan  siradzem tou geskayir
Kez hamar im hokin vorkan darabadz e akh im ser yete tou hasgnayir.
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In This Time Of The Year
 
My heart is in yearn
Memories are coming near
My longing and my yearn
In this time of the year
 
In this time of the year
All those who were dear
Still are living here
Even their voices still I can hear
 
In this time of the year
Sentiments  melted with tear
Inside my heart love emotions gathered with fear
Ah in this time of the year
 
I can feel so neat
Compassion for everything
for everyone increased a beat
I can see the realities so clear
What's  and who's Lear
 
In this time of the year
we are standing here
Out of the time we are in fear
Hearts are tired war's pain hard to bear
 
In this time of the year
Ah aches are in heat
Sorrows melted with my heart's beat.
The clock on the wall has stopped before millions of years.
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In Woes
 
Surrounded by havens dreary  dirges, I cry,
 
Yet, this time won't hide, ruined is my heart,
 
Evaporated all my sweet desires,
 
Cradling upon blooded wounds of mine, my loved ones,
 
Once, the time, with its feet is passing upon my wounds  humbling by,
 
Once, the ones, those who were my dearest, with smiling faces shaking their
hands and passing by,
 
Far away in pain my eyes are crying woes
 
Insatiable, haters revive from  my pain,
 
Pale, feeble, ah shivery heart of mine,
 
Your pain has  became, your  lovers hearts happy companion,
 
At the  extreme corner of loneliness I'm broken,
 
Solitude was my peaceful home, since long whiles,
 
But the peace has gone away of my life and  mortality covered all around,
 
Yet, this time I don't want to hide my woes,
 
My tears are moaing alone misty are constancy roads
 
Inside my heart storms are howling by
 
Where can I go to whom  I can tell my woes
 
No  one can cease my pain now
 
No one is so dear when you're broken alone
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People are selfish
 
Innoceny has deserted our world
 
People can see what is good for them to see
 
No one takes a bit while even for looking if the wounded one is dead or still alive
 
May she's in need of a smile
 
Alas, what is wrong with life?
 
Is it about life all people are changed?
 
Ah pities are dead
 
Around me people wearing colored masks
 
Fake are their smiles
 
The greed and selfishness have  stolen their hearts
 
With their limited, minds they're happy for what they are?
 
Liars pray happily inside their temples
 
They thank their God for being deprived from having a heart!
 
But their God is their dead pities which is the slave of devil,
 
Oh poor ones, how can you create a God for your own sakes,
 
Just  to serve your nasty purposes!
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Indestructible
 
Last night  once  again I fell in love with your eyes
 
You were right there in my dreams I felt the touch of your hand
 
Oh how a sweet  feeling is to feel your touch once again
 
Even in my dreams I don't care
 
My love my soul everything that I ever have had
 
Last night I've fell once again in love with your smile
 
My beloved do you know how much  I was in need to see your smile
 
Even in my dreams I don't care
 
You held my hand with magic of your touch
 
Once again I understood why I loved you this much
 
last night you were there my love the sweetness of my life
 
You whispered in my ear the words of our  love
 
Oh how  far you've took me back in time
 
There in my dreams I went back to those days of love
 
I still remember every moment that we've shared
 
 
The pieces of love still I hide at the deepest corner of my heart
 
Last night once again me and night  became  friends
 
We hugged each other and  wished our friendship may last forever _
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It's All About Love
 
When the love is gone
There's nowhere to run
Love gives us the strength
With its strength mountains we can shake
Love is the beginning of existence
As well as the end
Lives begins with love
Stories goes on Gods path
When with love is guided the way
Never meets shattered cave
nothing will be done
When the love is gone
At the depth of the heart
Build a home for the love
May there you can keep innocent hearts
Give them a sit and with the time become their home
Don't blame wronged ones its not always their fault
Some never have had the chance to understand how valuable is to be in love and
to beloved,
Everyone of us deserves a second chance.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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It's Not Enough To Fall In Love.
 
It's not enough to fall in love.
 
Just to satisfy the passions and desires of love.
 
The true love emotions are not the same 
with while lasting love desires.
 
Take a while and step back pure soul.
 
This is not what you were waiting for.
 
I know it's so bad to be out of love
So long just for.
 
Just because you were waiting the true love may come once more.
 
But don't forget even for a while why we are here for.
 
Never sacrifice your rights and all those that you believe for.
 
For the sake of while lasting love desires soon they will disappear even before.
 
Even before you wake up of your dreams
 
To find out that it's not the love that you were waiting for. 
 
So step back pure soul.
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Its Valentine's Day!
 
Here's the part of the world Where the ' Valentine's Day' doesn't exist
Tearful days are not gone yet with their cruelty
Yet all those reminders still surviving here
Awful dressed time
Hours and days even years are in vain wearing  gloomy  pain
Whilst the world is celebrating your day
Our eyes are napless yet thirsty to love
Ah when our 'Valentine's Day' will come back  again!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Just A Bit Of Light Is Enough
 
A bit of light will be enough
 
To reach again for my lost delights
 
With a bit of light may I can revive to get back my broken wings
 
With bit of light I will try
May I can fly
 
With bit of light may I can once again touch far skies
 
A bit of light may gives me the courage to scream
 
May I can freely cry even smile or  fall
In love
 
Just a bit of light will be enough
 
To gather one more time again to put together my broken spirit
 
May my soul from the dark escapes free and finds the light.
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Just For A While!
 
Just once in a while
My heart you'll smile
Just a little bit hope
May keep you alive
 
And who can survive
Without sense of love
While real love means to fly
When life's meaningless unsafe without real love
 
Sacrifice for love and live for a while
Just one day you'll live then youll dıe
 
One day in a while
One day oh my heart
One day you'll fly
Just like  butterflies
When two souls meet  the skies
One day you will live again you'll die
 
Just once in a while my heart you'll smile
Once in a while you'll catch the real love
 
Just once in a while
My heart you will fly
One day's happiness may cost all the life
 
One day you will lıve  then you'll die
Just once ın a whıie you'll fınd safey  lıfe
Then a lifetime you'll cry!
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Just I'Ve Learned The Game!
 
Not again,
 
Not once again,
 
No one again,
 
Can make me tear for love
 
once again,
 
I'm not the same girl
 
To cry a bloody tears
 
When the love is gone,
 
Just I grew up
and learned
 
The game of the love,
 
The love is a game
 
When it ends 
 
I walk again,
 
This how it works
 
Just i've learned the game,
 
Not poor and pale tears
 
To cry again,
 
My tears found an end,
 
I'm not the same,
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Just i've learned the game,
 
I'm just not the same,
 
The poor girl to give a life
 
After ending love,
 
Just i've got it well
 
No one deserves the pain of heart,
 
The one who really loves me
 
Stays by my side.
 
And when he is gone,
 
That means the game is done.
 
The lake of tears can't bring the gone,
 
I can't beg  you to stay
 
When you're gone,
 
Just I grew up
 
And i've learned  the game of love.
 
When it's gone
 
The game is done,
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Just Keep Smile
 
Just Keep smile
and you'll find out how
 
Those bad thoughts
Will run away and cry
 
You don't have to worry
When the things lost their glory
 
Just hold on to sweet memory
Till the end of bad story
 
Your dreams are your's
And the choice is your's
 
To hold on to strength of your faith
Or the expect the worse
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Just Me And Myself!
 
And who cares about your pains
Days will come darkest then dark
Yet whatever if your soul shads every minute thousands of aches
Who cares about your pains ah unless you and yourself
Who'll touch your bleeding wound  without shading it to thousands parts,
And worse then it ever was, people's hearts have wore the spirit of blinds
They look but they're unable to see just what they want to see
Honesty has took from their hearts flight
Pities have got suicide
Humanity's lost
Alas, to this world
While people are
able to punch out my bleeding soul
However they enjoy the look which makes me admire
My soul alone somewhere at darkest nights like a child cries
My aches
My tears
My woes
All are mine there's no existence when i'm in pain
I'm here all alone just me and myself
I'm all alone  in this earth
Alas, to this world'
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Just One Day For The Love
 
Just one day to live for love,
 
i'm asking you my God.
 
Asking you for just one day at another world,
 
For honoring the love.
 
Where will be another sky.
 
And the souls will have the freedom to fly high.
 
With the birds at the blue sky and never die.
 
Where the love will be permitted to all us
 
Without bounds.
 
Where no differences will be able to apart
 
The lovers hearts and no soul will get hurt.
 
Where the man will beloved
 
For who he is 
 
And not for what he has or had.
 
Where
 
One world,
 
One word 
 
One love
 
Will be able to hug
 
All the humanity's hearts.
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Where no rights will be stolen
 
And no child will cry.
 
Just one day for the sake of love,
i'm asking for my God.
 
May one day of cherishing the love
 
Could be able to ease
 
All those revanges and hates
 
From the humanity's heart
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Just Three Days
 
Ah life
For what are all these fights
While we live for few whiles
What for are our fights
We are like butterflies 
Our existence is just for  Whiles
                     We are strangers passengers across roads of life
What for broken hearts
How long lasts our lives
Why lovers become strangers
Why all these wars
If  Life  lasts just whiles
For love we die thousands times
And yet we spend lifetime trying to find
A shelter to survive
And our lives flies just in whiles
Nothing is eternal in this world
Just the prints of our feet
The Provence of our deeds eternally survives
We are just innocent butterflies
Who's life lasts just while
Three days lastour lives than we pass
When or how no one of us ever knows
Just the prints of our steps stay there
Even when we are gone.
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Justice Or Peace
 
How can be  a difference between peace and justice
I never knew there could be a difference
Among these  two essential points for survival our world's
I always thought they complete each other
Humanity's world has got destroyed
How can the world bear all these woes 
But if ill be asked to choose among those
Justice or the peace
I would choose the peace
Because without peace lives stop surviving
As well as the world
But what's the meaning of justice
It's the difference among our thoughts
Thoughts if neglected lives will be survived
But when the peace deserts our lives
No one will stay alive
So for what is your justice when it will take lives
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Keep Smile
 
Keep smile while you're climbing  the highest mountains and so soon you'll arrive
 
Keep trying never give up
With honesty and strong faith you will never loose your ways
Keep the smile upon the face
And  actually you will find out the strength
The strength of the honestly purified with the  innoceny of smile
The hope will save your ways just keep the pure smile upon your face
Just a smile its enough to keep all the doors unlocked through hardest journey's
of life
When you're lost and left alone
Just smile and you're half way home
When the hope leaves your life never cry keep your soul away from all those
dark fears
Never you can  find the light if you allow the  negative thoughts to occupy your
mind
With the time you'll become their slave unaware
Be aware of the negative thoughts  to not become with the time your best habit
Keep smile and make the positive thoughts your friends throughout of all your
roads.
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Keep Your Tears Inside
 
Be aware of not to show out your tears
 
When there are strangers your near
 
Keep them inside your heart and fear
 
Because people  never are so dear
 
Some people do not know even the meaning of to tear,
 
Some people enjoy mocking people's tear!
 
Even you can lose people's respect because of your pain
 
So Keep your tears  inside
 
Never show them out!
 
Trust me no one ever cares for other's pain
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Kidem El Chegas
 
Im hokine tartsel mer teshvar seren pladag mi averag.
 
Achersen mishd latsver ayt orits yerp ko sere im gianke kaghtets.
 
Areve im ashkharoum yerpek che dzakets.
 
Moute badets im merg orere.
 
 
 
Jamanage hon tatretz yev vargianere arants kez im ser tartsan tarer, dekhour
yev yergar anverch jampaner.
 
Jebide kaghtetz, khavare badets im kheghj ashkhare kalousded espasets.
 
Arants ko siro inch garje gianke.
 
Yerp tou chgas, yerp tou gekas? kidem el ches kar.
 
Ayn orits yerp tou im gianke kaghtetsir, ko sere gabre khore im serdin.
 
 
 
teghouz kez hamar yes linem vochinch.
 
Im serner angeghdz, yev anverch gabre khore im serdin.
 
Gardzoumeyi te sere aboush mi khaghe.
 
Jermag mi soude.
 
Yev yerp khaghe tatre sere g mare.
 
 
 
Payts yerp kaz siretsi.
 
mornal chanatsi.
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Im antse mortsa payts kez che moratsa.
 
Arten yergar darineren  sere mi houshe tartsel.
 
Payts ko sere im serdoum pouyne shinel.
 
payts kidem el chgas, kidem el ches kar.
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Koutse Vochinch
 
PAREV DAREK IM YARIN.
 
ASEK GARODEM NERAN ANOUSH JEBIDIN.
 
ASEK ASHKHARES TADARG E ARANTS NERAN TAKOUN ACHERIN.
 
TEGOUZ MER SIRO POTSE VAGHOUTSE MAREL.
 
IR SERDOUM IM SERE MOKHIRE TARTSEL.
 
 
 
PAYTS IR SERE IM SERDI MECH HAVIDIAN GABRE.
 
AMEN ARAVOD LOUYSIN HED NORITS GIANK GARNE.
 
TEGOUZ IM SERE IR SERDI MECH TARTSELE MI HOUSH.
 
YEV KOUTSE VOCHINCH.
 
 
 
MIAYN HARTSOUTSEK OVKEREN SHOYOUM IR PAPOUG HOKIN.
 
OVE DIRATSEL IM SIRO OJAKHIN.
 
VORKANEM GAROD IR DAKOUG KERGIN.
 
MANGA M NEMAN GAROD MOR KERGIN.
 
IM MIAG ABASDANER OU HON ABAHOV HOKIS G NENCHER.
 
 
 
YERP INDZ G KERGER SIRO KHOSKER GASER.
 
HOKIS AYLAYLDZ MER SERE GERKER.
 
ASHKHARE IMNER.
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IR SERE IM KANTSNER.
 
IM HAYRENIKNER.
 
ARTIOK OVKEREN IM HAYRENIKE KERAVEL.
 
YETE VOR LSEK YERPEK INDZ CHASEK.
 
 
 
YERGAR DARINER EN ARTEN ANTSEL.
 
PAYTS IM ACHERES ARTSOUNKE YERPEK CHE TATRETS.
 
YES IM ANTSNEM MORATSEL.
 
HOKIS E MOKHIR TARTSEL.
 
PAYTS IR SIRO DEKHOUR HISHADAGE HOKVOUS MECH HAVIDIAN GABRE
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Let Them There Stood
 
Let them there stood
Even not understood
Let your words untold
Ban them harming  other's world
Let them ebbed with the innocence of  childhood
May they behold
The grace of my lord
But when they'll cause
Hearts to be destroied
Let them there stood
Embrace your anger within
May it'll stay jailed in
Let your words unsaid
Untold
Silent
There at the peace let them silenced
Those words were worsened when they were melted with anger
They're now like poisoning animal's hunger
Whose reason never will be understood
Even after braking hearts
Those your heart loves the most
So let them inside your heart silently stood.
Untold
Silent......
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Lets Build A Home In Dreams
 
LET'S LIVE IN DREAMS
MAY WE CAN FIND THE LOVE AND THE PEACE
CAUSE THERE IS NOTHING THAT CAN EASE
THE PAIN OF LOVE AND BLOODY TEARS
ONLY IF WE LIVE IN DREAMS
 
 
LET'S BUILD A HOME IN DREAMS
CAUSE THERE IS NOWHERE TO FIND PEACE
TO HOLD ON TO LOVE AND FORGET THE FEARS
JUST IF WE CAN LIVE IN DREAMS
 
LET'S USE TO LIVE IN DREAMS
MAY WE CAN FIND THE REAL LOVE AND THE TENDER KISS
AND TOUCH ONCE AGAIN THE FORGOTTEN DREAMS
IF JUST WE COULD LIVE IN DREAMS.
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Lets Shake Hands
 
Whenever you need a friend come to me and  ill be there to  hold your  hand
Where the life takes us no one of us can guess
But as long as I'm here you can count on me
            Just call my name and ill be right there my friend
The life is meaningless without tight hugs of friends
The roads of the life are narrow  and hard to walk alone.
                   We are in need of the tenderful hands of friends
To real  and sweet care of a friend that gives us the push to climb  the highest
moutains without looking back
                                                            Without fear when u have  honest
friend by your side
So come to me my friend and let's shake hands
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'Letting Go'
 
We have to learn to let go
We can't hold onto everything
Even the people that are so near
There is possibility and the fair
Unfortunately its so clear
So prepare yourself not to tear
Hold on to strength of your faith
And god will guide your way
We must be prepared and conviced
That everything happens for a reason
Everything has beginning has an end
We can't hold on to people
Even if we adore them   
Or to the things we love
We must find the strength    
In our souls to 'let go'
We can't control everything
We can't make everything perfect
As we can't be perfect ourselves something i've found out
That sometimes it is more helpful To find the strength on our self
For 'Letting go'
And never chain souls.
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Light
 
A bit of light would be enough to melt my  present with my  past to weed away
all sorrowful days and keep the good ones only in mind
 
A bit of light would be enough to light up peoples  mind and the knowledge that
strength our courage to shout out and say stop against the brutality of my fellow
man.
 
A bit of light can light up the dark the door of the wisdom slightly opened is
better than closed one,
 
A bit of light from you my love that you're  still alive, will give me the strength to
escape the danger and hang on to life.
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Like A Wind
 
Like a Sharp stormy day has passed away
A lifetime flew up throughout the  emptiness disappeared  in air
With them flew away poor heart desires of mine
Their expectations  stood there a memory
And what a destiny
Ah like a wind have passed those years
Yet every second was as long as a year
Through tears and yearn 
Ah come and ask me how they were lived
Neglected are the ones
Those give and love the most
Alas their destinations in this life
Always used to be misery
Ah years have gone
Inspired
Ah a life is lost
Waited so long for happiness just for once to catch
We stood till the day two strangers
We've  never met
The yearning to the happiness
The longing of having a careless tomorrow
I'm the poor dreamer who've waited a lifetime
Hoping to catch-up even for a while bit of love
A piece of care
To  breathe out free
Enjoy the life
Just for whiles
Ah poor desires
Always stood undone wish
Through suspension and the yearning have gone those years
Alas no one ever  asked me how they were lived?
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Limited Love!
 
You were the only one
For whom I gave
The extreme of my trust
 
You were the only man
That was more precious then my eyes
 
But you have gone and long years have passed us by
 
Don't you know that the love gets tired
 
Don't you know that the feelings die
 
Day by day we loose the meaning of the love
 
When the sharp storms of the life shouts
 
The love emotions gets out of our hearts
 
The pains by the time make us learn
 
That the love has limited time then it always  runs.
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Loneliness
 
Lonely people lonely 
souls
 
How to find love
where to go
 
At the dark of the
nights
 
Lonely souls cry  
alone
 
There some where
anywhere
 
They Cry alone
No one can help or 
 
wipe away their
tears
 
Yet no one can ever   
hear
 
The cry of lonely
souls
 
They are like high
mountains covered
snow
 
People enjoys their
view
 
No one can guess
the horrible
 
loneliness they feel
Huge in look
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But inside is cold
alone
 
The huge mountains always cry alone.
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Lonely Valentine's Day
 
ItsValentine's day coming week
 
ItsValentine's day coming week
And my heat beat has becameinstantity so weak
Loneliness took away hope and I'm feeling sick
Finding a love story once again rare solttut snd freak
Step by step I'll chase you love
To find you once again i can give you a life
Breathless without love ls living this pour heart
How can i find again thereal love romance and pure heart?
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Long Ago
 
love is a game filled with
flame
 
And who to blame 
 
Long ago emotional lovers world has got lost among
flame
 
Even evaporated  yet got foisted in blames
 
Love  can't bear  neglecting  and fear
 
Cause its the precious  the most
 
Love has  dismissed among  benefits  and fame  became the lovers aim
 
While pure love emotions were  replaced with  shame and got    a cruel shape
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Lost Desires
 
Bloody eyes tired of Cry's
Died heart's desires
Living or not who fears the death
While simplest rights are snatched away
Hope fail alone drifted away somehow somewhere at the darkness of the  night
At the depth of my heart there are  dreary dirges
Solitude and fire
Here time has stopped
Every moment is a huge year just humbling by if I can ask why?
Where have gone lovers delights
My dreams are in fear
Just cradling grief has ebbed my soul
Brackish tears   feeble pale woes 
Shivering heart  
Falsehood's swifted  away peace of my heart
Echoes of insecure life evaporated all my colorful delights.
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Louys Ou Houys
 
KAROIUNE KNATS IM GIANKEN
KAROIUNE KNATS IM GIANKEN
EL YES CHOUNEM OR AREV
HARAZADNERD TESHNAMI
YERP TARNAN
YERP CHARNENKO PAREV
SERDET G KAKHTE VAR AREV
JAMERNEN LOUR
CHOUNEM AL HOUYR
GIANKES HEROU EN ODARNOU KOUYR
ACHERS CHOUNEN AL YERAZ OU KOUN
CHORSGOGHMS TADARGE ANKOUYN
HARAZADNERS KOGHTSAN IM SERDEN VESDAHUTYUN
VOROU ALHAVADAM YERP HARAZADEAVRETS IM POUYN YEV HOUYS
ARTSOUNKNERS DARAN ACHKESLOUYS
IM HOKVEN KAGHTETS HAVADKN OU HOUYS
KHAVARE TARTSEL ZNDAN OU MOUT
AL INCH ARJE INTS HAMAR ABREL YER AMEN UNCH E MOUT!
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Love
 
O love how shall describe you my heart  
 
You're the mortal ache,
Yet still wrapped my heart
 
Within still weeping woe
Howling pain
 
You're the teribble shoreless, mortal flood
 
Who dares deserting your greatestness
 
O Your Majesty
O love!
 
Being in you the soul becomes insane feeble pale 
 
You're the inscrutable misty 
veil
 
Your companion yet is insatiable mortal   till bleeds the vein
 
Still holding my soul, till the soul dies of your pain.
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Love And The Batterfly
 
Who can describe the meaning of love
While it changes masks
From heart to heart
Beyond the realities and lies
 
Sometimes open closed heart's doors
Sometimes snatches away happy heart's hops
And the important question's  answer no one knows
If love really exists or its only a guessture
An employment of emotions
 
Some people's love is as short as batterfly's life
Their love is alike with poor batterfly 's life
They live just three days and how pity that than they die
Oh poor batterfly this reality sheds my heart to millions of pieces
 
But the life is unfair
Yet your kind patience embraces the unfairness it self
How this can be called life, love!
While it ends before it is just begun
 
Loving hearts are like happy batterflies
Like the lover who is happy in love
But at once finds out that all those were just lies
The loving heart is poor it does not has the opportunity to decide
To continue or stop
Just it has to give up
Disregarding what it feels inside
The one who gives up. walks away and forgets
But the loving heart's pain there alone cries
 
I'm the one who loved more than her life
And the day that the love deserted my life
With him have gone the shining  smiles  of mine
Who can make my heart tears
While my heart is firings fears
 
While my body is still here
My soul long ago  is lost
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With my hands I've held my heart out of my body out off fears
Out off my breast was covered bloody tears
 
I've gave my heart  to love with my most happy years
For the one whom I've gave a life
Took away the beats of my heart!
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Love Forgives
 
Ignorance makes hearts fall apart,
Neglecting our lover ones fills hearts with doubts,
With the time we forget how much one day we were in love!
Love hurts
Love burns
Love revives
Love forgives
Love gives
They say that love dies,
And I say the real love never dies.
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Love Is Baby Blue!
 
Morning is blue
 
Lovers screw
 
Love  is new born baby blue 
 
Everything  is
as innocent as first glance of your's
 
When our love was new
 
When I had faith in love as it's  true 
 
As innocent as as a  new born child i believed in you
 
Never knew when love grows older wears  gloomy blues
 
Days are fun when love is shrewd
 
Loneliness has got wings to the land of groove
 
Love has no home loneliness
became my groom
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Love Me!
 
Love me! 
 
You who has nocked the doors of my wounded heart
 
Love me!
 
For your sake I believed in love once again
 
Love me!
 
O, man who has conviced me that the men also cry
 
I Say,
I love you
 
And I know you're sinking for her love
 
I ask you!
Love me!
 
And I know that your heart on the path of her love is a martyr
 
I say!
Love me!
 
And I know that your heart from the ache of her love is bleeding
 
You the man who, does not sleep,
 
Yet, does not wake up
 
Until he takes his pen and
 
Immerses it in his own blood,
 
To write on the pages of his wounded heart
 
The pain of his love every single day
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To start his day,
over and over again
Everyday!
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Love Migrated Our World
 
Lonely is the night
Nothing there's to find
Lovers became so old
all love stories are told
Heroes disappeared no lover is yet bold
All love stories are told
Tired are  love songs
In solitude is the love
All those sweet emotions have got suicide
Waiting is a grain
Broken hearts in pain
Angeles are crying in vain
Love
The love migrated our world
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Love Takes Flight
 
Nothing can be done
When the love is gone
But ill survive till the end of the time
Because I belive with patience  ill arrive to  the safety  road of love
 
Lovers come and pass with  the time
Yet when stormy days come
No one stays around
The loneliness slightly smiles
Mockingly enters to our lives
 
 
When lovers get tired
The love from hearts gets fired
Those sleepless nights for the sake of the love out of lovers  minds
Somehow take flight
When the love emotions  dessert lovers  hearts 
Sentiments with moonshine nights
All those promises of the love get forgotten
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Lover's Funny Sayings
 
They always promise to love
 
And somehow after a while their love die
 
They always promise the endless love
 
But the love evaporates to The clouds
 
They always say will stay
 
But somehow they always leave and their promises strays
 
They always say your the one
 
And how a pity we got it after they are gone
 
And we stay the one but alone
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Lovers Never Become Friends
 
Let's stay friends
 
For the love never lasts 
 
I've learned from the past
 
Because it always ends
 
Let's stay friends
 
For the true friends
 
Never leave each other hands
 
So let's stay friends
 
For the real friendships are more precious then
 
The odd stories of love
 
So let's stay friends
 
For friends somehow become lovers
 
But never forget that
 
Lovers never become friends
 
So let's stay friends
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Love's Irresistible
 
I'm here to stay
With love there's no fair
The meaning of the life
Means nothing without love's flame
Life and death
Fire and ice
Those what makes life adorable
Love's irresistible
But why I ask you my majesty
Oh my love
Why you seem to be so cruel
And all the time like fire and like the ice
Your flame is remarkable fairly fire
As peaceful as the sky above
But why you're astonishing beats of my poor heart.
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Marilyn Monroe
 
I wish If I  were living at the past
Even the  fantasy  gives my soul flight
If I could run back long long years
I wish if I could've the fantasy for real 
 
I wish if I were one of  legendary stars
If I open my eyes one morning and magic starts
While checking myself at mirror if I see  I'm already a star
Oh I wish if I were an old black and white movistar
 
I wish if I were Marilyn Monroe
And day by day to live her history and feel her sorrow
I wish if I had her shining blue  eyes and heart white  snow
The magic smile to  keep smiling till unending  tomorrow
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May We?
 
may we?
Be in love again
You and me, again
Denying the destiny.
 
may i?
 
Feel your touch again, 
After all those cloudy nights.
 
may i?
 
Be again the same lover in your eyes.
 
may we?
 
Return again two lovers and fall in love.
Once again
 
may we?
 
Return back the time,
 
Return back the clock
 
To those days where we were in love.
 
may you?
 
Come back again
To whisper on my ears
 
The melody of love.
One more time again
 
may you?
 
Call me again to tell me
How you feel sorry
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For all those things that you have done.
 
but i know that  mays doesn't have place at the real life.
 
May the devil turns to angel.
 
May the stormy winterday at once turns to a warmest summer day.
 
May the sunny sky turns to darkness night.
 
But you will never return the one
 
That have talked me about his great love.
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May You Stop The War
 
You may stop destroying our lives
For what all thus fights
Even the  stars on the sky deserted our nights
The  sun above is  crying sad
Wouldst you fear the God
Step back and look around
You may can see the bloody tears of mothers hearts
The cry of the innocence children's amongst fears
Would you fear the God for a while
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Mayres
 
Akh incher incher perem kez
Siroun mayrig yes never
Atamantn ou voskinen geghdz
Bighdze amen inch ko siro tem
Akh paypayem sirem kez
 
Gianked devadzes mez never
Hanpouyrneres. cherm seres
Togh vor aysor yev haverj
Paypayen ko sirde medz
Dakoug takoun kergen kez.
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Misery To Misery
 
I have to stay away
I have to run away
Out of the spaces of time
There should be a different time and world
This time I'm not  afraid to confess
I can describe all these ugliness with a phrase
It's silly people's rat race
What a heartache
There must be a way
To drag me like a dead man's heavy body
Or a drunken lover's painful heart's bloody
Just take me far away
May I can forget who I'm
And get lost there
There nowhere
Misery to misery.
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Money Talks
 
Money talks
While the time walks.
Money warms up your desires.
while everything else goes.
We forget to live.
while trying to pick up too much 'rose'!
so survive folks,
Lets do over time works,
To ride of falls
Dont get mad folks.
This is how the things works.
money opens closed locks.
No one cares how u doing
If u dont have enough'dolls'!
So wake up early every morning
so ur brain works.
Just Because in this world the money talks.
Work enough and you'll find opened doors.
You'll have farms even horses.
Big shining cars and huge houses.
But when the winter comes and the green falls.
The rain sweeps away the golden 'roses'.
When the white snow falls
No one has the chance to the better choice,
All ends up in the same place poor or rich then the money walks.
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Mother
 
You're my precious mother
 
You're my white flower
 
You're my dawn after long darkness night
 
You're the temple of my suffered soul
 
You're the only light that brights my sad world 
 
You're love is my safe home
 
You're my injured soul's nest
 
You're the only love that till the death is mine
 
You're my precious immaculate mother
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Mother Advice
 
Mother used to say
 
'what comes easy goes easy'.
 
I used to hear it 
but never believed it could be true
 
Always thought that what comes from heart
 
Never goes easy, ,
But the life is the greates shcool
 
That makes us
Live it
 
Above our own skins
 
And Feel the pain
 
To Learn it 
 
Oh, mother I learned 
 
All that you have said
 
Were pretty true
 
Just I had learnd them over my own skin
 
Lived the pain and
 
I Had to pay a lot  
 
To learn that  mother never told me lies
 
But it took from me a lot to learn
 
'mother advice'
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Motherhood
 
I have nothing
I am alone
Only the sincerity
All That I own
I couldn't have a life
I couldn't be a wife
Dreams of happiness
All disappeared with the dust
Disappointments stoleaway my rights
Dreams of having a child
Every night in my dreams
I felt the passion
Love emotion
Every single night
I gave a birth to my unborn child
But with the morning light
The dream of the night
Disappeared with the morning light
I'm the lonely woman
On the darkness of the night
I'm the woman who've lost all her fights
Got tired of chasing the light
I've lost all my fights
Through the darkness of the nights
Got tiredof chasing fake heart desires
The years are slipping one by one against my eyes
Unable to hold them tight
All That I own a painful heart
Salty tearful eyes
Charming heart desires
Scared of suicide
Alas to you world
You'vetook away even the lights of my eyes!
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Mourning Pride
 
If just I could  run away from you
Years, days, minutes all became the same
Since The day that we have met
The colors of the life are lost and tired in my mind
Nothng stood there the same
People colors and the friends
Everything and everyone I  forgot
Mourning, for my pride nothimg can please my mind
Wounded my heart will cry
Forever the flame will stay
There where you and I oneday were
Lovers the promises of love will remain
Every while and while to give pain
Bleeding the heart and the pride
No peace again I will find
Till the day that I will die.
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Music Come Once Again To My Life
 
Music once again come to my life,
 
Fill my heart with your joy,
 
Make me revive and sigh.
 
Inspire my soul, 
 
let me fall in love,
 
Every while and while.
 
With every beauty around,
 
With the rose and the rain,
 
Heal all my heart pain,
 
let me iive and die,
 
With your tenderness lift all my senses high,
 
 
Save my soul from the world of The lie.
 
 
Take me back to those days and friends,
 
 
I want to hold them tight,
 
 
May once again I can find,
 
 
My lost desires and win all my fights,
 
 
Than with the angels i'll fly,
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To the blue sky and i'll try,
 
 
 
To sing with them prayers and clasp,
 
 
With your echoes me and angels above,
 
all those frozen pities may we can araise,
 
To make them feel and cry! .
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My Beloved
 
If you ever knew how great is your love inside my heart
If you ever felt how my eyes always shine when they meet  your eyes
If you could feel shivery of my voice when I call your name
If you ever knew this sad soul of mine returned back to life because 
Just because of you
If you ever felt how this poor heart of mine revives and sighs when you are
beside
Ah, my beloved you would never destroyed the woman who has this great love
for you in her heart.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Beloved Syria! ! !
 
If I would
if I could
I'd build a world
Surrounded with whites Cherished with pearly veiled angels purity,
Innocence smelled happy  prayer's light,
Purified with blessings, I'mmortality of love senses,
If I could stop all the wars,
I'd do it for my beloved country first,
Ah my beloved Syria If I could!
I'd do anything to wipe away your tears.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Birthday!
 
It's your birthday oh my life congratulations
The re-publication of the pain in my heart ah  not a recent innovation
Civilization of the ugliness worldwide's because of peep's pities limitation
My nearest ones ignorance of my existence ah speechless are my words as well
as my heart's situation
The provence of unfairness's  existence  across the world and the probation's
limited realization
Provocation of the fear and the lone that never got recognition
Oh 'selfishness' welcomed you'll be after now on in  my life sending you an
invitation.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Bitter Sweet
 
Oh, Night!
 
How peaceful you are my Starful night
You sorrowful delight
 
You bitter sweet
You dark desireful with light
 
Though all these pains around
 
You still so clear and kind
 
You're my only honest friend
 
You never leave me alone
 
like other friends
 
Every day you are here
 
Sweet and so dear
 
With dark face you come my near
 
With wandered eyes you gaze with fear
 
I know you care and fear
 
To see me tear
 
Till asking me
 
How I am! Oh!
 
How you are dear
 
You sit by my side and shead tear
 
My charmful night stay so dear!
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People all changed,
 
Please you stay so kind and dear
Alone I Fear!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Butterfly
 
The little angel of mine
How I want to see her smile
May the happiness builds a home
Inside her glittering eyes
How I enjoy watching her innocent face while she's sleep
How many times I kiss her fat white little hands
Her hug is like holding paradise within my hands
May no one ever can break down
My little angel's soft smile
May nothing makes her shining
eyes cry
She's my beautiful butterfly
Every time while I watch her fly
I admire
Blue birds inside my heat begin singing happy songs
My heart with them to higher skies begins to fly
She's my beautiful butterfly
May God watches over her every while Throughout her life to keep her smile
May the sadness stays away from her beautiful eyes
May God's pure love inside my angel's heart always lies
May the good destination follows all her ways always
May the guardian angel of the heaven every single step of her guides.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Cavalier And My Friends
 
Long nights I was right there
Waited for you to come
The tears flowed up of my heart
The days became so  long
The time has stopped there
Since the day you've gone
Years still are humbling by
Your words still like a knife are  hurting my heart
Yet all still there in my heart
I gather them in my hands
I count them every  day
I kiss them one by one
Once I forget that you've gone
My heart begins to fly
Flies again up there with the birds begins to sing love songs
Yea this is the where I always wanted to be
I become once again the most beautiful goddess of love
How amazing is the view of the life when I watch it from the sky
But I'm not there any more at once I return back to ground
Ah you were my honest cavalier and your words always expected to be real than
real
Never  thought that they could be unreal
Since you've gone my love
Across the nights I'm always  alone
Untill me and the night became friends
He saw my aches and felt my heart pain
The night and his friends are my  dearest friends
Every time I cry they come out of my dark clouds
We all begin to play games
The night and the moon and the stars with the sky
We all are good friends
Once I begin to cry they begin mocking to make me smile
Ah my love now I have lot of friends to take care of your pain.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Eyes Will Chase You Forever
 
My eyes will chase you forever
 
Till reaching the deep grave
 
Near or far together or apart
 
Wherever or however ill be
 
I will adore you forever
 
You are my tender love my dream
 
You are the attribute of innocency
 
Your childish innocent heart
 
Will torture my soul forever
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Father's Tears!
 
Come with me forget the past
Doing it will make it the best
Days are flying away fast
Only love will forever last
Forget the war
Blood no more
No way for peace
When bloody tears can't  find an ease
 
I'm  the stranger to her own home
I'm  the evidence of this ugly war
They've took away my country and it's  peace
 Ruind are all my memories have gone with the stormy wind
They've killed my country's   innocent people
The blood and the pain children lost in vain
Destroyed  all those smiles
The war took away the peacful soul of mine
 
I saw my fathers tears
Hidden  forgoten behind  the war's  misrable noise&lt;br&gt;
Those hands wrinkled  and tired
they're  my pride  my honors
Those are my fathers pure hardworking  hands
My honest hero's hands
Were hidding his wrinkled  tired face
Couldn't believe it,   I wish I were dead
Before I see that strong man's  cry
With every drop I died million  deaths 
Never imagined  never thought,  before my strong hero can ever cry
How can this be real my God where is your fair?
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Inspiration Has Flown
 
Somehow my inspiration has flown away
 
I would feel strange if it doesn't changed its way
 
All that I can see and feel is damaged through my way
 
The sadness inside eyes is taking my breathe away
 
How can my soul inspire the same way
 
How can my lips spell words of love when the love from all the world has flown
away
 
How can my fingers write how I feel inside when my heart is shading bloody
tears every while and while.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Lost Angel
 
Once upon the time
 
I've met an angel
 
That made my eyes shine
 
Who took my hands
 
Who gave me the strength
 
To fly again at the blue skies
 
The peace came back to my life
 
My lonely days were gone
 
He took me to his paradise
 
I was never been there before
 
I was never been so much in love
before
 
He was my white angel
 
That oneday came to my life from above
 
To make me smile again
 
From deeper of my heart
 
The happiness had knocked
my doors again
 
He had gave me the faith to believe again for the surviving of the true love
 
But one day upon the time
 
I've realized that my angel was gone
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He took with him all my happiness
 
That have came to my life
 
Because of him
 
He took with him all my desires
 
That were born again because of him
 
I've searched 
For him every where
 
May I could find my lost angel
again
 
But unfortunately that he was gone
 
I couldn't find again my white angel
 
Because he was an angel
 
And he had to return back to his paradise.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My Lost Love
 
My lost love i'm back to our memories,
 
Once upon the time you and i were breathless in love,
 
But somehow we fell apart
Yet my love still survive,
 
There somewhere  behind those clouds,
 
We can meet once again at the darknerss of the nights,
 
I can get up from my dreams once again and walk to you,
 
And you know that I can do anything for you,
 
Still this heart like a crazy in love with you,
 
I can walk long years just to catch one moment with you,
 
I can pass through the distances 
 
Behind the clouds of the time at the dawn,
 
May once again I can meet those glances and kiss those eyes,
 
My love i'm back to the memories  of our lost love.
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My Rights My Fights My Needs
 
My rights are more important then my needs
And my fights never were for my own needs
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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My World
 
I have a dream world for my own
I always fly there all alone
It makes me feel I'm back home
 
There my pain gets paralysed
There my eyes never cries
So long ago the value of my dreams I've realized
 
No place ever can be more magic full of delights
Like walking upon fire and ice
There revive  my heart desires
 
There I never get hurt its like being in paradise
When I'm there every single emotion of mine gets inspired
Every minute I spend there forever will stay memorized
 
As charming as your eyes
That's why there  I can spend a life  Where the memory of your eyes survives
 
Away from  haters  eyes near to hearts
My soul sings free love songs and takes flight
There is the only place that  my heart desires never get criticized.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Never Delay Your Desires!
 
Keep the life always alive
 
Live every singal moment of happiness
That you can find
 
May one day you will wake up to see that
 
The years have passed you by.
 
And it's too late to reach for your lost desires
 
So never delay your desires
Do it now
 
May tomorrow never comes
 
Be happy and smile
 
And forget to cry
 
The life is so short
 
To think twice
 
The years slips so fast among your fingers
 
Between a whiles
 
The life is a gift
That the God has gave to us
 
Try to enjoy it as much as you can
And never knee to anything that cuts your way
 
Never forget that the life has beginning as well as
 
It has an end too
 
You will never know where or when
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So try to enjoy it till your last breath
 
Because the time alwajys runs
 
Try to catch it
 
While you still have the chance
 
And never delay your desires
 
Tomorrow may never comes.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Never Give Up
 
There are things in life
Can't be talked about
They only can be lived
They just keep passing  by
Infront of our eyes
The stories of our lives
Makes us what we are
Every ones past includes  its future within
What we have planted at past we harvest its seeds
Sometimes unconscious of our faults we take wrong steps unknown
Sometimes the life seems to us like a purple colored cartoon story books
Where the legends are always the winner heroes when the story ends
At the end of the book with proud smile upon face we turn the  page down
Ah but they stay and live there inside us The colorful stories  legendary
character's which always and always are the heroes of every story  anyways
And we figure them out there in our minds the ideal ones
As we grow up  picturing  out the ideal life as we had pictured it out in our minds
that we used to dream about
We color the life as we want it to be forgetting about realities
There misery comes out with smiling faces covered with ugliness of the simplicity
we fall in faults unaware
But somehow at the near future we harvest the weeds of our deeds
disappointment slaps us there
Sometimes we understand it and sometimes  don't,
Sometimes we forget and we reach out for God  to blame
Some of us have special abilities to find a victim to hung on them the blame of
their  regrets
Forgetting that everyone is the only  responsible of every decision that he takes
But the life is going on never stand there behind a regret like a grave
The grave of your faults and regrets they will never be changed
As the one who's dead under the grave which no tear would make him rise up of
the grave
So are our faults and regrets never-ending circular that repeats running around
itself
Just stand up and never blame anyone including yourself
Faults we do gives us the strength and the ability to discover the secrets of the
life
And with the time we graduate from the greatest school in the world that's called
school of the life.
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New Day Will Come!
 
Put the story
Hide the worry
When you're wrong say i'm sorry
Your life is your  glory
Your's the choice to make it the best story
 
Sometimes you have to run
Sometimes you catch the sun
Sometimes destinies beats extends like chewing gum
Sometimes happiest one
Sometimes sad lonesome
Sometimes you feel owesome
 
But whatever happens life geos on
Sometimes out of your expectations angels of heavens  come
But whatever happens new day will come
 
Sometimes you have to hurry
Sometimes ease down don't ever worry
Lot of load you can not carry
What'll be will be at the end of the story
That's life's theory
Keep a green peace inside your heart, anyways your's the glory!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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No Heroes
 
Do not cry my heart
 
No heroes still survive
 
The lovers are tired
 
Hold your tears away no one will ever care
 
There is no place for the light
 
At the darkness of the night
 
The souls are bared
 
Do not blame the love
 
Forget about your dreams
 
No heroes of love still survive
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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No Justice
 
There's no justice in the world
The only fair in this world is the death
The only reason that makes us all one
The strong and the weak one
The rich and the poor one
Never will be one
As long as we spread peace and love
There are certain theories in the life
Since the beginning of the world till this minute still survive
As hard as we try nothing can be changed that far
No fair in this world injustiness has ebbed our world
Just one thing makes us all the same
The only justice is the death.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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No Love At The Dark
 
When the lights are shattered down
 
No love can survive
 
At the dust of the dark
 
The real love only liles at the sparkling light
 
No place for love
 
At the darkness of the night
 
When the hearts get broken
 
The passion of love get hidden
 
And all the love desires
get shattered
 
The love can not survive when the hearts get broken
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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No Love No Tear
 
Go and never come again
Go and the God may guide your way
Never think that you can heal
Broken dreams you can't revive  Broken hearts may never feel so fear
 
I'm not the one who can put her dignity down
For a man and beg him to come
Disappointments can't distress my pride to cry
Go and may the God guide your way
The loneiness and pride already i've gain
So long time ago i'm out of lovers game
 
No Love No Tear To Cry 
And the loneliness and my pride
Hugging each other since long time
I! m not ready to pay even a while
For the miserable games of love
And cry regrets a life time
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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No Peace With Weapon And Gun
 
Seek for the peace within your heart
 
Never ask for peace  by guns and force of your arms
 
Seek for the peace at the silence of the nights
 
In your prayers you may ask the God
 
If  you really deserve it you will find it out
 
Without violence without using intensity ad guns
Peace will come
 
Never freedom  and justice could be caught with violence and bloody hands
 
Fights brought out damaged homelands
 
A thousands years old culture burned up in while
 
Values deprived  can't be estimated can't be brought again back
 
How can you ask for freedom justice or peace
 
If you are taking away innocent  people's freedom and their peace
 
The martyrs mothers are crying bloody tears
 
Thousands of children have been killed
 
can you ask for freedom and for your peace
 
Sacrificing others simple rights in life to survive
 
Bared are everywhere life left our way
 
Angels are dead dreary dirges covered everywhere  with tears
 
What are left here
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A destroyed homelands
 
Homeless poor people driven away  of their homes
 
Dead bodies of angels heart breaking fact
 
What Is left behind
 
if the main purpose in the life is gone
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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O Memories Despite Of Your Bitter Taste!
 
Searching for one more memory to keep him alive here
Never could get it till the moment how he've gone away
People whom we love
How they  can go so far
How they can die
Leaving us here to die every single while thousands and thousands times
I've gathered all his  memories to hide them in the depth of my heart
One more memory
One more time hurt me
Just keep his existence as he've never gone
O memories despite of your  bitterness and all your caused aches
I want to get lost there 
In your world absently I'll survive there!
O bitter tasted memories in you I've lost my dreams! 
O bitter sweet memories Despite of Your
Bitter Taste!
I want to get lost there
I I've lost the ones I love up there!
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O, Ever Love Ends!
 
And now I've got the facts
While inside me is broken  the longing to smile of your face
Never I've imagined for love ill pay all these fees
While I used to know that love frees
Took away my soul peace
Love stories are there alone lost their trace
While the treason attempted lovers souls  they lost love grace
Because love emotions never used to be about greed or interests race
Love stories inside me like me alone horrible like a darkest silence flees
But you never have had the brave heart once to confess
My pride denies to ask one more phrase
May my tears are entertaining  your soul they won't be cried one more time  else
 
It have been centuries couldn't find to my questions a guess
While I'm tired of reaching for realities let them stood a guess
You'll never get the facts
That love never depends on a love phrase
They always used to be new born feelings who made my soul amaze 
My heart always gratefully with your words peaceful to skies raise
And when you'll understand the facts
Never those  who walk away on their walk existence of love depends
Or, ever love ends!
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Odaren Odar Harazadnou Odar
 
menag em im ashkharoum el chounem siradz.
 
teshvar im ashkharoum chounem vosge pakhd.
 
hokis e hoknadz al g hegega.
 
im giankn e tadarg mout anabad.
 
menag em menag ashkhares e tadarg, hanterts polor martots harazad odar.
 
 
 
jebide kaghtets vaghouts im hokin.
 
takhidze badets teshvar im giankin.
 
tavajan serer yelan im jampin.
 
sere vaghouts toghets im hokin.
 
im siradznere mashetsin im hokin.
 
 
 
arants siro el inch garje abril.
 
siro oughinerneyin pladag khavar.
 
im gianki tsourd janabarhin avagh te hantibetsi ankout serderi.
 
im serner mishd harazad yev ansahman.
 
payts avagh te sere mishd yeghav indz hamar tavajan.
 
 
 
tegouz yes chounem vosge hakousdner.
 
giankes e teshvar neman potorgod tsmra.
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mishd angeghdz serner im giankin miag yeraz.
 
payts sere indz hamar mishd yeghav soud yev tavjan.
 
im ashkharne menag tegouz khejoghvadz, odaren odar harazadn ou odar.
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Oh, Life! ! !
 
Oh life how wild you are and unfair
The days are chasing days
Like the drops of rain are my pain
They slip so fast to chase another pain
And days become year to chase another year
They soon will become long painful years
Where the time will fade so fast
The life cant wait for the pain to end
And there all my pain will find an end
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Oh, Love!
 
Oh, Love how great you are! .
What an amazing  power you have?
How can I praise your grace,
You give us the strength and the joy full trace, 
To go on living with a wide smile on the face.
 
Oh, Love, may your glory ever survive.
 
How awesome are all that you make us pass through! 
With you the lover's soul fly and feel blue,
Everything With your magic becomes beyond the true
.
How admiring all that you do!
Even the dead souls you cure,
With your power you give them birth,
And you become their  dearest eart, !
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Once Again Unfair
 
Last night while i was sleep
walked out of my dreams
places were strange
clouded was the air
my feet were bare
my steps were chasing my nightmare
the voice of the silence was covered everywhere
i was chasing my fear
and i found you there
how i was in need to see your face
even in nightmare
but you did the same!
turned your back and walked once again away
like you always were
once again unfair
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One Cup Of Coffee Is Enough
 
I'm the one who waits for the love
Years and years may ones returns back without asking why and what's
Holding this heart in my hands
With the  sorrows with all aches
I'm the only one who waits
Alone a stranger is this poor heart of mine
Always believed in honesty of love sense
Though I know the real ones never counts   Those who've gone never comes
But the awaken pity since survives in this heart
Will never allow me to become insensitive one
How can I forget the tenderness of a smile
Every bit of sense with honesty once I've shred
They used to say just for the sake  of one cup of coffee is enough
To keep people's memory within  hearts
And I say one glance stays there in my heart
I'm not the one who forgets the pure emotions have a place
Every bit of love sense
Stays there in my heart
I can't regret the  love sense  with honesty one day I've shared
Even the ones who've gone have a place in this heart
Ah how poor is this  heart of mine how many memory you'll hold inside
But this is who I am
Always lost in the world of love
A tenderful smile
A sincerely touch of a hand
A glances filled with love and pain
Always will have a place in this heart
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One More Time Again
 
You and me my love
Somehow, somewhere
I don't know how
I'm not sure when
But I can feel that'll
Will meet once again
Maybe in  another life
We will meet once
again
Strangers or lovers
No matter however
or where
Once again my love
I know that ill meet
Those alluring  eyes
Just one more time
again
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Only In Dreams!
 
I come to you tonight
 
My hands are opened wide
 
I ask for love
 
I walk out of my dreams to light
 
May once again the world can find delight
 
Forgiving all my fears
 
With bared feet I walk
through my dreams
 
Peacefulness of the night
 
Made my soul admire
 
How pure
how innocent
 
Is the nostalgic night
 
Passion of the night
 
Spreading  around light
 
Calmness of the nature
 
Yearning and the thirst for the honesty which is lost
 
Inside my soul empty craves deserted love songs
 
Guided  my steps tonight
 
To the glamorous magic night
 
As i was there in real
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The nature and the sky were as pure as my desire
 
The pure smell of the air
 
Remained again all my pain
 
The charm and the fantasy took away reality
 
In my dreams tonight
 
I've searched  for the lost  senses of love
 
 
The temple of love survives there 
 
Only  in my dreams i could find them
 
In real life just realized
 
There's no existence for love is paralyzed
 
Only in dreams they're memorized
 
I wished if I could stay away from the cruel facts
 
Where justice has faded away
 
Just I had to get awake
 
Retuning back to the world of fake
 
Surrounded by loads of ache
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Only Love! ! !
 
Standing here at the station of life
Waiting for love
Singing love song
Saying prayer ended with word of love
I've collected all those roses of red
So I used to send
A red rose to each love that's gone
Every single day with my thoughts with my prayers
To the ones those have walked away
For I believe the one who loves never will blame
Away from hatre's heart's  flame
Inside my heart I've built tempers to pray
Instead of hate and its flame
So I pray for each love that's  walked away
In spit of my ache
I've never believed of love would be a fake
I've shake my hand
After each love
Even though ended with ache
For the love is my God
I can't imagine what the world around would be like
Without existence of love
I've put beautiful words of love
To fill up the huge  emptiness's existence inside or my heart
All words of love which my thoughts could find
Statements of love enriched with purity of love
At the end of each line
Even if they are gone
Near or not here
For the love and only love can save my soul
Can save my world
The soul that's my own
From danger
From cold
So ill find my road
Once again guided back home.
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Only Thing That I Have From You
 
Only thing that I have from you is this rose
This rose that you have gave me when we were in love together
And now I found it between the old pages of memory
And we are apart forever
I remember how a nice day was that day together
When you gave me the red rose and I wished that our love will last forever
 
Only thing that I have from you is this post card
This post card that means the worlds for me
Makes me feel all that had happend between us was just a nightmare
And I will wake up one day to be with you and never apart
 
Only thing that I have from you is this poem
This poem that you wrote for me, promising me to love forever
And now I am reading it and we are apart till ever
 
Only thing that I have from you is this sorrowful heart
This heart that still has your great love inside
Forgetting you was a nightmare for it
This heart that cried bloody tears for your love
Never and ever forgod you my sweet!
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Opened Arms
 
Coming to you wait me love
Throwing away my sadful heart
Snatching away broken loves
Coming to you opened arms
Forgiving myself forgetting the past
Back on my feet,
No one to fear
Yet I know now that.
Nothing ever upon this world forever lasts
Coming to you hold me up
Putting on my brightest smile
Holding in my heart the hope delighted desires
Wearing my whites
With peaceful heart
Coming to you opened arms
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Our Soldiers
 
A loaf of bread inside his hat
 
The young soldier was found there
 
At the middle of the road
 
His pure body was  laying down there alone
 
Ah adorable ones broken are our hearts
 
How an ugly an admiring fact
 
The difference between the both
 
The goodness and the  Badness
 
The destruction and sacrifice
 
How can some destroy and steal lives
 
The existence of the both
 
Simply two extreme points
 
 
The darkness of the haters souls
 
And the lightened pure spirited souls
 
How if we look to the world through soldiers pure souls
 
How peaceful would be the world for whole
 
On behalf  of  protecting other's lives they  sacrifice their lives
 
For their country's sake and for their prides
 
Our martyrs the heroes who deserve the heavens above 
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Those who sacrifice their precious lives on  behalf of others pride
 
Will forever live in our hearts adorable precious ones
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Pain
 
Pain
While your heart is bleeding pain Nothing can repair
Nothing can relief the pain
While you're broken in vain!
There's happiness os gone
Shadows all aroud
Love where to find
No opportunity its something rare to be found!
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Peace Save The World.
 
Innocency is suffering 
Peace save my world
Begging you my God
Send us your angels to protect the world
Look at my earth 
Innocent souls are crying
Please send your angels to protect our world
Peace come our side 
May somehow  you can find the way
To enter and ease those angry souls.
To stop harming, beating and destroying 
Peace enter all hearts
Can't you see all these pains and hurts?
Innocent people are dying,
Poor mothers are crying
Please stop destroying,
Our beautiful earth.
Purity is weeping
Kids are hungry crying
Young men are dying
And my heart is bleeding
The poverty is surrounding
All the world are suffering
Stop killing and destroying
where are you going
With all these hurtings  
Stop blood bath!
Stop the wars!
Peace come to our world.
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Peaceful New Year!
 
Last day of the year
 
A bit and new year will be here
 
The hopes of new beginnings are so near
 
All and the most that I wish for new year
 
Is the snatched peace  of my destroyed country
 
As a miracle may appear
 
Peace for all the world as it's disappeared
 
Poverty and all those cruel wars may  find an end
 
As I was lost my words to write again
 
Tired of  the war my words are lost
 
just chased the words somehow I'm here to stay
 
And I won't give up once again.
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People Ask Me
 
People ask me why do you cry!
With smiling faces they make fun
People ask me who is the one that you are crying for him all the time
I do notblame them, do you know why!
Because they never were in real love
They dont know how hurts the pain of losing the perfect love
People smile and admire for them the love is just a game begines and ends
without pain
Oh people say  the big girls never cry what a shame
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Poetry Is My World
 
The thing that I can't live without
Without writing thoselines
Sometimes poor
Sometimeslifefull
Somedaysclever enough
Somedays bullish, stupid and fun
But one thing I'm sure enough I can't survive without those lines!
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Poets Land
 
When I feel I need to write my spirit takes
wings at once and begins to fly
Throughout my veins I get  inspired
Somehow I get the feeling like being in paradise 
Words begin flying  around just I try to
catch them  they arise at once up
I feel my soul rose up to air near them
I start following  them and I get more inspired
Music note symbols begin chasing  each
other throughout my heart veins
Sometimes a soft melody takes my soul
to legendary worlds
Sometimes the sad voice of the lute that I
adore the most
Takes my  soul with it flies to  heavens
I desert the world while I get inspired
Butterflies fly inside my heart
I go to another world its not the eart
Another world It's called poets land
Poets land is  filled with pure emotions and delicacy of feeling 
Everywhere is colored white and surrounded with wonderful roses
Angels wear baby blue veils with smiling faces
Every while and while angels cradle by   
The adorable violin music makes angels cry
Ah another world its another place
Nowhere to human greed nor for haters ugly race only pure emotions  will
forever revive  there.
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Poets World
 
My words are my world
I don't have weapons to fight
My words are my world
Only with them I can reach
I can touch unreachable miles
Unbearable minds
My word is my  sight
My eyes my rights
Existence of my fights
Are hidden there in those lines
I'm the emotional woman
Sensitivity is the prison of my mind
As simple as a child
Emotional and childish world is mine
Distances between me and you
My wealth my faith and my world are different
Diamonds doesn't attract me like you women
My words are My world
Giving is my best adventure and desire.
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Poisons And The Dusts
 
I will leave you and go
You will never know
The value of honesty
The trust that you have hurt
Inside my heart cried
Pain and blood
How hurt ive got
Hundreds  of times
My self i have blamed
The pain of the lies
Were bitter more than a poison s and the dusts
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Poor Boy's Easter Day
 
I don't have flowers of sun
The destiny took them away and gone
Even i don't have colored eggs
At this blissful Easter days
I don't have golden combs
To comb this dirty hair of mine
And my shoes are jugged and old
And it's already Easter day to hold
My little brother's hand
And go to our old church
but how I'll go?
People will make fun of me i know
And i can hear them when they say
'Oh how a dirty grimy his hair is'
'Oh God look to his old nasty shoes'
'What is doing this poor boy here'
'Oh Tom my son don't go near
then you become infected if you go near
that beggar boy so stay here'
And at the end ill return home
To tear at my bed alone
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Positivity
 
Don't hung on to regrets.
Days follow up days
Just a Breath away ends up a day
Life is too short to be the prisoner of your complains
Sufferings are the creators of the aches
Life is still  here, won't you see?
Just keep your faith near
Positively taken every step will be chased up by angels grace.
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Real Friends Are There Anyway!
 
True friend are there anyway
At the happy summer day
At the stormy gloomy  day
When its cold winter day
While everyone around desert your ways
But true friends  will be right there
Behind, beside, Infront,, next you are always they
Whenever you'll look you'll find them there
Even If they're somehow far away
With their prayers they'll watch your ways
Near or far away with the soul they'll be always near
You get  the feeling that they're  just a breath away 
When you're angry destroyed they will be there to protect you even from yourself
 
The real friend is the one who  can see
How you feel inside more than you can feel.
That's why they're called real friends.
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Red Roses Of My Home!
 
Although I know we're living in a world
 
Where meanings of words have got lost
 
Alas to a world where spirits are bared of love
 
Yet it would be a shame  if the meaning of  love after today survives the same
way was before
 
Hearts have wore evil's clammy bloodthirsty veils
 
Minds are organized and managed on  unreasonable crime's ways
 
Specified with word of their created unknown God's
 
It's war time every glory has extinguished away of our world
Poor faces
woeful glances
tearful hearts
 
What else can war rend away more and more
 
Beautiful roses of my home  faded away ah heart aching mothers woes
 
Ah young roses ah young roses of my country are dead
 
They've gone with the wind of summer rain while the evil was gazing everywhere
 
 
Destroyed lives
Poor child's screaming smiles
Asking for help old ones and youngs
Peoples paled eyes
Mothers bloody cries
And what else devilish war
How much hurt
How many aches
How many red rose you'll steal them away
How many mother's  hearts will forever cry
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Destitution's covering all around
How many times a destruction can be destroyed
Yet how many time  you'll kill us devil-man!
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Remember Me When Im Gone
 
Why I don't know  why even how?
 
How Lovers turn  strangers
 
How all the  passion and   love
 
Turn in  to ashes just in  a  while 
 
How your real  love  flew
 
How it could be true
 
The love between me and you
 
The thing that I've never got
 
How the love like flower dies
 
How Would you tell me how
 
How you could forget the love
 
For It's  sake days and nights  breathless stood there 
 
Never got tired of knocking the doors of my heart
 
love I loved you and lived for your love even after you've gone
 
Love I loved and I lived your pain
 
For your sake I used to love your pain
 
Because my love was real and 
Truer than true
 
No one ever will be loved like The way I loved you
 
 
Someday you will comeback
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But it'll be too late
 
never again you'll find me there
 
A lifetime I'm standing right here
Got tired this heart of mine
 
Long years alone waited for your return
 
If I had one more life I would sacrifice for your love
 
But when the time of leaving comes
 
There's nothing to do my love
 
When you come back when I'm gone
you will return home broken
 
That  moment you'll feel how much you've hurt the one who loved you more than
her life
 
I'll go far away taking with me your love and all the memories 
 
Those memories never gone away
Like my shadow always chased  my way
 
Remember me when I'm gone
 
Because even in my grave I'll always love those smiling green eyes.
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Remember Me! ! !
 
Remember me every year when the summer comes again
When the sun shines above golden and bright
Like your heart
I know how you feel
Remember me!
 
Did you remember those summer days?
You will Smile and your eyes that i adore
Those green eyes will glow more bright then the sun above
And the angels will fly above while you smile
Those green eyes like those green days
How i loved those eyes take care of those eyes and
Remember me!
 
Remember me every year when the winter days come again
And when its a lovely raining day
While the drops of rain runs trough your hair
To slip and make love on your soft skin
Remember me!
 
Remember me every time that you meet
Those poor kids on the corner of the streets
Or an old man and alone people on the road
I know what you will feel
Those eyes will tear
Remember me!
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Romeo And Juliet
 
You dwell everywhere my beloved
 
Even when my eyes are closed
 
Memories at once comes my road
 
In my dreams we become two heroes
 
And we dwell there to act the most legendry love roles
 
At once we were Romeo and Juliet 
 
And we played all night the best love role,
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Sadness
 
Why you that they call you sdaness
Why you have been my destiny forever
Why you are chasing me like my shadow all these years
What can I do to escape free even one moment
To taste the happiness that never had found my way
To smile
To laugh
To run under the summer rain
To be in love with the happiness
To laugh till my eyes tear 
For once from the happiness
To chase away all those years
That made me cry and never knew the smile
Tell me why you are so unfair
How some people's destiny could be to have a perfect life?
They never know anything about the bad destiny
They never tasted the horror of poorness
They know nothing about the loneliness
They never ever had felt on their own skins how it hurts
Sure they never felt how it hurts when you fall
All those people around you at once disappear
And how hard is to be in need of even to a smile to survive your life...!
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Send Me Your Smile
 
Send me your smile to make my soul totter and fliy
 
Send me a glance from those alluring eyes
To make me shiver and cry
 
Send me your smell
Make me live and die
 
Send me your kiss
Let my heart run and ease
 
Send me your breath  
Let it pass my breast To revive and sigh there.
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Sense Of Paradise
 
The magic of the night and your alluring  eyes, .
 
Where my heart there always peaceful lies.
 
Took me once again to the paradise.
 
Nothing can lift my soul up as much as
It does
 
Being again there in your arms.
 
My soul wears wings and  happy flies
 
Crown angels begin  singing wearing whites.
 
Nothing could be in the world more precious, 
 
Then borning once again every time I look to your eyes.
 
That gives me the sense of being in  paradise.
 
Each day more and more you make me realize,
 
The value of having the greatness of love in the hearts.
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Sentiment
 
To be or not to be, there's no need to compare
 
What the life ment to be without love without care
 
Nothing can be more real as the fact you're not there
 
Since you've gone my heart is crving out there
 
It's so clear and I know that in love there's no fair
 
If I return back one by one to those places we were there
 
To ask them how they are and touch their soul's and ask them if they care
 
The places have sentiment more then a man, they do care
 
More than the one I used to call him my love no more is there
 
Where is the fair!
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Sentimental Love
 
Distances awake our sentiment
Distances always make us tear
Distances always  make us fear
Distances take away the ones who are dear
Distances make us learn that  people are  dare to care
Distances make us understand the value of having lover ones beside
When they are gone away
When already they are not there
Distances  are the  remainders of love  sentiments
They remind us how we do care
Sometimes unaware we neglect those we care
Those  who are precious more then our eyes
But somehow the  hardships of our lives
Make us neglect people we love
But when they're gone the longing inside us begin to cry.
Distances  separate our bodies yet they  bring our souls together
They make us understand the value of our real ones.
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Shining Smile! Shine...Shine Again
 
Shining smile! Shine...Shine again
Upon my face and hide again
Those tears of mine
Like you did before a while,
 
Shining smile! Shine...Shine again
Like the sun that is shining there Upon at the sky And hide again all sadnesses of
my heart,
 
Shining smile! Shine...Shine again
Let my soul run underthat bright sky just once again
May once again becomes a child for a while just for a while.
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Shyness
 
Won't you ever be changed silly soul
Look around disappeared proud
Yet you alone here stood the same
Humanism has  evaporated
Pitied are dead
Souls are sold 
Despite of all these tears and woes
Throughout vainly lifetime roads
Ah inscrutable tears of heart
Separations of hearts
Sentiment's flights
Disappointments unreasonable fights
The longing to innocently given love,
Just me and I
Stood here the same
As shy as a child
Still my cheeks are wearing  the same old red veil
Despite of all the cruelties
People' has became dancing upon destruction
Oh poor world how a sad situation you are in.
Yet I'm who I was before centuries even before whiles,
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Silent Heroes
 
Without ambitions
 
 
without fights
 
Without having
 
 
the courage
 
 
defending our
 
rights
 
When dignity's
 
lost
 
Anything else is
 
 
already foist
 
Everyone lives
 
 
everyone dies
 
Life begins  and
 
ends up just In
 
whiles
 
 
What stays there
 
when we lose our
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identity
 
While the dignity
 
would be already lost
 
Life begins and
 
ends up just in
 
whiles
 
We go to
 
nothingness
 
without acts
 
Nothing  takes
 
start without
 
determination
 
Without work one
 
 
finishes nothing.
 
The prize will not
 
come to you.
 
 
Without acts
 
How precious are
 
those ones
 
Who's ambitions
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have been whole
 
lifetime
 
Serving the
 
humanity without
 
why's
 
Without having
 
any expectations
 
of winning  any
 
prize
 
Silent heroes are
 
those which give
 
and sacrifice like
 
a shadow  they
 
are the innocent
 
angels of the
 
nights
 
Away from eyes
 
 
equally they serve
 
the black and the
 
white
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There's no rule
 
can ever  keep
 
them from
 
defending other's
 
rights as their
 
fights
 
Blessed and
 
honorable their
 
souls will forever
 
survive
 
Even after
 
thousands of
 
years
 
Even when they
 
are gone
 
Their acts will
 
serve the
 
humanity and
 
survive
 
How precious are
 
those ones
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While their
 
ambitions have
 
been in  this life
 
Serving the
 
humanity without
 
putting any
 
discrimination
 
Defending stolen
 
rights as their
 
fights
 
Honorable heroes
 
they never die
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Simply You'Re My Heart!
 
I've asked you my beloved,
Do not desert my love
Your love is already melted with my blood cells!
So how can you leave!
And you know that your existence in my life is the secret,
Thats why I still survive,
Don't you know! That your love is running throughout my venis,
Before my blood cells!
So if you'll ever leave me,
The life will desert me too,
How can you leave me!
Your love is my blood and with it my soul revives,
You're the one who,
Knocked on my heart doors,
And became your home,
How can you leave your home!
If you ever leave my heart,
You'll destroy it to millions of pieces
Simply my heart became you, and you became my heart.
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Sleepless
 
If I could have you my love
Inside of my heart
How wonderful would be my life
My eyes still are gazing around
Out off the nights
Sleepless since the day that you've gone
Alone is the soul still in mourn
Ruined are my dreams treacherous  is my world
Desires are tired and pale
This heart still in grief howeling in vain
Couldn't take off the veil between the  life and your pain
Love desires are cradling in frailty of trust
Till the end of the life in solitude will stay this heart,
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So Let The Photos Talk
 
It's amazing that how  photos can talk.
How they can express about transparent  feelings.
They talk without saying any word at all.
About pain
About laughter.
About poorness
About anger.
About happiness
About broken  desires.
Just listen to their true voices
They are unseen somehow
Just souls of Angeles
Are able
To hear their silence.
Only pure souls
Can take a nap behind those distances
To see and hear
Through  the  reality and magic
Just fly in solitude of silence
And you will hear...them
Telling you millions of stories: :
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So Let The Photos Tell Us Their Stories!
 
So let the photos tell us their stories
 
Those precious moments of our lives
 
Stays pictured out there
 
Let the photos tell us their stories
 
Stories of our lives
 
While time never returns back
 
While deserted ones never come back
 
While time takes with it lot from us
 
How this fact aches my heart inside
 
Ah photos how horrible you are
 
Inside you are hidden facts and how precious memories of past
 
You keep them there long long  years
 
So let the photos talk
 
Let the photos tell us about them all
 
Approval of some facts sometimes good sometimes bad
 
Let the photos tell us their storirs
 
Stories of thousands and thousands lives and more
 
They can tell us the best way could be told
 
While we always used to say seeing is believing
 
Admirable photos take us to your world
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How you're able to  keep our sorrows and pains
 
Our laughter
 
Our crying
 
Years and years you keep us there without suffering without going mad
 
All our emotions  stays pictured out there
 
How you can hold inside  our sufferings our regrets our pains
 
Our happy moments that only  once come true throughout lifetime
 
Once they're gone nothing can ever bring  them back
 
While years pass us by takes our beauties most precious things sleeps away and
dies
 
So let them there pictured out
 
Deepest place of your world let them there forever hidden 
 
There is another world immortal memories there forever survive
 
Time can't snatch them away like it often does
 
Stills away even our memories when winter days come
 
While our heads wear whites
 
While our minds treasons us
 
Forgetness stills away sweetest ones
 
When our hands refuse helping us
 
Our hearts become unable to bare onto memories of  past
 
Ah treacherous world how much you're woeful and fake!
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So Let's Revive!
 
Healthy life is the key to happiness
 
Yet it leeds us to success
 
Once arrive  there you'll see
 
Changes begin to appear
 
Saves you free from negativity and It's worries
 
Once you'll be  there you'll see
 
With some move your fates get lost
 
Keeps you away from  serious disease 
 
With eating less
 
Your body fits
 
And your soul gets wings
 
Healthy life is chased with wonderful things
 
While you begin the circle has rings
 
They chase each other till circle completes
 
Good things complete each other's needs
 
Some movement  some shake those muscles get fit
 
Some walk along  seaside motivates your soul shapes your body
 
With strong will your dreams come real.
Let's revive!
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Sorry Love
 
Oh, i'm sorry love
It's the time to run
I can't trust you and hold your hands again
I can't be there to livethe same pain one more time again
So I have to run away one more time again
Do not come my way
My tears are still tired
MY wounds are bleeding fire
And i'm worshiping the loneLiness thousands of times a day
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Stay Safe In My Eyes
 
Do not blame me
because I care,
 
Losing you is a nightmare,
 
Nothing for me stays the same,
 
Morning or night,
Darkness or light,
 
Stormy winter
or summer bright,
 
If I'll die or stay alife,
 
For nothing after losing you I can ever care,
 
You may always stay safe,
In my eyes, 
 
You know that you have  a house,
My heart always protects and cares,
 
With prayers watches your ways,
Crown angels may surround you always,
 
How can I  without those smiling eyes
ever survive,
.
Stay safe always inside  my eyes.
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Still Like A Knife In My Heart
 
Oh love you still hurting like the past
 
Still passing like a sharp wind through and around all my life
 
Still following me like my shadow that I never will catch or even touch
 
But your footprints are here and there and all around
 
Still like a knife in my heart
And yet I can't take you off.
 
My love still you are all around.
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Still On My Feet
 
Because still I have in love faith
I'll praise the love everyday
Although your love guided my soul
To never ending loneliness
But inside my heart the seeds of love never will  end
Still have the faith after every storm
The sun always shines calm
strongest then before
Yet I have the belive that in every pain that we do pass through
There is a new lesson that should be lived to be  understood
A new lesson a new road that guides us
To the correct path of love
Yes I'm still here
After all that you've done
I'm still standing on my feet
Strongest than I've been
There was a lesson that should be learnt
That always the positive thought earns the war
Guides us to the safe shore
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Stop Dancing Upon My Grave
 
Walk upon my grave
 
With smiling face
 
Satisfy your greed
 
Socket spirit
 
My Heart is Burning among flames of grief
 
But you will never care
 
Go on dancing upon bloody spirit
 
Celebrate your own glory
 
For my wounds don't you ever worry  
 
Don't you ever feel  sorry
 
This is how  jungle world always meant to be
 
While dancing upon my aches enjoy your strength
 
You are the hero of the world of fake
 
Who's creator is you
 
Celebrate your glory
 
For others ache you don't worry
 
Enjoy your strength
While watching others ache
 
Entertain your socket soul
 
While using poor peoples weakness
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For your own interests
 
Your spirit is bared from God's grace.
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Stop The Violence Against Women!
 
The magic woman every time
 
Passes through our town
 
The ground under her feet begins to fly
 
Ah it gets  disturbed and  shy 
 
The men around her forgetting their jobs crawling on their knees
 
With eyes  opened wide
 
They watch amazingly every movement of her
 
Her shaking hips
 
The crowds of her hills
 
The ground under her feet begins to swing
 
But no one ever knew
 
Or even tried to view
 
How much pain she had inside
 
Her bloody wounds
 
The sadness in her eyes
 
Because the smiling beauty walks and talks as she never ever ones got hurts at
all
 
She's the victim whose aches always are unseen
 
When she returns home ever day
 
She gladly thanks the god
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With smiling  face she asks  herself why
 
In spite of her aches no one ever noticed  her fears
 
The  tears one by one begins rolling down through that beautiful face
 
Inside of her   soul are hidden dozens of child's
 
The emotion that  she never one day lived
 
The tenderness and love she almost deprived
 
She remembers every single day they were snatched away most precious  years
 
Pinching hands of a  father sometimes her brother their cruel beats
 
The men's world she had to obey
 
All that she has now as a childhood memories
 
Woes and echos still remains the past the tearful eyes  of that screaming child
 
Is this about the destiny
 
And if it's not who she has to blame
 
Who or what can bring back once again those stolen years
 
Lived with sadness and miserable frars
 
No one of us has the chance of choosing their  parents or lives
 
She never had been a young girl not even a teenager
in her
 
Wearing shiny whites at her fourteen the baby girl got married
 
All that they've  told her
 
As beautiful girls marriage was her safe shelter 
 
As it has been said she always had to act  upon this savage  stage of  life
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unseen victim of every
period  of her poor lifetime escaping  danger to safer shelter
And story of a poor life  goes on till the death comes!
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Story Of The Lie
 
Tell me the story of the love, ..lie!
And let me there to live to live at the world of lie
I'm so much tired from the truths of the life
Take me to the highest hills of the imagination
And let me there lost
To survive living sometimes we have to believe the lies
Let us turn to silly but happy lovers
The truth is like a sharp knife of very cruel killer
It cuts without warning even the last hope that keeps us living
So take me again to the magic of your lies.
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Summr Days
 
Summer days once again came alone
 
 
 
The sun above is shining bright like the past but i'm alone 
 
 
 
The sun my love thousands of times came and has gone
 
 
 
But you my dear did not yet return back home
 
 
 
Summer days once again are here
 
 
 
 
How i wìshed if they could bring you near
 
 
 
 
How a shame every year i ask them about you my dear
 
 
 
But every time they tell me 'maybe next year'.!
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'Sure My Fellow Man Does'
 
.Who can destroy and harm
Already a destroyed and broken heart
Not an animal not even the evil
'For sure my fellow man does'
 
How many times I can die
Tell me for you I have gave my trust
I was alone and destroyed
You extended your hands to lift me up
And told me to give you my trust
 
You were the angel   who was came from the heaven above
Tell me for you I gave my trust
The light of my eyes
How a human being can be so cruel to harm 
The one who gave him the light of her eyes
'Sure my fellow man does'
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Syria
 
Is this the end of the world?
What have happened to you world?
Why you became so savage and your brutality is hard to be told
It's breaking my heart to millions of pieces
While the children of the same  country
Brothers.........
People who have the same nationality are killing, oying each other
Motherland Syria you are wounded my dear land
You're crying blood because It's hard for a mother to behold
I know your heart is broken the most
It's hard for a mother to bear this ugly reality which is unbelievable and destroys
A mother's heart the most
When brothers hurt each other
Nothing stood in the world the same
After today nothing could be the same
The world has lost its measures and all theories have been changed
Everything  has became above the ability to be understood
When the pity from the world is lost 
While the brother is wishing death for his brother
When the hungry  eyes of the people are gazing around
As the animals in the jungles looking for blood
To satisfy their hunger
What else left yet world?
More ugliness tell us world?
Do you have more?
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Syria Stop Crying Blood
 
Syria your name I adore,
 
Syria my heart for you is crying out blood,
 
Syria how they could hurt you and destroy,
 
Syria with prayers your name is always honored,
 
Syria your peaceful days soon will return back home
 
Syria stop crying blood,
 
Syria the most peaceful country at whole world you always were
 
How they could hurt you my earth,
 
Syria the most careful mother for all of us you always were
 
Syria with unconditional love you always hugged us all
 
 
Without putting any discrimination or differences among your people you loved
us all
 
Hugged the painful and the lost and became their home.
 
When your neighbors were in pain and foist,
 
You always gave them your best support,
 
Syria you are the sign of honesty and trustworthy
 
Syria with you we are always proud,
 
My precious ground you are our pride,
 
Syria how can I praise your name and pride,
 
Syria for us you will always stay the same,
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In our hearts you are at the best place,
 
Your blue sky will again shine proud,
 
The darkness will soon fade away and dark clouds,
 
Syria your sun Will shine once again my pride,
 
Again pure and bright
 
The darkness never lasts forever I do believe and trust,
 
Soon the shining sun will shine bright
 
May crown angels with prayers save your grounds.
 
Syria with prayers we will always honor your name and pride.
 
My heavenly Father may protects your people and your precious grounds.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Syria You're My Home
 
I have shelter
I have a road
Between the heaven
Between my home
Lightened  with glittery stars
Every second  I watch and i admire
For the beauty of my home 
It's  blessed in spite of the wars
And it's love is running through my blood
I have a home between the  haven and my soul
It's called Syria
And its love is more  precious than silver and gold
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Syrian Refugees
 
Humanitarians and the preachers for the world's  peace
 
Where had all the world gone while they  must cease
 
While my country was and still is suffering from the ugliest war in tears
 
While those evils have destroyed our world snatching away our peace
 
 
They've destroyed our precious cultures
 
Syrian rich history which warts millions years ruined so where's the peace
 
The museums and the mosques
 
Hospitals and churches
 
Schools and elderly   home
 
Historical town became ashes and fire
 
All the country is embedded and wrapped
the poverty
 
Aches and suffering have become our daily prayers
            
And how about those heroes who have payed their lives for the sake of their
countries
 
Syrian martyrs they're honored heroes blessings of the God
 
 
The death surrounded us as an ugly ghost
 
Places and memories evaporated with my town
 
People leaved their homes
 
Their businesses as already everywhere is destroyed
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No life stood here my country became a desert
 
No faces from the past  destroyed are everywhere
 
My friends and neighbors all have gone away
 
Here is Aleppo after cruel war
 
How a pity that after all life time hard work they've lost everything
 
 
All they have got suffering and aches
 
While they have lost every precious thing they one day owned 
 
Their safe lives that with  nothing it can be measured
 
Leaving  everything behind they one day owned
 
Syrian peoples became homeless refugees neglected and hated from all the
world....
 
And the cruel war is still going on so where's the world's fair while our most
simplest rights are snatched away as not!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Tapped The Doors Of Sky
 
Just extended my hands to the sky
Tried to knock the doors of the sky
Just my mind rose up tired of all those thoughts
Those thoughts are dark hard to be solved
but how a pity this time they are on my road
No way to run out of these dark thoughts
Unfortunately they are the realities of our world's
With both of my hands I tapped the highest skies
Just wanted to talk with my God
I asked him  for patience
Though God knows my patience is strong enough
But these days nothing is strong  enough to survive
Just begged him and asked him for help
I know nothing but my faith in God 
Still survives in my heart
Everything else is waist of time
Only the God can help us now.
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Tell Me Why
 
My heart that was only a toy in your hands
My love that was only to enjoy your silly soul
Dough you knew that the life was so hard for me
You have broke my wounded heart
Dough you knew what the time had happend to me
 
You willingly wounded my heart so deeply
If you never loved me why!
Why you excited my emotions for your love
Maybe my fault was just loving you
Or the happiness is forbidden for me to live in!
 
So tell me, who or what can bring back the happiness to my heart?
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The Bride Colored With Blood
 
In our country Parents feel proud.
When their daughter becomes not yet thirteen years old (poor kid)  
Instead Of  educating her mind to study to become successful one
They begine to tell her how beautiful bride she will become at the dress of bride
And soon their wish becomes real
And the poor kid becomes a bride
She leaves away her pride
Her dreams bright when she wears the white
White dress colored with blood
Leaving behind dreams of purple future
Her childish pure dreams
Her innocency  
She enters the groove of cruelty
when she is still alive!
.
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The Colors Of The Life
 
We are not the same as we were at past
The years took away our happiness
We cant return back those innocent children with their wide smiles
There is nothing to do those years have gone
Like you've said my friend we cant change the destiny
We have to live in peace with ous destinies
The years took away our happiness
The purple dreams of us, faded away at once
We were like two strangers but some how we have met again
What could be the reason! It's just the destinies game
Both of us lonely, both of us painful
But we were strong enough to face the sharp storms of life
Dough we are trying to hide the tears of our hearts
But the life was unfair for the both of us
But never mind my friend I still have the faith
That we will find again the colors of the life.
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The Description Of  Love
 
Just I was thinking about love
What it does how it comes
May I could give a  description of  love
Though I know its  hard to be described
 
Yet no one has the choice to decide to fall in love  or not
Lonely hearts stay alone
Strangers they are in this world
At the stations of the life there they wait for the train of love
For the unknown
 
Yet no one has the opportunity to chose who to love
Always  we fall in love with someone so far of our imaginations
Not the one who we were figured out  there somewhere in our imaginations and
desires
 
Yet all the lifetime we wait for the perfect one to come out
But never ever the perfection and the love have been met yet
Those both are two  strangers 
They're too unlike to be met
 
Yet it comes unexpectly, has no timing comes at one without any  warning
Love comes like a storm to our lives
It never puts differences between the old or the young 
Oh love how can you be described
 
Yet how hard its to find  the real love
Maybe that's why once it comes
Occupies our souls there's nowhere to run to escape of love
It captivates us and we become the  honest solders of the love 
 
Yet when we fall crazy in love
How hard is the lose of real love
Our hearts years there cry
How hard its  the lose of real ove
 
Yet the love is like a war
Sometimes we win
Sometimes, somehow unfortunately we lose the love  war
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Sometimes we become the poor slaves of the love war
 
Oh love you are so hard to be found
Oh love you are so hard to be described
You're Inscrutable...
Unreachable...
Unforgettable.....
There's no word in the world that can  describe you yet?
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The Devil Man And The Humanity
 
The door of wisdom slightly opened is much better than the widely opened fake
world's gate.
And I never imagine to survive happily there
Where things only can be seen with eyes Never can be touched with hands
Never can be felt by hearts
Because they are the deeds of devil man  who is pictured out as a man
With his fake deeds some of us somehow may be convicted
Because of his deed's has  fake brightness which our eyes will love to watch
He sings songs who's words can't be heard
But its music is so loud can make souls dance upon fires
Without being  conscious  what the meaning of song words are
They will be tempted with charm of devils  crowd
While the devil man celebrates the glory of winnings
Upon dead bodies of innocence people devil man  dances proudly somehow
But as well as our pities survive within our hearts
And we have the mercy of God's love inside hearts
Nothing can make us fall apart so far
We all are one
As long as we hold each other hand so tight
As long as we do love and care for our fellow men
The light of love will always glitter there white and bright for  protecting all the
humanity from devil man!
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The Devil Of The Love
 
I reject to live at the prison of your love
To die thousands times when i'm still alive
So my love i'm deserting your life, while i'm actually alive
I was forbidden by the devil of the love in your love
So long long years I loved a lie and lived in hell of the love
 
My love got tired from your sweet lies
Get out of my life, unchain my heart
Take out your lies and the devil of your love out of my life
I will never take the role of the silly lover
On the stage of your selfish love
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The First Time That We Met
 
The first time that we met
There the love begun
The first glance of your's that made my heart born again
It diverted like a child like a fool
And it was so glad because of finding you
My heart is always there never will apart
Its with you always and having you inside so no one can see it
Its your love that has begun here in my heart and still living here
I thought that oneday can forget your love  but how foolish we become when we
fall in love
Your love that brought the life to my
Now its taking the life from my heart
Dough we are apart but I have you inside
Deeper so deeper of my heart
So no one can see you
No one can touch you
No one can take you away from me
The first place that we met
Do you remember?
Our hearts are always there whispering our names
How much I am thirsty to those days
They are always figured in my mind
Maybe you were just a sweet dream
But how a pity that we have to wake up from dreams
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The Gentleman's Tear
 
At the candle light
 
And the dark around
 
He is sitting there alone
 
There is another light
 
Glowing bright  from his heart 
 
So pure and bright
 
Just I wished if I knew
 
Why he was sitting there alone.
 
Oh, how a cute gentleman!
 
At the magic nihgt 
 
Under the candle light
 
What he was thinking about
 
That good hearted gentleman!
 
What a Deep! Deep! thoughts
 
Just If It could be seen
 
At the dark of the night!
 
What was thinking about
 
While he was touching the candle light
 
O, my God what was going on
 
How can be this true
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At the darkness night
 
Under the candle light
 
Two drops of tears slipped from those charming eyes
 
I saw his face
 
The tears were rolling down 
 
 
What could be the reason to make those eyes cry?
 
At the darkness nihgt 
 
Under the candle light
 
Just I wanted if my wish would become true
 
Just I wished if I could be his light.
 
And wipe away the gloom
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The Girls Are Not For Sale
 
Can you hear my voice
 
Can't you see my tears
 
Can't you see how small my hands still are
 
I'm the little
girl 
 
Who wants to live her childhood
 
To play
 
To run
 
To sing
 
I want to grow up with my friends
 
I will go to school and be a good student
 
I will receive the best education
 
And I will graduate from the highest schools
 
I will be the person who can depend on herself
 
I want to be the woman who can protect her rights 
 
To work and build my home
 
I want to be a lawyer
 
To defend the stolen rights
 
To Break the bad rules of jungle
 
To be a good and honest wife and the careful mother
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When the right time comes
 
The girls are not for sale
 
When the old minds will understand that
 
When the cruel hearts will wake up to see
 
That the little girls are still pure angels
 
Do not steal away their rights to live 
 
As a human being
 
They are not for sale
They need the innocent care
 
They need to feel safe
 
At the world surrounded with fear
 
Take off your nasty hands
 
The girls are not for sale
 
For the sake of millions of stolen childhoods
 
And their stolen futures and forgotten rights to have a future
 
And for those who are deprived from existing their normal lives.
 
Take off your nasty hands.
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The Horror Of The Nights
 
Again the horrible night came to hug my heart with it's dark wings
 
 
 
Ah dreary night how scary you are
 
 
 
Frightening devil everyday you come here
 
 
 
To bring me the fear
 
 
To remind me that the happiness has passed my way like a deer
 
 
Empty days are all that i own that's clear
 
 
 
Here we are again It's the end of the day
 
 
 
Yesterday I still had the faith
 
 
That tomorrow may i catch the happiness one more time again
 
 
But tomorrow came and i'm still the same
 
 
 
I have no one to blame
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Days are slipping like a moment among the fingers of the time
 
 
 
And the years are running abruptly to chase each other and run
 
 
 
Everyone has caught their time and fine
 
 
 
Has found the way to happiness and shiny sun
 
 
 
But I am still the lone alone 
 
 
 
While the happiness has gone like throne
 
 
 
The stormy winds of life stole away my soul's home
 
 
 
Forgetting myself asleep here
 
 
 
Stole away my thousand year
 
 
 
Years have passed me by like a liar
 
 
 
Devil of night was again here
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To remain the strain
 
 
 
I took my phone book to call my friends those were once dear
 
 
 
But pages were empty no one was there to rear
 
 
 
Disappointment that i couldn't bear
 
 
 
Breathless I walked out to balcony in fear
 
 
 
Another world and life people and crowed
 
 
 
Happy and proud
 
 
 
Lovers were around
 
 
 
There at the darkness night
 
 
 
The sky was Inspired crying murmuring romance
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Lovers were there holding each other's hands
 
 
 
They never were aware
 
 
 
Neither about darkness of the night
 
 
 
Nor about crying sky
 
 
 
They were just in love
 
 
 
Its admiring ah dreary night
 
 
 
How charming you become at once
 
 
 
When the lovers are charmingly surrounding all around.
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The Horror Of The War
 
Of night How long time it has been you and me were best friends
I can't imagine even you've changed your face
How long time every day wiped away my pain
 
But last night even you became a strange
Oh night you were my best friend
Even you  became so cruel how strange
What's wrong  the world all have changed
 
 
Ah  world humanity from you is lost how a unbearable reality
The horror of the dreary war surrounding everywhere rendering sullen vain strain
 
Everywhere the sounds of the bombs
The  mortality  voice of  war  is shouting  through the darkness of the night
covering. All around
 
 
Oh night what a horror I  can't  bear  all this  pain the ugly sound of the guns
and  bombs  what's wrong with the world
The  voices of bombs through the gloomy night  are  destroying me inside
 
The echoes of  terrible woes of the  war are  gazing  at the dark  like a devil
Everywhere no sign of life 
No sign of humanity at the darkness is lost
What a unbearable heart pain the world is lost
 
 
I  heard her voice at the dark
She was there all  alone
All her lover  ones have had gone
At the darkness through the  ugly silent  of the might
 
 
I heard her voice she were  there all  alone
Has she lost her mind she was crying and talking with her dead mother what a
unbearable heartache
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She was  calling everyone looking for  help
Oh poor girl humanity is dead even her father refused to come there
And told her just wait till the morning ill be there
 
 
What a world I can't  bear living all these heartache
I know tomorrow will be so late
Just praying for her to be found when tomorrow comes
 
Oh god you may help her to stay alive 
Oh you night even you changed your face
I know after today nothing will be the same even  our friendship is dead.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The Human Inside
 
Ah my heart if just for once
You could kill the human inside
You would be the happiest one
If you could hate walking under the rain and cry
If you could ignore the pure emotions of love
You would be the happiest one
If you could support the false and the lie
And say Its black when its snowy white
You would be the happiest one
If you could close your eyes and disregard
When you see the poor and forget to
Cry
If you could give up  your principles and your rights
And chase up what makes you glad.
You could never ever be a happy one.
 
.
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The Innocent Smile Of The Children
 
As beautiful as the  smile that shines through the  children's  eyes,
Oh my God, nothing at the whole world can make my soul fly,
As the innocent smile of the children's does,
How an amazing  would be the life,
If those cruel hearts
Could have the sensibility to stop fights,
Just for the sake of those innocent children's  eyes.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The Kingdoms Of Kindness And Love!
 
Like a wind years come and pass us by
Just like a leer
Snatching away our laughter our tear
With passing years beauties disappear
Charming glances turn pale not ever dear
What stays here
Have you ever asked yourself my dear
Everything expires while  year follows year
Tell me my friend what stays close and near
Everlasting things are precious and rear
It's not about material possessions
Neither your Hugh expectations
When stormy wind blows steals away your soul's inspiration
Your red roses flow on air losing their directions
Your golden kingdoms and all your qualifications
Nothing is everlasting specially  marital possessions
It's all about love that's the most precious
It's all about building kingdoms of love that takes away worst expectations
While you're the only one who's able to build bridges of kindness out off
suspicions 
And when long years pass you by and the ghost of loneliness knocks the doors
When stormy wind blows and snowy years surround your ways
You will never fear
The kingdoms of kindness and  love
Those which you've built through the years will be there waiting your way
Those most precious ones will be right there
To protect
To care
To be you safe shelter!
 
.
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The Knight!
 
I was sitting there alone
My heart was crying out lone
He extended his hands hiding the thorn
With tenderful glances
With touching words
hurtful care
Bunches of love words
Flying heart forgot about scares
Promises of eternity
Like an angel like a knight
He was there to cure my heart
I begged him to let me alone
I have no faith in love and it's torn
Wounded heart once again can't get destroyed
I have told
But unfortunately humanity has been extinguished across the world
As  he was there to cure my pain
Ah in vain
My wounded heart will never stop bleeding
After the day will never stop weeping
Trustworthy and the love
Have flew again behind broken wings of happiness.
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The Land Of The Love
 
I searched the love in somebody's heart
I searched the tender in somebody's eyes
For the real love that is so hard to be found
You must forget all your rights that oneday you have fought about
The mortal love that so hard to be found
Your identity will disappear there
There at the land of the love
You may waist your dignity
All your red dreams that oneday were
Oneday were burried in your imagination
With foist feelings I am back now I was lost at the land of the love
Searching the true love was so hard for me
Unfortunately I couldn't find the pure love there
When I traveled to the land of the love
I found the artifice of the lovers there 
And there I never can be satisfied
At the land that never ever exists the sacrifice
And there never can born the love in the hearts
At the land that rarely I found sacrifice
The burning eyes of the lovers
The tenderful glances were disappeared there
The artifice had colonized there
I escaped from the land of the love with destroyed feelings
I am sorry that the love deserted the land of the love
And the hearts were so bare and brutal
Only the interests were living there
The real love I could not find there!
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The Last Dance
 
Remind me who I was,
 
 
When you and
I once,
 
 
 
Were In love  but
at once,
 
 
 
Your love deserted the dance,
 
 
 
 
Remind me who I was,
 
 
 
 
And enjoy  your art   before the show ends,
 
 
 
It's what your heart does,
 
 
 
Made me Forget who and what once I was
 
 
Before meeting your eyes.
 
 
Let's celebrate for your glory forever last's
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The creation of your love I once was
 
 
Let's do the last dance 
 
 
But this time let's shake hands
 
 
When the dance ends
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The Last Dance With Past
 
Destroyed and alone i walk to you my past
With opened arms i run to you my past
I knock the doors of distances
There behind them painful memories lies
May can i catch the last chance
To hug the memories of the past
And make with them my last dance
 
For the last time to try
To arouse the misty pity
And the constancy of the past
To revive the inscrutable pain of the past
May for last time i can remove that insensible gauzy veil
That lies there like an insect between and around
the misty pity of the past
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The Last Goodbye
 
Lovers goodbye I know it would be too hard to bear
I know the pain of falling apart still I can  feel the pain
The love that goes its way takes every Desire of the heart and fades far away
Who can once again bring back deserted trust to one that was left alone behind
Ah my beloved if once you could feel my pain
If you could feel how you've hurt this heart
If you could feel how miserable my life became
Sine the day that you've faded away 
A broken trust  inside a frozen heart still alone cries
If you could say goodbye
I know I would cry oceans of love in whiles
For whiles or for years
I would cry because ill lose a dear
For every moment of love I would shad oceans of tear
May i would  shout on you
I would tell how I loved you
Sure I would ask you 'why's
Although you would tell me lies
But after all, oneday my tears might as well stop
I would never stand alone behind  empty doors
Waiting  for the return of love 
I would never tell words of love to one that still the day survive
I would never become a friend with night
I would never reach for your face in every starry night
While counting the stars of the sky me and my dear night
After seeing all my bloody tears if you could leave me suffering there alone
If  you could turn your back and walk
I would never keep even a memory from you and i inside.
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The Life After Ending Love
 
Who has said that there is a life after ending love
Who has said that i ever could live after the day that you've gone
Your love has took with it every thing that one day was only mine
You laugh, your smile, those alluring eyes
All those were my life, took away my life
Everything that i had disappeared at once
Breathless you've leaved this poor heart of mine
 
Once upon the time we were lovers and you were only mine
After the day that you've gone i couldn't live even i couldn't die
Who has said that the life stays the same after ending love
Breathless still this poor heart of mine
 
The memories are there after ending love
Hurting my heart and i'm dieing every single day
more then thousands times
Still can't imagine that some one else
are holding your arms
Broken my heart you leaved, still crying your pain.
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The Life Through The Dark
 
Through the darkest dark there's anoter life
 
Through a dark frozen life
 
Through a long snowy night
 
Through a chilly mourning winter day
 
I wake up again and I admire
 
Still I can shake my hands
 
Oh i'm still alive
 
Still things around me somehow survive!
 
Although everyone fell slave to their greeds
 
Although everyone have changed their faces
 
Alas how it hurts me inside
 
When I see pities of people around have got suicide
 
And this fact hurts me the most
 
Even more than the miserable war
 
Cuts me like a sharp sword to a million parts
 
How admiring that there is a different life through the dark
 
And how many painful facts come to light through the dark
 
Like an  unexceptable sharp slap
 
There's a different life in the dark
 
Things I can see more clear than I used to see them through the light
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Never knew that there are facts can't be hidden even when its darkest dark
 
Yet how strange that there are things in the life absolutely
can't be seen through
the light!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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The Little Angel And The Jangel Rules
 
It was snowing winter day
That I never could forget that day
There was an angel sitting there
The tears were rolling down her baby face
She was just a little angel without trace
She was looking through the mirror to her wedding white dress
The people outside were singing
Happy songs next to her door
No one ever was aware of angel's cry
She was living at the jangel that no rule could be refused
She was the victim of the jangel rules
Where no human rights could be found
She was still a little girl
That had to obey to the jangel rules
The crowed of the people outside at once rushed to her room
The time was came for the little angel
To pay for the other's cruel rules
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The Loads Of The War!
 
She was broken
Oh silly me
Couldn't notice it
When it hurts it hurts us all
It has hurt my heart its so sad my friend
I can feel your pain
When our dear one's desert this life
It kills us inside
 
Already we intended to live
Last two years
Every new day loaded with aches
This mind already is   crowded
Ah with many many  aches
Cruelty ebbed our lives
Took away our peace
Heartache but its real
Ah took away  thousands of dears
When will find an end this cruelty
What's those innocent people's sin!
 
What's going on world
When the word of peace will once again come our roads
We have got tired of these loads
When peaceful days of the past will come to ease our hearts
Who's are filled with worries  aches and fears
War and all its results which made our lives as devil always desires!
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The Lose Of Love
 
The life after ending love is like deserted home,
The love is my happy home that my soul lives in
But when the love is gone
Inside me the warm feeling of the love
Remains the memory of gone love every while and while
And fades away at once
But in vain all this pain
While the love is dead
Falling in love brings us to life
We begin to see things like never were there before
All the beauties come to life with love
The birds voices begins to appear
Ah, what a wonderful feeling
While all the past wounds disappears at once
Everywhere is colored blue with green
he soul wears the peace
The laughter comes from deeper inside our hearts
without any whys just because the soul is in love
Ah, nothing left there
Oh, the love is gone its cold winter time
Here inside, , ,
Inside my soul
The poor memories of lost love revives every while and while and ends at once
with the dawn.
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The Love And The Rain
 
It was raining and the dark covered every where
The silent nature was watching over them
But they why were so sad and silent
Maybe they were two separated lovers
 
Here is a little blond girl
With her curly hair covered her shoulders
With sorrowful eyes she were looking around
She was searching for her lost love
 
The boy had so bright lovely eyes
His eyes were searching for his lost love
He was so sad standing there like a poor
Waiting for the return of his sad love
 
The rain got worse and the wind begun to shout
The clouds above strongly slept each other
But two lovers were standing still there
Looking to each other innocent and endless
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The Love Is Blind
 
The way that takes me back to you
How can be found what can I do
Dough you've hurt my heart
But what can I do if this heart never could hate or forget your love
Even for while
That's why they say love is blind
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The Love Is My Wealth
 
The love is my wealth
It lives in my breath
It gives me the faith
It gives me the reason
To believe again
The love means to forgive
It washe our souls
It gives us the hope
And the promise of the new day
IT brings the peace to our painful and tired hearts
The love gives us
the reason to begin over again
It brings the peace to our tired souls
To ease the flame of our heart's pain
It gives us a push to run again
To stand up again and again
And never to knee down
It makes everything around us bright
It give us wings to fly at the blue sky
It take away the
the tears and the fears 
It makes us find the small point of the light
At the dark of the night
To guide us to the endless light
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The Lover's Debt
 
Never again feeble soul to fall,
 
 
One more time in life,
 
 
Those misty  roads of love,
 
 
Alone in the rough,
 
 
Ruined is the soul.
 
 
The soitude may  heal,
 
 
My wounds and all my heart tears,
 
 
May revive the love fears,
 
 
Away from love,
 
 
 
May I can survive,
 
 
 
The strain and the pain,
 
 
 
Love ruined in vein,
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All that behind left,
 
 
 
After the brackish love is went,
 
 
The pain through the vein, and this is the lover's debt,
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The Magic That The Love Brings
 
The love flows like a volcano to our hearts.
the love dumps unexplained feelings to our hearts.
the love takes away the huge loneliness, tobring the tender to our hearts.
the love brings the sweet emotions, to take away the sadnessfrom our hearts.
 
it takes away the cold and raining nights, withthe warmth that it brings.
it makes us feel that we are flying at the blue skies with magic that it makes.
it makes us feel our hearts beats with the adorable emotions that it brings.
it makes the days so short, when at the past they were so long.
 
it comes like a storm without warning.
it enters our hearts to make them burning.
it empires our soals tomake them soaring.
it captivates us that without it we stop living.
 
so my friend in my opinion this is the love.
and i guess there is nothing above.
and when we fall in love we can not go on living without.
and the life is wonderful when we are in love;
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The Moment
 
Glowing are all those stars
While there still survive sparkling lights
Nourishment of hop inside childern's eyes
While hearts are filled with pureness of  love
While I'm  extended my hands I can touch highest skies
Ah i can breathe up free now im admired
Up there while I can reach high skies
My soul inspires
My eyes wear thousands and thousands of glowing tears  maiden of stars
My mind gets  wings to fly
The moment becomes just mine
Yea here's my eternal home
The moment becomes my world
May i could stay here I say
Where the moment worths  thousands of years and more
Here's the magic of eternal world
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The Moon Is In Love
 
What a beautiful night
The moon is up there above
Shining around
Rending delights
I fell in love
With the beauty of the night
For a long time I was missing the beauty of the moon through my lonely nights
Through my window I saw  the full moon glittering lights
Ah what a beautiful night
The moon is up there shining bright
It has been  long time I was missing those  full moon nights
Through my window I just noticed the glittering light
I looked up to sky and I saw once again the beauty of the moonlight
And my heart fell in love with the beauty of the night
The sky is  smiling tonight
What an amazing night
The moon is like a beautiful young girls tonight
Moon is wearing diamond lights
It's heart is full of young girls crazy desires
Yea the moon is in love
Is wearing its shining dresses rending delights
And my heart forgot its loneliness admiringly  is watching around
A love inside just born motivated with night
My soul inspired swaying with light
Ah just born desires
Just born my soul
Forgot about fights
Ah beautiful moon can you hear their voices
Tell to people to stop the wars to stop their fights
Tell them that the beauty of the world still survives
The life is beautiful tell them to stop their ugly fights
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The Night And Me And The Pain
 
Tonight the sky was raining pain
 
 
Tonight I saw your face once again
 
 
Tonight we were dancing under the rain
 
 
Tonight we were lovers once again
 
 
Tonight the sky and me and the rain
 
Were friends
 
 
I told them about my pain
 
 
Tonight the sky and me and the rain
 
 
We all cried under the rain
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The Night Is In Fear
 
Today the dark is here
Again the sky is in tear
Today the night is in fear
Today the stars are not here
Today the sky is bare dark but clear
Stars are hidden beyond they're released  stars are crying their voices I can hear
 
Today the moon also disappeared
My friend night again we are alone here
Again you are my most dear
Always in pain you come near
My heartache no one else can ever bear
Though you are in pain but silently you're sitting here
All your vain my friend I can feel
Yet they're so clear
Yet your nobility keeps you silent but your eyes  are in tear
Yet my pain you're trying  to decrease 
Let me hug you my friend
A bit of love may can ease
The  pain of loneliness  inside you and me
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The Nights And Your Eyes
 
The nights and your eyes
How they are alike
With both I'm in love
                         Since I'm alive
They are my best friends
             The nights and your eyes
With them I can talk  and dance
                             When I'm destoyed and alone
They  are my honest friends
                             They never refuse listening to my hearts voice
                                            Inside silently they cry
                                                                    When I tell them sad stories of
love                                                                                            They always
cry
Though they try to hide
                        But I can feel when those eyes cry
                                                    Oh those eyes are my life and the night is
my dear friend.                                                They wipe away my tears and
they ask me to smile                                                              And I ask them
to let me  in
There I forget all my heart pain
                    Once I smile and once I cry
                                                            When the time of goodbye arrive
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The Pain That Doesn't Kill You Gives You The
Strength!
 
Love can't make my eyes cry
I can't give another try
Yet I'm tired of lifetime cry
Love wounds once again unable to try
The little girl stood there at past
As they say nothing in this world forever last
Love has time even the real one
Most strongest one
When it hurts till vein
It bleeds with pain
Then the time washes awsy your pain
Oh love forgive me now I can't wait you to make my eyes smile
One day I gave you the shining eyes of mine
What i gained instead
I lost the light although I'm unable to bear
But you made me learn how not to fear
From love's darkness I've got the strength
The pain made me thought
That nothing no one is wort
The walls of my room are the best evidences
If they could speak they would scream
May they had more  ability to listen and stay
As they are still there
Though you have gone
Without having the sensibility to say
And the ability to stay
Ignoring my heat ache
Without the last goodbye even for the sake
The little bit of love one day we have shared
As it has been said
'the pain that doesn't kill you, gives you strength'
Maybe it's love's only fair
I've learned  the gaim
I've felt the pain.
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The Passing Time
 
Ah, passing time you don't need any reason to change the black to  white 
 
You always run so fast during our happy days like a while
 
And When we are sad and alone you humble there years
 
Every minute passes by longer than years
 
The people those we love soon they disappear
 
Those who were lovers yesterday today become strangers
 
Ah, passing time how brutal you are to swift away our delightful years
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The Passion Of The Love
 
The passion of love still around
Like the clouds that swing around
Around the moon at the bright summer night
At the aweful world that is full of hate
And the hearts are bare
I wonder how can the glory of the love still survive
The harmonies of love are widely spreaded like a starlight all around
To heal again the broken wings of the love
How admiring that no heart is suffering from the pain of the love
There is a secret that is hidden at the paradise of the lovers
The tender and the tears of the angels
Are turning the wounds of the lover's hearts invisible.
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The Perfect Portrait Of Love
 
I missed you,
That's why in my dreams, 
I kissed you.
 
How I wished if
We were lovers,
Me and you.
 
But the God knows that was not true.
 
To escape your love,
I confessed you.
 
With the day dream, my love became true.
 
We were lovers
Me and you.
 
I swear of God, i've thought that,
It was true.
 
How we were happy at the paradise,
Me and you.
 
The sky were blue,
The birds above
flew,
 
And lovers around were true.
 
The green were melted with the love,
And spreaded all around,
 
How admiring that everything
Were like a perfect drown portrait,
 
Even our love was true.
 
I were the queen of the paradise of love,
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And you were my king,
 
The angels were all around, clasping and sining blues.
 
But when I woke up
I knew,
 
And all the magic flew,
 
Once again the life has taught me,
 
That only in the dreams,
 
The perfect love comes true.
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The Power Of Love
 
Oh, Love how great you are! .
What an amazing  power you have?
How can I praise your grace,
You give us the strength and the joy full trace, 
To go on living with a wide smile on face.
 
Oh, Love, may your glory ever survive.
 
How awesome are all that you make us pass through! 
With you the lover's soul fly and feel blue,
Everything With your magic becomes beyond the true
.
How admiring all that you do!
Even the dead souls you cure,
With your power you give them birth,
And you become their  dearest eart, !
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The Secret Of Happiness
 
The secret of happiness is not hidden behind  the distances  of perfection
 
Nor in posessing dozens of  gold and wealth
 
 
I never had complicated dreams since I
believe  that the  real happiness  in the simple things exists
 
Never dreamed of becoming a crown  queen
 
Never wanted to have a perfect life
The happiness was my Desire
 
And I always had the faith  that at the little things the happiness can be  found
 
There is no need for complicated heart desires
 
 
At the simple things  we can find the perfect and the happy life
 
Just  keeping the hope in the heart
The kindness of soul and love of God
 
The perfect life is hidden there don't go far away
 
Finding the real love not the perfect one
 
Was my hearts best Desire
 
Because always I had the faith
 
The secret of finding the happiness  is hidden at simple desires  and the real ones
 
What  worts  all the world wealth if you don't have the faith of God in the heart
 
What worts  all the worlds wealth and the success
 
If you don't have peace of mind
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If you are surrounded with fake lovers all around
 
Because of that  my  dream was to find the real love the real happiness and
peace of mind
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The Sky And Me
 
Tonight the sky was again my friend,
We talked  together, we played games. 
I told him about my sorrows and my aches.    
And he held me in his arms and I felt, How much he cares.
Its admiring how even the sky can feel and care.
While the human beings laugh at your pain and fades.
 
 
 
Tonight the sky was  like me sad.
The stars were singing and the sound of violin was so touching and like us sad. 
The sky and I, we are good friend.
Even somthmes together we dance.
But tonight we Both were so sad.
We hugged each other and we both cried pain
Oh my dear friend  please dont cry,
my heat cant bear your pain,
We both are alike always sad, alone.
You will stay above, I will die and go!
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The Storms And My Principles
 
The storm that destroyed my life so easly
It came to my life so callously.
It wounded my emotions like a knife so slowly
It broke my soul and had faded away abruptly
So how can a sensitive girl with this broken heart
Go on living in this savage world without just
Where is the fair in this world or how can be found
I can't disregard my principles and throw them away
I can't be insensitive woman without rights
These pure emotions
are the only wealth that I have
And they will never die
Till the day that ill die
Those principles may always  brought me the sadness but the heavens too
Dough they always deprived
the smile entering my life
And i'm sure that they always will do
Dough they always have afflicted my heart
And they always will do
But they are the reason that make me feel proud of myself
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The War
 
Strangers are the souls in the world of the wars
The lives cradle somehow between the death and life
They try to survive the hardship of the life the abject truths of life are there with
all their ugly faces
The mercy of hearts are extinguished 
The spirits at the cruelty of the men got  lost
What the eyes sees the heart ignores
Ah strangers are the souls at the winter night they shiver alone
Like wounded birds they are pale ignored
Alone in this world no place for the broken souls
People are selfish their hearts deny to  see others pain
Only in the  war you can clearly see the simple truths of the world,
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The War Is A Crime
 
Awareness and the wellness can make the world better place,
 
So let's spread the world the most precious words,
 
They are the Peace and the Love,
 
That all the world is suffering without,
 
So let's hold each other hands,
 
People we all are one,
 
We all have equal rights,
 
And we all are the creation of God,
 
So let the God judge our faults,
 
Please stop fights,
 
Stop putting discriminations among, theBlack and the White,
 
Poor You are or rich?
 
What your religion is?
 
Makes no matter at all,
 
What is really matter
my friend, 
 
 
How good human being you are?
 
With kindness and love,
 
We can climb the highest mountains with trust,
 
Let's Join our hands and tell the world that (The War Is A Crime) ,
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Nothing can be solved with blood and the gun,
 
An eye for an eye never can bring back the gone
It will cause more harm,
 
Let's awake the world and spread the peace all around, 
 
No matter who we are or where we are from,
 
People we all are one,
 
Let's shake hands and spread the word of love,    
 
 
Don't forget that our words can make big changes,
 
A word can heal another destroy,
 
Sometime with one word we can save the world,
 
Please Stop The War!
 
May Innocent children never again cry...
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The Woman With Lost Desires
 
The woman with the lost desires
The died dreams upon her breasts lies
Once she wanted to be like others
But she never had the chance to do her dance
Always her  destiny took her steps upon stormy clouds
To fight for her lost desires and rights
But already all her chances at life were taken
She never had the chance to talk the way she wanted to walk
The smile faded away long ago upon her pale cheeks
Her world was composed of liars died kiss
Since the day she was born there time stood mute
There where no love to knock the chained doors of hearts
She will never has the chance, for her destiny to be changed
Her words will ever stay mute, never will have the chance to be understood.
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The World Is A Stage But The Roles Are Changed
 
The estimation of the real values and the honesty  extinguished from our world
People became perfect liars
What's honestly spoken and what is true alas lost is lost
        
The innocence has became out of respect
Selfishness has ebbed the souls
The mercy from hearts has lost
The one who talks about realities is hated and alone
              
Whichever is the fake or is the truth, the both at the darkness of the nights  have
got Lost
The world always was and still is a stage
Somehow the characters have changed their faces
The roles are managed by wrong, the scripts and all actor's roles.
The  principles and pure emotions have deserted our world,
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Then You'Re Blessed My Friend
 
if you still have around
 
People make you feel the life is hard
to be lived without
 
And all the time you care about
 
Then you're blessed and beyond
 
Because the love has wrapped you around
 
Don't you ever fear
 
If you still can tear
 
So proud you may feel
 
If your heart others pain still can feel
 
Be grateful to the God above
 
Because your ways are guided with love
 
If your heart shivery cries
 
Because of all recent poverty and tries
 
To be the hope for the broken hearts
 
If inside your soul angels begin to cry
 
While looking to innocent children's cry
 
If your heart does care even for strangers heartaches
 
You may feel thankful my friend
 
Because you are still safe in humanity's path.
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They Have Gone
 
All those whom I loved
Have ridden the train of time
And gone away behind the distances of time
If just I could find them to ask
May I could have the chance to ask them the reason why
After the day they've gone my heart is filled with fire
 
They told me they'll return back
When it was sunny summer day
When sun was shining all the day
When lovers outside were in love night and day
 
they've gone at the daylight
Memories in my head are in race
There noting else just empty space
Chasing up my heart trace
 
I have nothing  left from them  just the woes of the  nothingness
My soul is surrounded by loneliness
I missed their face's  tenderness
Every way is leading  me back to their ways
 
The passion and love and their tenderness
After them flew away my happiness
Their smiling faces figured with kindness
 
Somehow they've deserted lovers land
If once again I could find  their ways
I will ask them why
I will hug them so tight
I shouted their names so loud
May my  love was blind
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They Were Just Some Words
 
Wish you are feeling great
While i'm dying from your love and it's pain
While your love has found an end
How you could be so cruel and unfair
The love was just a game
And The game has found an  end as well your ur flame
Your emotions of love were just some words
So sweet and magic
They took my breath away
And they flew away Oh those words still I can hear 
My heart is cryIng pain instead of tear
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Those Days Have Gone!
 
Under the sky in the nights
Before pure emotions take flight
When people's hearts were snow white
No one ever could hide the light
In trustworthy and honesty were based all the rights
When all hearts were snow white
When for love people could die
When the echoes of people laughter were covered the nights
When With innocence desires were purified people's heart
When no one ever could ban the light
When pride and honesty was precious more than their lives
Ah those day are gone
How they could be found
Only in the old movies behind those screens black and white 
 
Ah those days have gone!
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Those Eyes!
 
Only way to paradise
Was the innocent  look of those eyes
There always was a secret burden inside
They tempted  my soul with their lies
I'll never realize
Till the day that I'll die
The burden secret
Hidden in the depths of those eyes
Those smiling eyes
With their angelic look
Took away my heart
Extremely  different worlds they alwsys used to hide inside 
And kept wondering my soul
Heaven's purity
Devil's warmth
They always made my heart burn in flames  of unending thoughts
Ah those charming eyes jailed my soul
Nothing once again could make me feel so nice
As once upon the time they does
Butterflies inside my soul begun to fly
All my senses at once got inspired
First time i met those eyes
All my senses used to fly high and sigh
Every time that I looked to those eyes
Million and million times 
Over and over again  with them i've fail in love..
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Three Monkeys
 
if the pity's of people are already dead
nothing else stayed here to be explained
as I've learned  the world is acting three monkeys
politicians are sneaking around playing their games as it fits or eases  their inner
flames
interests are above anything else
no one is aware of our damaged lives
Living by destination is Syrian people's destination
already they're  unable to hear our  screams
no one will ever notice our tears
in vain passed away five huge years
but we're still  living here as an liars  strangers in our own homes
it's sad but true we don't know
if we have to stay or to go
the sky is raining bombs still       
nothing can change these fact or heal
cruelty is damaging lives
killing innocent people for no reason became one of simplest facts of this cruel
war
and the horrible sky still crying bombs
And what about us
What about our rights
Our dreams and desires
To have simplest rights
Faded away our delights
Were are our lives?
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Till The Last Heart Beat
 
The common sense of love in the life totally
 
If it it should be named
 
Its the ' love of the life'
 
No one chooses the death
 
Even if its their the last breath
 
Even the people who have a dark look to the life
 
How its admiring that they choose to live till their last heart beat
 
That's why if everyone of us
 
Try to live every second of our lives
 
If we try  to live our lives.
 
As its the last second
 
As its the last breath
 
As its last heart beat
 
We will understand the value of just being alive what does mean.
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Till Vein!
 
While i've extended my hands.
Once again trying to reach love's hands.
May I can heal again somehow, broken songs of love,
Deep in my heart there're still dozens of tearful memories of love...
While broken are all songs of love.
Alone, Lonesome ah in vain...
Yet brave is the loving heart...
Once again I try to touch the sky.
I want to say I love.
I can't help my self
running away of pain,
This crazy heart was born to live and die in romance till vein,
Trying to run away, Got tired of  lover's game..
Not once again this heart can bear lover's pain..
Yet somehow I will never know how?
Still I can enjoy though... broken hearted in pain!
But I'll always enjoy listening even to those hurtful...gone...ah memories ah
melodies of love!
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To A Friend!
 
Just wanted to appreciate
 
To one whom I've never met
 
Gratefulness  and appreciations  for his pure soul
 
For those kind words which gave me a push to continue my hard road
 
How admirable how he has got my woes
 
From other side of the world
 
A stranger felt it all
 
Though the ones  who were near
 
A lifetime were here 
 
Their shadows still i can feel
 
And smell the passion
 
Yearning to past yrars
 
Unfortunately like a wind they've disappeared
 
Those who were by my next door thousands years
 
For the kind words and your care
 
For giving me the hope when my soul was absolutely bare
 
When already I've  understood the existence  of humanity has became so rare
 
For asking me about my fear
 
In the world of war here
 
Nights are so long darkness surrounds  frozen tears
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Shivering souls cradling in woes
 
Among fires weapons and bombs
 
Four years of war
 
Took away from me a lot 
 
Hard to be told
 
Here is the world of war
 
The world of poverty  and death
 
Insatiable devil gazes around  his
hands stained with the blood of innocent child's
And who's turn now?
 
While  every nigh  me and mom
 
Used to hag each other like its last one 
 
Tight and long ah my poor mom
 
My only light through the dark, cold  night
 
I kiss her precious frozen hands
 
With prayers we both wish each other with smiling face
 
Peaceful night mom
 
Its may last goodbye
 
Who knows may tomorrow never comes!
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To Be In Love
 
To be in love
To love a self
When it is not yourself
More then yourself
While the glances meet
To paradise fily
Two hearts
And the paradise becomes their house
The touch of the hands
Make two souls jump trambling  in flames of love Burning every while and while
Tousands times and times
Of, Love!
What power you have!
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To Be Or Not To Be
 
To be or not to be.
To love extremely or to go endlessly.
Like to live or to die.
You can't stay at the middle of those to extremes.
 
You have to choose one way, cause there is no way in between.
to give without whys.
To love without doubts.
To sacrifice anything for the sake of love.
 
To climb the highest skies.
To fly to touch the stars.
To give all your own.
Just to keep the love alive.
Cause there is nothing above
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To Love And To Beloved
 
To love and to beloved
What can be more precious than that
Have you ever asked yourself
What is your aim and your faith
Before your time find an end
You know passengers we all are at this earth
Today is yours do someting good for the earth
Make someone smile
Help the old and the poor,
Don't turn your back and walk
When there are eyes looking with hope
Extend your hand and help
Don't be selfish
and walk
When you see  people in your need
Don't say 'I can not do it ask some one else for help'.
Every one of us can
With faith and with strong will
There is nothing
that we can't win
Be good 
Do good
And you will win
At every heart that you will heal
You'll build
A paradise within
How a wonderful feeling  is!
Have you ever seen?
The smile of the poor when you wipe away their tears
Every one of us can do something I do believe
As long as we can breath
Indeed!
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To Love Is To Be Home!
 
How hard is to know
 
When we are in love
 
From soul to soul
 
Through  vein to vein
 
Our love strays
 
Till blood cells
melts there
 
There where you and I first met
 
While we are in love
 
Yet we know they can't chain
 
Our love and pain,
 
For me the both are the same
 
The love and the pain
 
Tell me my beloved
 
That you will stay the same,
 
Near me or alone
 
Stay in my home,
 
For me to love is to have a safety home
 
Love me more and more
 
Till the end of the world,
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Love me as I am,
Because I know that I do
 
I do love every single thing in you,
 
With you I breath,
 
I know how your heart beat,
 
When the spirits meet
 
The breath melts the breath,
 
Glances begin to speak..
 
For a while and while
 
just you and I
 
We Forget who or what.
 
We lose ourselves 
 
Among  the
distance Of  time
 
We begin to swing 
 
In the air we both get golden wings
 
When no one else is there
 
We forget to think 
 
Just the moment we live
 
What is happening around
 
No one of us ever feel
 
Just when we are in love.
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There we don't fear
 
Because we both do believe
 
What to love is? (To be home)
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To Travel Back In Time
 
If I could have the chance
To jump through the distances of  time
If I could have the chance to travel back in time centuries ago
To those days to find the Innocency who is lost from the world
Take my soul to the real love!
Take me to those days where purity and goodhearted people still survived
Take me to the people with no colored hearts
If I could have the chance
To jump through the distances of time
to travel back in time to the black and white to jump through the screen and
enter to one of those old movies and there I would love to survive
Take me back in time to 
glory days of love
Where the love was boundless and honesty still alive
Take me to those days where the lovers survived through the pain and vain
but love never died
Please save my soul I can't bear all these lies
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Tomorrow Will Be A Better Day
 
Tomorrow is a new day
Another day my soul will stray
Cradling on the strings of love
Sun will  be there once again Rising  shamefully her beautiful face
Welcoming the new born day 
As beautiful as  charming women
Will wear her shinning dresses again
And I'll forget today's pain
Forgiving  today's sorrows
Confidently i will  walk to new tomorrow's
I'll try to find my way
A cup of coffee and my mother's smile
Those  always  have given me  a reason to hold on to life
I'll pray for peace and love
I'll try to stay quiet and fine
With a wide smile I'll be there
There where no one survives
The land of  loneliness
That keeps my soul's  pureness
I don't want to live fake games
I  just have got one face
I can't change masks like others
One color I've always chosen
Black or white
One identity
The solutions inbetween
Doesn't satisfy my pride
There's my own world
My heart beats used to sing alone
Love songs are gone
But hope will keep me alive
Hope and faith both gives us reason to survive
They make lonesome souls fly
Away from love even if eyes  cry
Lonely souls always will find a way to try
To find again the real love to fly
Honest people's hearts
Are always filled with humanity's  love
And that's enough to find a reason to survive
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Tonight
 
At the midnight at the sky
 
Among the shining stars last night
 
I was in love with your eyes
 
we were lovers you and I
 
Tonight my dear you were here
 
how much it was like a real
 
We were happy lovers all the night
 
Like you always were in my eyes
 
Ah, darling you have the best place in my heart
 
yet tonight you were there I swear
 
My gift,
 
My love
 
You are the one
 
For whom is my
 
love after god!
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Took Away My Sight!
 
Nothing ever will repair again love's broken golden chain
 
Even if I'll live thousands years in pain
 
Still in my lonely night
 
You are my only brave Knight
 
Ah beloved still you are the shining star of my lonely night
 
Which always lightens  up my darkness,  glowing light
 
Bared off desires I walk to you tonight
 
I want you to describe real love's delight
 
Love and strain they've  stole away my shining eyes
 
Memories melted  with love's  worshipped  pain
 
Love can't be punished ah in vain
 
Hidden love in heart, eyes are tired of cry
 
Treacherous love took away my sight
 
 
It won't be changed after from now and on
 
There's no room for tear
 
I lost a lifetime as a year
 
My gloomily  heart fail in fires in yearn
 
Sweet yet unforgiven leer
 
Nothing can change it from now and on my dear
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There's no room even for one drop of tear
 
I've lost all those precious years
 
There's no room
for another heart fear
 
Love and fair were lost dear
 
dough I've tried to describe accepted you to hear
 
My eyes told you millions of times my dear
 
I've hided your love but in vain
 
Real love can't be hidden
 
Yet  impossible to forget till the last breath
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Torch Of Love
 
Torch  of love may stays lighten.
Love is all that we have as real as God above.
To light up our hearts.
To guide us to safety hours...
Maybe days or..nevertheless
It may lasts forever!
Torch of love may stays lighten.
Forever shines brighten.
For love is our hope that guides us to shore. 
Forests hidden.
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Tou Im Ser
 
IM SERNER KEZ HAVIDIAN.
 
YERPEK CHE GRTSAV ELLAL KO SIRO TAVAJAN.
 
IM SIRDNER KO SIRO DAJAR.
 
PAYTS TOU YEGHAR MER PAJANMAN BADJAR.
 
 
 
DZOVEROU KHOROUTIAMP KHOR IM SIRO TU JEGHAR TAVAJAN.
 
KO SERNER TANG OU TAKOUN, INDZ HAMAR ER IM GIANKEN TANG.
 
KHEGHJ IM SERDIN TOU EYIR MIAG HOUYSN OU LOUYSE.
 
AREVNEYIR IM POTORGOD TSMRAN.
 
 
 
KO KAYLEROU HED G VAZER IM HOKIN MANOUG.
 
MISHD KO JAMPAN ESPASETSI, ARDASVETSIN ACHERES TATS.
 
AVAGH TE MER SERE KEZ HAMAR ANTSIALER ARTEN TARTARTSAS.
 
YEV CHEGAR MEZ HAMAR TARTSIAL VERATARTS.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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True Friends!
 
True friends are like a stars
They shine upon on my sky
I look upon every while
To count them and admire
 
Oh true friends are so dear
And that's why i always fear
If one of them falls apart
I cry for them day and night
 
My True friends are all that i have
So how can i  bear losing them
And if one of them walks  away
My soul chase their foot steps night and day
May  can find them to ask them why
 
True friends are like shining diamonds
That i hide them on my heart
I join them on my hands every while
To count them cause I fear
If one of them slips among off
my fingers then i'll die
 
Oh true friend are my breath
They give me hope to breath
I hide them in my heart oh how i fear
If one of them falls apart
I look for them day and night
And my heart cries bloody tears
If i can't find them oh how i fear
Because they are so dear
Oh True Friends stay near:
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Trust
 
To trust someone
To be trustable one
To love without doubts
To beloved
without whys
Do not forget my friend
Every relationship in our life Is based on trust and faith
You can't love and beloved
If the trust between you is lost
So keep this advice in mind
 
Be aware my friend
To not betrrayed Someone's trust that can hurt your pride
I want you to always feel proud
Once the trust is lost Nothing could help you in vain 
To gain  back again
The lost trust to gain
Between two hearts the flame
Of love so soon turns to ashes and pain
 
Respect of love gets lost
The meaning of love when foist
Only the bad memories stay 
They always remain the pain
There in the minds will be left
Those painful memories and the woundful honesty and the trust
With every mention of love
They always bleed in hearts
While the love is lost
Nothing else is left
Just bitter memory of love
Filled with hate and blame
When the pride of love
Will forever cry Alone in the flame of the self blame
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Unchain The Love
 
How savage you are to destroy the hearts and fade away without any whys.
How selfish you are to run without looking back denying to see the broken heart
behind.
How poor you are broken heart of mine that never you had the glory of
forgetting.
to let your dreams there and walk away without looking back.
 
How hard i've tried but never could i leave your love out of my broken heart.
Dough the memories will stay around but the life is passing by.
So unchain your soul, get out of the emptiness.
Unchain the love, you can not forbid the love, even dough oneday you gave him
the light of your eyes.
You can't stay like a slave waiting all your life time for returning of your love.
 
Unchain the love, unchain your soal.
Forget those memories that are stillalive.
The way that he smiles, the warmth of his hugs.
The smell of his love that the angel of love still spreading all around.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Unchain Your Love
 
Real love dwells inside us
 
Real love comes without warnings at  once
 
Throughout our lives real love may comes just once
 
And disappears at once
 
Real love is priceless
 
Real love is as bright as opalescence
 
 
Real love is unconditional and boundless
 
Real love will make your eyes tear
 
Real love will make you learn what's the real fear
 
While chasing steps of love realites come clear
 
 
Love runs and race begins to take cease
 
While protecting your love to keep it near
 
Real love will make your eyes tear
 
Real love will make you learn what's the real fear
 
Finding real love is hard to come real
 
It comes just ones and always runs as a leer
 
Is it because real love doesn't exist
 
Or just because of our fears
 
Our tryings to Keep the precious things
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Out of our hands we become jailers of love
 
As we hold it so tight we break it to thousands of parts
 
 
While chasing steps of love realities comes clear
 
Love runs away while lovers care
comes to heat
 
While chasing love it begins to reach for freedom for peace
 
Lovers fear to keep the perfect love near
 
Love fears and disappointments makes love tear
 
While protecting  love to keep it near
 
Love evaporates  and makes your heart tear
 
While we find the perfect love
 
More we concern More we do fear
 
Our fears not to lose precious ones
 
Become our devils who plants inside the weeds of doubts
 
Love makes us suffer as we make love suffer
 
And perfect love story ends with regrets and tears.
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Under Candle Light
 
When it's darkness
 
dark
 
Under candle light
 
There are things in
 
life
 
Can't be seen or
 
touched
 
Even under shiny
 
light
 
But somehow they
 
can be seen so clear
even touched
 
When it's darkness
 
dark
 
There's another life
 
Under candle light
 
From light to dark
 
There exists horrible
life
 
Yet I'm Not glad for
 
being here
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It's not my choise
 
standing here
 
Here no heart is a
 
dear
 
Pain took away the
 
sentiments of my
 
dears
 
I lost a lot
 
Alas I Lost my dear
ones through the
 
darkness dark
 
And i've learnd a lot
to survive
 
Under the candle
 
light
 
People's hearts have
wore clothes of the
 
horror nights
 
Under the candle
 
light
 
No hope left in
 
hearts
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Everything around is
darkness dark
 
Beauties have
 
deserted our dark
 
Hearts are damaged
bared of love
 
Under the candle
 
light
 
Hope from hearts is
 
gone
 
Under the candle
light faces can be
 
seen extremely clear
 
Glances can't hide
 
the facts
 
Masks can't hide the
fake
 
I can see all heart
 
breaking truths
 
Alas, what a fake
 
world around
 
Was hidden when
 
my world was shine
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bright!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Unfathomable World
 
Unfathomable!  woeful world,
The constancy
from the pities is  lost,
Wherefore insane
soul of mine,
is gazing to find
the peace of life,
Oh, in vain!
Inscrutable mortal world,
Whatfore demanding the cure, for bleeding heart of mine,
Unfathomable!
Treacherous!
Woeful world!
The heart is destroyed,
Howling alone,
How to rejoice
to revive my pain?
Oh, in vain!
You mortality world,
The surges of stormy 
shoreless seas,
Have swift away,
my soul's peace,
In your misty ruined rooms,
my love I lost,
And the spirit is,
tottering lean,
In the rough, strained and pale
Oh, in vain!
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We Will Meet Again
 
If you could  feel the ache of my heart
While my tears are still
The  prisoners of my heart
Through all these years
They've stood there alone
Shading tears of lone
How honest they were
When one-day they've told   you...
'How much they loved you '.
Honesty and love
Two tendency
Both are the real signs of love
Those never can get apart
Absolutely are alike
As the passion of  love
That keeps us alive
The tenderness of love
Sways our souls
Into the blue skies
We the enthusiastic lovers
Never get tired off silly games of lovers
We never blame the love
Even though  heart emotions  within are broken
Satisfied is  always the loving heart
Never gets tired of love
Ah emotions of love
Keep cradling my heart
There upon... across the heaven's  of lovers
There where we will meet once again
Even after  the death
I have the  faith
That true lover's  hearts
Are like  butterflies
As pure as children's innocent  smiles
They may live just few whiles 
But they can never get apart or get tired off swords of love
Not because they are not bold enough
Neither  they are scared of living alone
Just because they are In love with love
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not more
They'll keep struggling for the tenderness and more
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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Welcome Loneliness
 
Welcome Loneliness by Sossi Khachadourian
 
There will come a day
The daythat you will find out the way
How cruel you were
When you've broken my heart
Then I'll will walk away without caring about your bad games
Leaving you behindalone shameless one
Forgetting your pain the aches of your wounds with time will find a glue
Sky will shine blue
Birds above willsing lovers pure songs
And leaving you in tears I won't care for the years
For the things that I've lost
just because of you
Having a careful heart
Gives us always hardest fires
Souls tries to forget the loneliness and it's aches When those for whom we care
Leave us in gloomy darkness ways
Bloody eyes cries for stupidity of their hearts
But this worldhowever alwaysmeant to be unfair
We give them our own
They return us wounds and a world filled with horror while our hops still are
unborn
We begin to escape away from everyone that cuts our ways
Even the real one's won't ever havethe chance
One that we can give them the chance
With the time we used toescape away ofhaters ways
So welcome loneliness!
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What A Woman Needs
 
What a woman needs
However she ever feels You can never see her tears
She cries night's alone
She never wants to seem spineless in fears
 
What a woman needs
Tenderness or fear?
Which one her heart can bear?
Safety arms which will  make her soul fly
Or tearful love that kills her soul inside
A gentleman or a leer
 
What a woman needs
Love and  tender kiss
An interested heart desires for her safety smiles
A believer in eternal love
An attractive lover in fires Otherwise an innocent angel as a child
 
 
What a woman needs
Glances of alluring eyes who'd concern for her safeness  even when the wind
blows at  winter night's
A heart who goes for her anywhere everywhere unaware
 
What a woman needs
A real man who chases  her ways
With soulful love sacrifices anything everything for her sake
 
What a woman needs
Someone who extremely cares   Everytime anytime he'll always be there
The man who sacrifices till the vein
A Real one not a movie star 
Not perfectly printed artificial man's stile.
 
What a real woman needs
For an absolute sentiment she believes
For the existence of pure love and real feels!  
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What A Wonderful World!
 
What a worderful world,
Why to kill!
Why to destroy!
I can feel the air Running through my hair,
Touching my cheeks,
Slipping down to kiss my lips,
I enjoy It's rhythmic steps over my skin, Than it takes a bit of rest inside my
soul,
To continue twisting
once right,
once left,
Ah crazy air murmuring sweet  love words,
 
 
What a worderful world,
Why to kill!
Why to destroy!
Glad for being alive!
Glad for having the  grace of mercy inside my heart,
The blessing of sensitivity that makes me a real man. 
To feel all these beauty around,
Ah God i'm charmed!
 
 
What a worderful world,
Why to kill!
Why to destroy!
Lucky to sight and feel the green,
Lucky to feel rain's romance and tear,
To cry when my fellow man is in pain and fear,
To talk with trees,
To chase colorful rainbows,
To kiss those shiny stars,
To hug the smiley sun,
To shoot the moon,
To play with the wind.
 
What a worderful world,
Why to kill!
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Why to destroy!
If I could keep myself from falling sleep a lifetime
I would forever stay amake,
To Feel and live every single moment's beauty and sigh!
 
What a wonderful world,
Why to kill!
Why to destroy!
People stop those nasty wars!
Stop killing innocent people just because of feeding your miserable never-ending
greed!
Let's make the dream real,
Let's make the world all humanities peaceful home!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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What Have Happened To Us? ? ?
 
What have happened to us
Where has gone the love
Once upon the time
When it was summer time
You and I once fail in love so tight
Tell me my beloved
What has happened to greatest love you've told me about
I were the angel that you've  swore won't ever live without
Who's strength had blinded my eye light 
How love emotions have taken flight
You were precious then my sight
Because of you I gave fight
For your love with everyone around
while I were left without
Despite of people's blaming eyes for your sake I've fought
My wounds became the pleasure Of people's blessing mouth
Bloody tears you've left behind
They've became my companions every single night
You've taken away my heart delight
Memories are still there hanged so tight
Lost are inside me still feelings of thrust Ah my beloved they've taken with you
flight.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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What The Love Is!
 
If you still can love people boundless
Than your soul is blessed
Though the world has wore
Dresses of woe
World has changed its face and nature
It has come a stranger
 
If you can hug the hungry and the poor
When you feel responsibility to help the injured
When you have the pity to share even your last loaf of brad
To feed homeless people across roads
When you can make your heart a shelter to keep their souls  warm
You are crown angel with white wings
 
Love needs a certain capability as well as a huge heart
Love Is not about some  words we spell, , , and repeat
We are not Parrots we are human beings
We feel
we cry
we have to try
 
 
Never love has been about sharing happy moments
And fading away during  their stormy days
Without having the sensitivity  to turn back a while
To see what left there  behind,
No never love used to be about words, ,
 
love is an act
love is an art
It's the poets inspiration
It's as precious as paintnters imaginations
Yea love is an art
Love is an act
Love is a fact
 
Love gives us life
Love makes us fly
Love takes away our cry
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Love gives us reason to survive
For love we sacrifice
For love we climb to  skies
We punch to moon
We play with stars
 
We become huge kides when we fall in love
We give
We forgive
We sacrifice even our breathes
Our hearts wear a blue peace
Love emotions are purified with the grace of patience,
Blessed with  the mercy of forgiveness lightened with pleasure of sacrifice.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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What Will Be Will Be!
 
Its not just a song
Here is the real life
Never mind my friend the life is going on
The years are hurting us and passing by
Dough it's cold outside
And the darkness are all around
But the life is going on
The people are all around
It's christmas time
So keep your tears inside never show them out
No one will ever care
For the tears of your eyes
Take off your gloomy dresses and save your tears
Look the crowed outside the life is going on
Nobody deserves the tears of your heart
What will be, will be!
So let it be!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When I Was Asleep
 
Tonight I woke up in  the midst of the night
Tonight I walked out of my dreams with bare feet
My steps were chasing  moonlight
I were holding  so tight
At the darkness of the night
 
 
The clouds like a nightmare were ebbed all around  
I was walking there all alone
Maybe I was chasing emptiness
The voices of people who are gone melted with the silence of the night
Were singing sorrowful songs
Reminding me the longings of gone's
 
My fears were chasing shades of the loneliness
They've Took away my happiness
Under the moonlight I saw she was sitting there surrounded by emptiness
I went  near her to talk she looked mockingly to my face
Tears were covering her face
We both had the same face
I saw myself there
 
Just I looked around and I've took a deep breath to run  as fast as the wind of
stormy night
 
Oh my dearest God what is going on
Why I'm  here
What all these  ment to be
 
I were there at misty night with bare feet I continued running breathlessly
There were little kids just I found out
What are they doing at the wouds at the mist of the night
I admired
I went near them but they were too  busy to see me or at magic night I've
turned invisible too,
if its true I won't admire
 
Oh at once I saw myself when I was a kid
I was alone stood there apart, away 
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My friends were playing happy there
But I was alone with an apple red cheeks always shy as I used to be
Yes that was me always shy and alone
 
Oh God I couldn't keep myself crying
Ah  childhood days and friends
How precious how much it was touching  to be there again
 
 
I continued my way I've saw a shining light through my way
My  grandmother was standing right there
With angelic smile oh my beautiful angle  that's  she
As she always was, although she is gone She will stay the queen of my heart
I hold her tight I told her how much I missed her hug
I kissed her smile thousands and thousands of times
I told her how much  I love
 
All those my sweet hearts that  I've lost were there
I hugged them one by one
I hugged  them so tight
I  told them how I love
I hugged them and cried
 
After whiles I heard r's voice She was telling me wake up its coffee time
I was asleep but my feet were still dusty  knew that  it was a gift from God
To go back again to childhood days
To meet again all my lover ones.
 
Oh my dearest God how I'm grateful  for your greatness and for all the things
that you've done.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When The Love Is All Around
 
The days are bright
No matter morn or night
Everywhere is shining light 
Dreams of heaven came out
Everything is perfect
When the love is around
 
The angels upon With their white crowns
Are singing prayers upon
In their crystal veil covered ponds
 
The birds are blue
With the sky they flew
The sky is raining love
Is that true?
 
My soul wants to fly
Like the birds on the sky
When the blue peace wears the sky   
To revive and sigh on the pities of lie
The world becomes so beautiful when the love empires hearts.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When The Love Is Gone
 
Looking for love and everywhere are bared without tenderness of the love.
Inside my soal searching for love to hold it tight in my arms.
But love has gone so long ago and how can be found.
How can I live without the warm love desires.
The days are all the same have no taste no colors not even names, without love
just are following each other and passing by.
Every moment is like ahuge deserted places aching my heart just humbling by.
The time has stopped no where to run to escape the loneliness to find love.
There is nothing to do, no one to blame and whom to blame! And how can i!
Blame the nothing that is sitrring inside deeper of my heart.
How can I blame you love!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When The Love Is Gone Winter Days Come!
 
What stays there
When the love ends
Nothing is the same
Oh how hurts this pain 
Everywhere is dark,
Huge emptiness
Covered and has ebbed my soul
The sense of loneliness
Nothing can fill this rough emptiness
That has empired my soul inside
Though its summer time,
But inside me storms are howling by
Oh love you always bring the spring days
And when you are gone
Unending winter days come,
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When The Peace Will Return Back Home
 
When we learn listening to  others voice while they are talking than the peace
will come back once again to home
When we learn when to  stop talking and when to  begin than the peace will
come back to  home
When we earn the ability of  understanding that there always were and are and
will always be differences
Among points of views even for the son and his father and that's so normal
People can't kill each other for stupid reasons
When we try to understand nothing is worthy and nothing can be precious than
peace and lives
When we can feel the children's heart fear among dead bodies
When we try to look while a woman is beating herself while her house is crushed
What can be precious than lives
But pities are dead
Human being used to kill his fellow man for a loaf of bread
Ah may God awake those dead pities
May the peace once again returns back to home
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When They Ask Me My Beloved
 
When they ask me my beloved,
How can I still love you so strong?
I tell them how can I forget
The only one who gave me the tender love and the strength To fly higher then
the skies above
Where my soul always finds his love.
Even if he is gone, i confess
Still my soul flies there to take a rest
From the abject truths of the life
And how people do you want me to forget
Dont you know that once you feel the real love There is nowhere to run away to
escape
 
When they ask me how can I love
The one who destroyed the meaning of love
What can I do when the love itself is selfish and blind 
How can I forget the only one
Who raised my soul up
And with him I touched the higher skies
I flied with him to land of the love
There upon behind the blue skies once
And there our souls made love
When you fall there's no place to run to escape love
So I choose the love dough it hurts some times But he is the reason I still survive
 
Only one who can take me even in my dreams
To the paradise that I cant breath without
Everytime that he comes to my mind
I fly to him there the hidden place on the sky
Where we all lovers meet our love ones there
Even when they are gone!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When They Told Me He's Gone
 
When they told me  he's gone!
 
 
 
Inside me storms begun to cry
 
 
 
Ah, passing time!
 
 
 
 
You always steal
 
 
 
 
 
away the same way!
 
 
 
 
 
Till the day
 
 
 
 
 
whatever you've stole from me
 
 
 
 
 
 
Never brought them back to me!
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My most precious ones
 
 
 
 
 
 
Those who's heart
 
 
 
 
 
 
beats with mine were
 
 
 
 
 
 
always one
 
 
 
 
 
My laughter
 
 
 
 
 
 
My most valuable
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years
 
 
 
 
Those who were so
 
 
 
 
dear
 
 
 
 
 
Ah. passing time!
 
 
 
 
 
 
You always hurt the same!
 
 
 
 
 
 
How many hurts are hidden there yet!
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once again you  made my eyes tear
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May never i'll meet his eyes again
 
 
 
 
 
 
And who knows what tomorrow brings?
 
 
 
 
 
Years are rolling down so fast
 
 
 
 
 
 
Just breathe away and life ends
 
 
 
 
 
 
While still I keep inside the memories of the past
 
 
 
 
 
 
All those memories are figured out here
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The first time I met his eyes
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
His first glance
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our first dance
 
 
 
 
 
 
We were cradling upon angels wings
 
 
 
 
 
Over there in the paradise
 
 
 
 
 
Away from earthly eyes
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With every breathe of love desires
 
 
 
 
 
 
Butterflies inside me gladly flied
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When first time I met his eyes
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yet still I have inside
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The memory of his touch
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And my heart beats still howling sullen vain
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The longing of his love still crying woes
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While in his heart our love has became just a history
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ah, somehow an old memory?
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yet for me his  memories still surviving right here
 
 
 
 
 
 
Still so clear
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Every while and while they rurvive
 
 
 
 
 
They're always near
 
 
 
 
 
They're always dear
 
 
 
 
In the depth of my heart they've got tired of waiting
 
 
 
 
My love has got tired!
 
 
 
 
 
When they told me he's gone
 
 
 
 
 
While inside me gauzy storms began moaing dreary dirges
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Still rending vainy surges
 
 
 
 
 
Yet, with them our memories are crying pale!
 
 
 
 
 
Every seed of love that from him was left behind
 
 
 
 
 
 
With memories shivering cried wreck
 
 
 
 
 
When they told me that he's gone away
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When Trust Is Lost
 
Sing for a while
and let the sadness fly
Away from our life
The one's that had hurt our trust
Took with them at once
Trustworthy and love
Unaware flew away
The opportunity to try
To give another chance
To love and to beloved
Victims of the love
Hope disappeared with light
The darkness of the night
Surrounded my delights
Sharp facts of the life
Bitter than bitterness
Is the pain of loose
The strength to refuse
To fall in love again
Nothing once again
Would make broken hearts sway
Once again to trust
Bleeding wound will stay
All the life in pain
No fair in vain
To whom to complain?
Broken hearts crying aweful pain
Life'sunfortunate fact
Those whowere loved us once
Have took with them the trust
The cruelty of life
Teaches us with thetime
That love never lasts
That trustworthy leaves us at once
When the people that wereowned our hearts
And no one else in mind
Heart and soul and life
Would be loved the most
And how many life's were lost
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Through love roads were foist!
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When You Are In Love
 
when you are in love care it,
cause once in your lifetime you can find it.
 
when you are in love protect it from horrible storms,
because they may take it away beyond the hills.
 
when you are in love hold it and tenderly care it.
like a mother that cares for her child.
cause the love needs care to grow more and more every single day.
 
when you are in love hold it like a very valuable diamond in your hands.
and never let it slips among of your fingers.
cause love is the most valuable thing that we ever have.
 
when you are in love don't loose it fight forit.
cause the love is more precious then any wealth.
the life is so empty place when you are not in love.
 
Sossi Khachadourian
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When You Come!
 
Every time that you come
Never knew what you've done
Never knew inside my heart about rising sun
About little babies first time's run
Returning of lover's one
Thats how you make me feel
Even you're not here
Like ending of all wars
Like the returning of those past peaceful days back to our home
Even summer time
Thousands of times does come
Everyting around begins giving me fun
Ah when you come!
 
Your smile that I always loved the most
With it spring returns back home
Colorful flowers begin to sing our song
The Bird of my heart
Begins to fly higher than past
Sky rains colorful stars
Ah when you smile
Inside me mothers  hug their just born child's
And that makes me cry the most!
When I remember your smile!
All Impossibilities become real.
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While The Violin Cries
 
While the violin cries How admirable are those
Who still have hearts
To feel
To cry
To sacrifice
How wonderful are
those
Those who have hearts more precious then diamonds
Those whose honesty's are as strong as sharpest swords
While the violin cries
Having an awaken pity how a nice
How beautiful are those
Who still have   Inspit of everything around us
Inspit of hardship of world's who've changed lots
How blissful human beings are those Who've never lost their faiths in God
Those who risk their lives for other's hospitality
How beautiful human beings they are
For them angels of heaven's sing prayers and with them the violin cries
How blessed are those who give and forget
The pleasure of giving makes their souls sway
Without mentioning their names
Without any expectation in return
They may give away all their own and more
How amazing are those who're able to feel other's pain
To be someones candle at their darkest day
Those who give
Those who are able to forgive
They already have above
The best places where's the heaven's of God
Where crown angels sing prayers
And the violin tears while listing to their prayers
There where the honesty still survives
There is the only place for all pure hearted ones
There's the only place where humanity's lost justice up there survives!
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Who Are You To Judge My Pain
 
Just asked you to be friends
I was extended my hands
Just I was in need of friend
How hurts to be ignored for the destinies bad game
People how can you be so unfair
Your pities are dead   When I have a pain
how hard is to be blamed
For destinies bad game
The life is not for all of us the same
While the destinies sharp hand
Slaps us a pain
Yet for the pain you people blame
Who are you to judge my pain
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Who Had Settled My Temple Of Love
 
People when you meet my beloved
 
Please tell him that I missed him so
 
Please tell him that I missed his angelic smile
 
Tell him that mylife is empty without his love
 
Tell him that I missed his charming eyes
 
Maybe the flame of our love deserted his heart
 
But tell him that his love will forever survive
 
Deeper of my heart will never die
 
Every morning with sun will come to the life
 
If you ever meet him please ask him
 
Who is touching his pure soul
 
Who had settled my temple of love
 
How much i'm in need to the warmth of his hug
 
Like a child that is in need to her mother's hug
 
He was my only shelter
 
Only there my soul could rest in peace Still his hug revives in my mind
 
His words of love when everytime comes to my mind
 
My soul becomes crazy and begins to sing the same old love songs
 
He was my world     
And his love was my wealth
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Who hassettled in my house
 
Though long long years had passed us by
 
But the tears of my heart never stopped 
Still I shead a tear every once in a while
 
I forgot even myself
 
But the memories of his love are always alive
 
Here deeper of my heart forever will survive.
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Why I Love You My Beloved
 
Why I Love you my beloved
 
Why  my love for you is so strong
 
How my heart's strings begins to vibrate
 
Every time that  you fall to my mind
 
Why when I hear your name my soul gets wings
 
And  like the baterfly begins to fly
 
Why I forget every reason that should make me hate you
 
Believe me when I say  even I don't  know
 
Yet the emotions of the love are so hard to be described
 
But only thigh that  I'm sure from
 
That I do love  the love because of your love
 
Yet I believe that the real love  doesn't need a reason
 
To come true
 
It's so simple and clear
 
It's like to be or not to be
 
It's like to live or to die
 
To choose the Black or the white
 
It's so simple yet hard to be found
 
This is what's called the real love.
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Winter Days Why Do You Came!
 
Snowy winter days once again came!
 
 
Ah Winter days
 
 
how did you came?
 
 
Haven't you met through your road crying summer days?
 
 
Haven't you met through your ways crying Autumn days?
 
 
Ah snowy winter days
 
 
Haven't you met your friends
 
 
Through your road
 
while you were coming here
 
 
Ah sweet summer days
 
 
 
They left us in vain
 
 
They Saw our pain
 
 
Even the sun above cried for children's ache
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First time through my life time
 
 
I knew even the sun above has a heart.
 
 
While unfortunately human beings didn't have!
 
 
Ah chilly winter days how could you come here?
 
 
Haven't you met through your road mourning Autumn days.
 
 
They were broken when they left
 
 
As i know you are friends.
 
 
If you ever met them there
 
 
They would tell you about our aches.
 
 
How pain we've passed through
 
 
They saw and they felt
 
 
They went home crying all alone
 
 
Ah snowy cold winter days how could you come here?
 
 
While our world is bared it's clothes
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And humanIty is bared of pity as well as the mercy
 
 
Poverty huged the cold and has wrapped our world
 
 
Ah, how much pain can we bear yet!
 
 
Ah, poor souls are in pain till the vein!
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Wishes Of The Endless Love
 
She found a secret place to cry
While no one is around
Wishes  of endless love
Are cutting her soul to thousands of parts
Loneliness is burning  her heart  like a fire
Apart from life
Lonely people has another life
Flame of  fire
Lost desire
Surrounded her heart
When people around are in love
Lonely soul there  alone is crying fire
She's   the prisoners of impossible  love
Waiting is a grain
Strangling strain
Poor traveler waithing for the train
While clouds are angry and sky will rain
On the station of life waithing for love
May love never comes her way
She'll  get wet
Or she will wait
A frozen slap to guide her back to loneliest gate
Then she will never again in love has faith
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Without You
 
For the last time
If I would see your eyes again
Whole  life is a minute
The years passed like a wind
Sharp and ugly
Long and hardest years
Your yearning a lifetime misery
I'm going back to my cage
Goodbye my love
Life after snatching you away
Disaster became my daily bread
Dead  or alive  i dont care lot i won't survive
I'm back on my knees
Not searching about  happiness or fear.
What a destination
Out of a challenges
I'm back on my knees
Life's unfair
Snatched my hreat  away
Filled with your love
Now is crying fire
Goodbye my love I'm returing back to my cage
Unfair life you
Took my breath away.
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Woeful Emptiness
 
All that I can feel now the emptiness -inside
Hudge And rough  emptiness
Surrounded my soul,
Echoes of vainy dirges howling alone.
Like me inside me woes of loneliness Insatiable serpent has wrraped my soul.
Nothing can hurt me more,
No word at the world can express how I feel
Now,
More then this word,
Woeful emptiness is wrrapped all my own.
The grief and gloomy veil
leaning pale
Teribble strain ebbed my chest  breathless is the spirit inside
Moaing dreary woes
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Woes Of The War!
 
If everywhere is destroyed
People lost their jobs
Their houses and their dear ones
It's too sad but its real
Our lives became cheaper than our needs
We've lost so long ago the right of having a dream
The stony patience got so tired
Giving hands are so far
Deprived lived a life surrounded with aches
Ah alone more than the  loneliness itself
Worshiping the light
How its hard
Living the dark
Hops have got suicide
 
If the fear is ebbed our hearts
How living is hard
when its lived just like standing at the edge of the life
Waiting with fear the storm when it'll blow our side
To drag us down.
 
 
Who knows how it feels
Living alone with woes of war here
With parents older and weaker than my fears
And what about my dreams I've lost them there  somewhere
Yet  I couldn't bury them to say the last seldom
To hug them for the last time
To carry them and sing  mother's song for the child that I never had
To cry as much as I can may my tears would be able to ease down the sadness
of my heart
My yearning to those lost ones
Ah woes are still yelling for those deprived heart desires.
And how its hard to put a fake smile on the face
Living each day with prayers
Waiting tomorrow to be better and the best
The gratitude itself is blamed.
And what else?
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Won't Fall In Love Again!
 
How can I,
tell me my Majesty  love?
 
You're the greatest gift has given us the God above
 
You're the reason that makes us  believe  impossibles become true
 
Now how can I escape away from you
 
Your the angel who brightens  neglected souls
 
You give us courage to go on whenever we're down on our knees
 
You give us the strength to stand again in every failure 
 
The hope and the aim to continue our claims
 
Highest mountains without any blame
 
The faith to continue surviving our hardest fights
 
My Majesty would you give me the way
 
I can't exist your presence either your absence
 
A miracle may come taking away some
 
Overflowed emotions inside this tired heart
 
How can i shatter them down
 
No man over this  universe deserves
to be loved the way that I love
 
If i could taking off
 
Thus silly lover heart
 
With both of my hands without regrets!
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Yasdayim
 
Yasdayim
Bakdim kara
Ichim yara
Bu yaşamdan
Bkdim allah
 
Ne zamandan umut dilerim
Ne insandan bir gül beklerim
Ağlamaktan ışığı kaybettim
Bundan sonra hayatan ne beklerim
 
İçim yara
Kalbim kara
Ne yapsamda
İşe yarar
 
Ne kader bu
Kime kuseyim
Yaratan hep yalvardım
Alamadim hiç bir jevab
 
Hep işkence oldu hayat
Yaşamaktan bıktım yarab
Bir güzel gün veremediğin
Bir tebessüm
Bir hoş ana hasret kalbim
 
Yaslarasardım hayat
Günler aylar dev bir hayat
Rüzgar gibi geçti saat
Geçti ama neden bilmem
Annamsiz soğuk içim hep buruk
Ne yaptıysam alamadım senden derdime cevap
Mutluluğa hasret kaldı bu kalb
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Yelling For The Real Love
 
What I've got from  love
From love's blindly fire
Nothing stays the same
When love flies away
Only ache of love
Keeps reminding us neglected emotions of love
Ah my yearning for eternal love
Ah my yelling for constancy
My Longing for honesty
Waking up sleeping consciences
May forgotten promises makes you feel a bit guilty
Yelling for endless love when lovers souls will feel safety?
Given love emotions are empty
Thirsty to real love to feel pretty
Love stories lost in illusory
Moment lasting love  emotions can't fullfy my heart
Desires 
What's the real love
While disappeared with time
Have  the real emotions of love
Died with  the hardship of life
Love's not spoken words
Nor something disappears in noise
Not even hardship of life
Can take away the real love
Ok
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Yette Tou Kas
 
Yette tou kas
Mergatsadz  bardeznere norits bidi haknen ganatch
 
Ah yette tou kas
Mortsvadz hekyatneri herosnere norits bidi kan ashkhark
 
Ah yette tou kas
Dkhour im yerkeri parere bidi pokhen irents jampan tegouz norits zvarj tarnan
 
Ah yette tou kas
Ankout martotz hokinerou  nnchadz  khghjeere  bidi zartnen  kalen arach
 
Yette tou kas
Mout poghotsneri odar esdvernere bidi tarnan shad harazad
 
Ah yette tou kas
Vorpoug manougnerei khapanadz  jbidnere tartsyal hayrenik bidi tarnan
 
Ah yette tou kas
Skavor srdere bidi pokhen irents sev eskestnere  bidi prnen bar
 
Ah yette tou kas
Hoknadz hokvouys moloradz houysere khaghaghoutyoun bidi kdnen
 
 
Ah yette tou kas
Dkhour I'm serdi arouynlva  artsounknere bidi tatrin yar
 
Ah ytte tou kas
Soud angadar serderou mech porpokadz khosdoumnere  tegouz iraganan
 
Ah yette tou kas
Moloradz im hokvou pats verkere tegouz poujvin houysere norits tarnan indz
harazad
 
Ah payts el tou chegas  arten tadarge indz hamar polor askhar yar.
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You And Me My Heart
 
You and me my heart
 
Once upon the time
 
We will break down
 
The bad rules of the life
 
Even for a once in the lifetime
 
We will break down the chains that ban the freedom to love
 
And we will fall in love again
 
Away there is a place behind of the distances
 
Away from those silly rules of men
 
Even for a once
You and me my heart
 
We will run out of the pain
 
Will hug the happiness
 
You and me and love
 
Even for a once in the lifetime!
 
We all will become friends.
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You Dwell In Me
 
You dwell in me my beloved
Ah and beyond
 
Inside me there's a heart, exists there just for keeping you inside
 
You're the reason that's why  beauties exist  and I believe in
 
Every time you'r there, In my soul
Butterflies fly to blue skies sway
 
Taking with them the soul within
 
Inside me lies love and colorful butterflies
 
Angels have caves covered with veils
 
No one can take away the love, love stray
 
While lovers return home angels cry home alone.
 
Return home beloved bring the love back home
 
Return home one time may angels stop their cry's
 
May peace once again comes home
 
Im here alone, afraid  is my soul
 
Storms out there people's cry my heart can't more bear
 
Children's bare hands
 
Return back my beloved bring the love which is lost
 
Tell him here is his real home.
 
Ah beloved!
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You'Re My Priceless...Pri Celess! ! !
 
You are my priceless love
The spring of my heart
Your love is more precious than my life
For you does my heart only care
Your sweet smile is priceless...pri celess
 
You are the dream of my life
My precious love
Just for seeing you a moment
I can give you my life
Your sweet smile is priceless...pri celess
 
My heart Still mourning for your love
Though long long years have passed us by
though i know you will never come back
But in my heart still hiding the memories
So deeper of my heart keeping a lighten torch
May one day you'll come still keeping the hope
 
Your my priceless...pri celess
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